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Over the past 34 years astonishing global efforts have transformed HIV/AIDS from a clinical

death sentence into a manageable long-term illness. With approximately 35 million people

now living with HIV, our eyes move toward managing and containing HIV infection as a

chronic condition on a global scale. Achieving this goal will require the advent of new treat-

ment strategies that target a variety of highly conserved viral features and a more complex

analytical framework to assess resistance and transmission potential during treatment as well

as to evaluate the potential clinical pathologies of resistant variants.

Contributing to this goal, this dissertation focuses on evaluating novel treatment strate-

gies from two complementary and important perspectives. First, we apply analytical frame-

works adapted from biochemistry to more comprehensively asses the therapeutic expecta-

tions of emerging immunotherapeutics and novel inhibitor targets. These extensible methods

provide a more accurate description of antiviral activity at levels that will be necessary to

suppress viral replication and prevent resistance than more traditional potency-based com-

parisons. Additionally, the mathematical foundation of these methods connects high clinical
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expectation to more detailed biochemical mechanisms that present specific criteria to aid in

the rational design of more effective therapies.

This analytical framework can, alternatively, be used to understand how a virus responds

to the presence of a drug, which will be necessary for assessing how HIV and its pathology

might evolve, on a global scale, in the face of widespread treatment. To this end, quantifying

infection efficiency and understanding how HIV virion interact with their target cells through

extensible mathematical models reveal the impacts that treatment can have on the most

fundamental properties of HIV infection. Understanding treatment from the perspective of

the virus can aid the design of more potent therapies that pose unsurmountable barriers to

resistance and might specifically target transmissibility.

Our results present a unique analysis of the activity of broadly neutralizing HIV anti-

bodies that provides a new dimension to evaluating the clinical expectations of novel im-

munotherapies in the context of long-term management. This analysis is also used to further

distinguish the cytotoxic and antiviral activities of a novel HIV inhibitor class: the disulfide

isomerase inhibitors, where we reveal the significant potential of this class as well as spe-

cific criteria for the development of stronger and less toxic analogs to boost the diversity

of available HIV treatments. We then extend this analytical method to assess the inherent

infectious properties of HIV in response to treatment, to evaluate resistance in the more

clinical context of target-cell tropism, receptor usage and infectivity.

Managing HIV infection as a long-term condition on a global scale will require more

sophisticated efforts in developing and assessing novel treatments in terms of both inhibitor

activity and direct viral responses. The methods and experimental strategies presented here

are an essential first step to describing the activity of inhibitors and the activity of HIV,

itself. Our results illuminate novel mechanistic features that can aid the development of

novel treatments specifically suited to contain and control HIV.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
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Since its discovery over 30 years ago, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and the

pathologies associated with HIV infection have proven a significant challenge to clinical and

fundamental science. HIV infection was first reported in the United States as an inexplicable

acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) in young gay men that gave rise to oppor-

tunistic infections and death among 48% of the cases reported in its first year1. It would

take only four years for AIDS to be reported worldwide and 9 years more to be the leading

cause of death for all young adults in America1. By the turn of the century, AIDS had

become the fourth most frequent cause of death worldwide, the most frequent in Africa1.

The first HIV inhibitor, Zidovudine (AZT), was approved in March of 19872, 6 years after

HIV/AIDS was first reported. By 1996, seven HIV inhibitors representing three distinct

modes of inhibition were available2, marking the first decrease in reported AIDS cases in the

United States1. Since then, approximately one hundred HIV treatments have been released

under accelerated approval guidelines motivated by the severity of the HIV/AIDS pandemic

and response policies such as PEPFAR3. The modern arsenal of HIV treatments in the

United States now include a total of thirty seven highly successful mono- and combination

therapies, demonstrating the rapid pace of a unified, global response.

Although the past 34 years have transformed HIV infection from a morbid certainty

into a manageable, chronic condition, roughly 0.5% of the world’s population (35 million

individuals) now live with HIV4 (as of 2013). The prevalence of HIV is now disproportion-

ately weighted to developing nations with little access to modern treatments, while drug

resistance among populations that do have access to these treatments has been an ongo-

ing problem. Modern public policy and scientific research goals now focus on accessibility,

preventing transmission and resistance, vaccination and ultimately curing infection. These

goals have proven challenging due to the extraordinary biological properties of HIV, where

persistent latency and high mutation rates result in a strong propensity for the emergence

of resistant variants. It is critical, therefore, that clinical expectations of new inhibitors and

treatment strategies, such as immunotherapy, derived from experimental results in vitro, are
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both highly predictive and incorporate the effect such treatments may have on the inherent

properties of HIV itself.

This dissertation presents the results of four unique research projects aimed at under-

standing the properties of HIV entry, the first stage in the viral life cycle, and its inhibition.

We first introduce an analytical method adapted from the fields of pharmacology and bio-

chemistry to more accurately assess the clinical expectations of novel immunotherapeutics

based on experimental results in vitro (Chapter 2). We then assess the specific activity of

a novel class of entry inhibitors that target disulfide isomerization, a highly conserved pro-

cess in HIV entry, relative to their potential toxic and contaminant effects to find specific

recommendations for the development of next-generation disulfide isomerase inhibitors with

improved antiviral activity and reduced cytotoxicity (Chapter 3).

We then change perspectives to describe the effects that inhibitors and immunothera-

pies can have on the fundamental properties of HIV itself. Infection efficiency can vary

significantly among HIV isolates through receptor usage (Chapter 4) and target-cell surface

dynamics (Chapter 5). We show that inhibitors and immunotherapies can have a profound

influence on the way HIV virion interact with their target cells, which will be important

to understanding the pathological properties and replication dynamics of resistant variants.

Together, these projects present novel treatment strategies and analytical methods that are

specifically geared toward the modern goal of managing HIV infection as a long-term condi-

tion on a global scale.

Modern Challenges to HIV Treatment in the Context of Entry

HIV presents unique challenges to finding inhibitor targets and preventing drug resistance.

The persistence of HIV infection even during treatment is driven by reservoirs of HIV repli-

cation where resting CD4+ T cells with stably integrated proviral DNA support low levels

of replication5. Cessation of, or poor adherence to antiretroviral treatment then results in

a rebound of plasma viremia that are no longer treatment naive and may carry resistance
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mutations. Indeed, few viruses are capable of mutating as rapidly as HIV, which possesses

a high functional tolerance for mutation6 despite having a tightly compact genome. This

unique capacity results not only in a broad global diversity of HIV isolates, but a diverse

quasispecies of isolates within a single patient that can rival the yearly, global diversity of

influenza A6,7. To understand the complex nature of HIV and the unique challenges this

virus poses, we start with the HIV virus particle itself.

Anatomy of the HIV virion. An HIV virion consists of two genomic RNA molecules

coated and protected by the viral nucleocapsid protein (NC) (Fig. 1.1a). The HIV capsid

forms an additional protective layer that contains proteins involved in the nuclear transport

(rev) and transcriptional activation (tat) of the viral genome. The internal space of the virus

also contains proteins necessary for infection (reverse transcriptase, integrase and protease),

is structurally supported by the matrix protein and is separated from its external environment

by a lipid bilayer membrane derived from its parental host cell while budding. The outside

of the virion is studded by envelope spikes (Env) that facilitate the attachment and entry of

the virion into a new host cell, the first stage of the viral lifecycle. Entry is a highly desirable

inhibitor target because Env is exposed and accessible and because entry occurs before the

virus has entered its target cell, thus, entry inhibitors do not need to permeate living cells

in order to reach their targets.

HIV attachment and entry. Entry is the process by which an HIV virion attaches to, and

enters its host cell and is the first task a newborn virion must complete. The translational

product of the Env gene is proteolytically cleaved into two glycoprotein subunits: gp120

and gp41, which are non-covalently associated into dimers and then assembled into a non-

covalently associated trimer of dimers, or spike, with a 3-fold axis of symmetry (Fig. 1.1a,

box). The final spike structure exposes a surface of three gp120 outer domains with three

gp41 subunits coiled and tucked along the inner central axis of symmetry, where the N-

terminus of gp41 anchors the spike to the viral membrane.
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Attachment is driven by gp120 (Fig. 1.1b), where binding to cell-surface CD4 induces

conformational changes that expose a co-receptor binding site. The co-receptor binding site

recognizes the chemokine receptor CCR5 (for R5-tropic isolates), CXCR4 (for X4-tropic

isolates) or either (dual tropic R5/X4 isolates). Co-receptor binding adds to the stability

of virion-cell attachment and triggers the release of a fusion peptide in the C-terminus of

gp41, which becomes embedded in the cell membrane, forming an irreversible anchor known

as the pre-hairpin intermediate (PHI, Fig 1.1b). Massive structural rearrangements in the

PHI result in the coordinated twisting and refolding of the three gp41 subunits to form a

tight six-hlix bundle (6HB), which locally distorts the viral and cellular membranes with

enough energy to induce spontaneous membrane fusion8,9. Once fused, the contents of the

viral membrane are released into the target-cell cytoplasm, followed by uncoating of the viral

RNA, reverse transcription and then integration of viral DNA into the host cell genome.

The vast majority of approved HIV inhibitors target the functions of reverse transcriptase,

protease, and recently, integrase, while inhibitors targeting the HIV Env represent a very

small proportion of available treatments, due some very unique features of the HIV Env.

Challenges facing entry inhibitors. Entry is an attractive target because it occurs out-

side the cell, before the viral lifecycle has begun. Although the fundamental mechanism of

this process is conserved among all known HIV isolates, the structural details of the HIV

Env spike can vary greatly among the quasispecies represented in a single patient7. As the

only viral protein expressed on the surface of HIV virion, the Env spike is the primary target

of humoral immune responses and in response to this, HIV has evolved specific mechanisms

to facilitate rapid escape from immune recognition10,11. For example, gp120 contains five

variable regions (V1-V5) that, together, form the large portion of exposed surface area on

the Env spike12 (Fig. 1.1a, box). These regions can tolerate dramatic changes in both length

and amino-acid sequence to evade immune recognition7. The variable regions also present

glycosylation sites that can be added, removed and re-positioned to form a glycan shield that
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masks vulnerable epitopes13. Additionally, the tenuous, non-covalent association of gp120

to gp41 can result in gp120 dissociation and shedding, which may then act as an antigenic

decoy that triggers humoral responses against viral epitopes not normally present on live

virion14,15.

The high degree of conformational variability in HIV Env presents unique challenges to

designing inhibitors and treatments that target entry. For example, the first entry inhibitor,

enfuvirtide (ENF) is a small peptide that binds to the PHI, blocking 6HB formation, where

resistance can arise from mutations in both the targeted binding site and non-target sites16,17.

HIV can also develop resistance against co-receptor antagonists that do not directly interact

with Env. For example, resistance to maraviroc, which binds to CCR5 and alters its con-

formation such that gp120 cannot recognize it, comes in the form of an adapted ability, in

gp120, to use the MVC-bound form of CCR518–20. Despite these challenges, entry remains

a highly desirable therapeutic target as entry inhibitors do not need to permeate cells and

can prevent infection before a virion makes contact with its target cell.

How to Hit a Moving Target? Amidst all of the genetic and epigenetic variability of

the HIV Env structure, the function of Env in entry is absolutely conserved. Thus, while

there are specific regions in gp120 that serve to distract the scent of an immune response,

there are also regions that must be structured in a specific way to facilitate entry. This is

most evident through the discovery of broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) that target

conserved regions of the Env spike. For example, because the Env must engage cell-surface

CD4, the CD4 binding site (CD4bs) in gp120 is relatively conserved and, accordingly, bnAbs

directed against epitopes in this region are capable of neutralizing a wide breadth of Env

variants21–24. The membrane-proximal external region of gp4125–27 and the gp120/gp4128–31

interface also present conserved structural elements that are targeted by bnAbs. Even glycan

regions in the variable loops can elicit bnAbs with large breadth32–35.

Novel, conserved targets can also be represented by essential participants in the entry
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process, for example, cellular components that might assist in the massive conformational

changes in Env during entry (Fig. 1.1b). Like many viruses, the HIV Env contains highly

conserved disulfide bonds that form rigid structural elements, stabilizing the native Env

structure. Cleavage of these disulfide bonds is an essential part of entry for β, δ and γ

retroviruses such as murine leukemia virus (MLV) and human T-lymphotropic virus (HTLV),

whose Envs contain classical CXXC disulfide isomerization motifs that cleave local disulfide

bonds to trigger fusion36. Although the HIV Env does not contain its own CXXC motif,

this same mechanism may be at play in the process of HIV entry, driven by cellular DSB

exchange proteins such as protein disulfide isomerase (PDI)37–44.

While the HIV Env certainly represents an extremely dynamic and flexible target, regions

that are functionally essential must remain constant and, therefore, can then serve as effective

entry inhibitor targets that are insensitive to Env variability.

Assessing the Potential of Novel Entry Inhibitors.

Novel entry inhibitors must first be assessed and characterized in vitro before more concrete

animal models can be used to reach human trials. Because these experimental systems

lack the complexities of a living body, the activity of an inhibitor must be comprehensively

assessed to develop clinical expectations that can justify further evaluation. Inhibitor activity

is characterized through a dose-response experiment, where inhibition is quantified in terms

of inhibitor concentration against a constant viral inoculum. The result is a description

of the dose-dependent activity of a drug that can be mathematically reconstructed using a

standard dose-response model built from two essential parameters. The EC50, also known

as an IC50 or median dose (Dm) is a measure of inhibitor strength and specifically describes

the concentration of inhibitor needed to achieve 50% inhibition. The slope (m), also known

as a Hill slope (H), describes the differential increase or decrease in (rise) inhibition from

the median dose set-point. Thus, while IC50 (or Dm) anchors a dose-response curve in terms

of concentration, the slope (m) describes the pitch, or rise, of the curve.
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Classical and modern evaluation of HIV inhibitors. HIV inhibitors are commonly

compared by their IC50 in the context of pharmacological properties, such as average achiev-

able serum concentrations (Cave) and clearance (e.g. metabolism). Drugs whose IC50s are

significantly lower than Cave give high inhibitory quotients (Cave/IC50) and are considered

more effective than those with lower inhibitory quotients. Although informative, this strat-

egy does not account for the different pitch or rise in inhibition that drugs may have. For

example, among two drugs with the same IC50 and pharmacodynamics, one drug may yield

a steeper dose-dependent rise, or higher slope, in inhibition than the other, resulting in a

greater activity at concentrations above IC50. Both IC50 and slope are essential parameters

that cannot, alone, describe the dose-response activity of an inhibitor and comparative meth-

ods that focus exclusively on any one of these two parameters lack the critical information

provided by the other.

A recent retrospective analysis of existing HIV inhibitors revealed that IC50 was not as

strongly correlated to historical, clinical performance than slope45,46, demonstrating for the

first time in the field that slope is specifically relevant to the inhibition of an exponentially

replicating virus. Not only was slope a better indicator of clinical performance, it also pro-

vided a more detailed description of inhibitor activity in the context of viral replication47,48

that can be used to develop novel inhibitors with high slopes and, therefore, greater clin-

ical expectations. These recent studies show that IC50 and slope are equally important

parameters in developing clinical expectations of inhibitors from in vitro experiments.

Alternative criteria for entry inhibitors. Because HIV entry occurs outside the cell,

entry inhibitors can have a strong impact on the way HIV virion adapt, during treatment,

to interact with their target cells. For example, the CCR5 antagonist, maraviroc, alters

the way virion see CCR5 at the cell surface, which in turn, changes the way these virion

interact with their target cells49–51. These drug-induced changes can come in the form of

altered CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency, which describes how HIV virion respond to these recep-
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tors specifically, or in the form of more physical properties such as virion distribution, which

relates more to the macroscopic behavior of a virus as a population. In this sense, resistance

to entry inhibitors can come at the expense of changes in CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency or less

efficient, population-based interactions with target cells. Alternatively, resistance may be

the result of a greater CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency or more efficient target-cell interactions.

Resistance pathways involving changes in CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency18,50,51 can have pro-

found effects on target-cell tropism and clinical pathology52–55, while changes in target-cell

interaction efficiency can affect replication rates and transmission. It is, therefore, important

to understand the effect of an entry inhibitor in terms of inhibitor concentration and also in

the context of how a virus might respond to treatment.

Specific Aims.

This dissertation presents four research projects that focus on the major challenges facing

HIV research today: controlling and maintaining HIV as a chronic infection and preventing

resistance. These goals are addressed through novel analytical frameworks that can be

used to develop more accurate clinical expectations of inhibitor activity (Chapter 2) and

to comprehensively assess potential viral responses to treatment in terms of CD4/CCR5

usage (Chapter 4) and virus-cell interactions (Chapter 5). These methods are also applied

to a novel, highly conserved entry target involving the cleavage of disulfide bonds in Env

during entry and identify specific goals for the future development of inhibitors targeting

this mechanism, which show great promise (Chapter 3).

We first apply the median effect dose-response model56 to describe the activity of broadly

neutralizing antibodies and develop more comprehensive clinical expectations of bnAbs in

the context of immunotherapy that incorporate both IC50 and slope (Chapter 2). Our

results demonstrate that slope is not only an important property to consider when selecting

bnAb candidates for animal and human trials, but this parameter also illuminates potential

mechanisms of neutralization that will likely assist in the rational design of more potent
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and active immunotherapies. These methods are then extended to evaluate the activity of

disulfide isomerase inhibitors (DII) in HIV entry37–44, which represent a novel and highly

conserved target (Chapter 3). Evaluation of DIIs is particularly challenging due to the

essential cellular function of disulfide isomerase proteins, where many DIIs can exhibit strong

toxic effects. Our results untangle these toxic effects from the inhibitory activities of DIIs

against HIV entry to show that although these fist-generation compounds are not yet ready

for more advanced trials, they do show great promise. Our results also identify specific goals

for the design of next-generation DIIs with increased potency and reduced toxicity.

We then investigate the potential effects of treatment from the perspective of the virus.

We present a next-generation Affinofile profiling system and associated viral entry receptor

sensitivity assay (VERSA) metrics that we use to evaluate CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency in

the context of target-cell tropism, HIV subtypes, transmission and bnAb resistance (Chapter

4). Our results illuminate how these clinical phenotypes are related to more inherent prop-

erties of viral infectivity that will be useful for controlling transmission and resistance and

assessing the potential clinical pathologies of resistant isolates. Finally, we adapt the median

effect dose-response model to the context of viral infection, which reveals that HIV virion

exhibit distributive dynamics that influence the infectivity of viral populations (Chapter 5).

The impact of CD4/CCR5 expression and entry inhibitors on these dynamics reveal novel

properties of infection that may be useful for understanding the replication efficiency of viral

isolates during treatment and the expansion and transmission efficiency of resistant variants.

Together, these chapters address the future of managing HIV as a global, long-term

illness by introducing more comprehensive analytical methods to assess the clinical potential

of novel inhibitor classes and immunotherapies, and through new experimental and analytical

techniques that assess the adaptive response of HIV to treatment.
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Figure 1.1: Example of the HIV virion, envelope spike and fusion mechanism. The HIV virion
(a) is composed of two internal compartments containing viral RNA and nucleocapsid (NC), and
essential enzymes (reverse transcriptase, RT; integrase, IN; protease, PT). The outer-most com-
partment is structurally supported by the matrix protein is separated from the external space by a
lipid bilayer membrane. The surface of the virion is studded with envelope (Env) spikes that me-
diate attachment and entry. Side (inset, top) and top (inset, bottom) view of the Env spike (PDB
ID 3J5M57). The spike is a non-covalently associated trimer of dimers consisting of the attachment
glycoprotein 120 (gp120) and fusion glycoprotein 41 (gp41). Variable regions (V1-V4) are shown
(cyan, blue, pink and red, respectively) and cover a vast expanse of exposed surface area. The
critical CD4 binding site (CD4bs, green) is located between gp120 protomers. (b) Entry (left to
right) begins when gp120 attaches to CD4, which exposes a co-receptor binding site. Co-receptor
biding triggers release of a fusion peptide in gp41 that becomes anchored to the cell membrane to
form a pre-hairpin intermediate (PHI). Gp41 HR1 (purple) and HR2 (pink) regions then coil and
fold together to form the six-helix bundle (6HB) that induces spontaneous membrane fusion and
viral entry.
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CHAPTER 2

Dose Response Curve Slope Helps Predict Therapeutic Potency and Breadth

of HIV Broadly Neutralizing Antibodies
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Supplementary information is provided in Appendix B.
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Introduction

Several regions of the HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein spike are vulnerable to broadly neutraliz-

ing antibodies (bnAbs); these regions include the CD4 binding site (CD4bs) of gp1202,58,70,71,

glycan-dependent epitopes in the second and third variable regions (V2 and V3) of gp1207,46,67,68,

linear epitopes in the membrane proximal external region (MPER) of gp4123,47,73, and glycan-

dependent epitopes that bridge gp120 and gp416,16,24,57 (Fig. 2.1). This assortment creates

opportunities for combinations of bnAbs to target multiple epitopes in an effort to achieve

optimal coverage and impede escape31. Indeed, the identification and characterization of

these bnAbs has generated renewed optimism that novel vaccines can be designed to elicit

similar types of antibodies8,39.

The extraordinary breadth and potency of some of the newer bnAbs also affords promising

opportunities for immunotherapy of established infection. Recent proof-of-concept studies

with passively delivered bnAbs in HIV-infected humanized mice and simian-human immun-

odeficiency virus (SHIV)-infected macaques have generated encouraging therapeutic results,

especially when combinations of bnAbs were used3,22,28,29,61. Moreover, a single infusion

with the CD4bs bnAb, 3BNC117, was recently shown to reduce plasma viral load by 0.8-2.5

log10 in chronically infected humans9. These therapeutic benefits might be improved in the

presence of standard antiretroviral drugs22 and host autologous neutralizing antibodies29.

Measurements of bnAb potency and breadth are traditionally determined by the concen-

tration of antibody that inhibits either 50% (IC50) or 80% (IC80) of a fixed virus inoculum

in a dose-response single cycle infection assay in vitro. While these neutralization thresh-

olds might be sufficient in a prophylactic vaccine setting, where the multiplicity of infection

during transmission is relatively low1,19,33 they fall far below the effective therapeutic dose

range that will be required to inhibit multiple logs of virus and impede escape in an infected

individual. Another clinically relevant dimension of dose-response curves is slope, which

may be a more accurate measure of potency at therapeutically relevant inhibition levels.
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Studies with antiretroviral drugs have shown that the slope can be used to more reliably

predict clinical outcome than IC50 alone. IIP is an additional pharmacodynamic metric that

goes further by incorporating both slope and IC50 to predict the number of logs of infection

reduced at any given concentration of drug in a single round infection assay59,60. Together,

IC50 and slope determine the full range of activity for a given antiretroviral agent, and IIP

puts these parameters into a more clinical context. For antiretroviral drugs, the slope of

the sigmoidal dose-response curve is related to specific inhibitory mechanisms defined by the

cooperative reactivity of inhibitors and their targets25,32,53,59.

Our results reveal that the neutralization slopes of bnAbs play an important role in

forming therapeutic expectations from in vitro neutralization curves that complements and

extends traditional IC50/IC80 based analyses. We also find that slope is more strongly asso-

ciated with neutralization breadth than IC50. With some exceptions, bnAb slopes generally

segregate by epitope class suggesting that like HIV inhibitors, bnAb slopes are also related

to specific mechanisms of neutralization, thus, this parameter may aid in the development

of novel, highly effective immunotherapies. While both slope and IC50 are fundamental

properties of bnAb activity in vitro, bnAb slopes are rarely considered when predicting ther-

apeutic potency. Our results show that this mechanistic parameter has a significant impact

on predicted therapeutic potency and adds a new dimension to the development of novel

immunotherapeutics.

Materials and Methods

Virus stocks. Virus stocks were prepared by transfection in 293T cells and titrated in

TZM-bl cells as described42.

Neutralization assay. The neutralizing activity of bnAbs was measured as a function of

reductions in luciferase (Luc) reporter gene expression after a single round of infection in

TZM-bl cells42. TZM-bl cells (also called JC57BL-13) were obtained from the NIH AIDS
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Research and Reference Reagent Program, as contributed by John Kappes and Xiaoyun

Wu. This is a HeLa cell clone that was engineered to express CD4 and CCR551 and to

contain integrated reporter genes for firefly luciferase and E. coli beta-galactosidase under

control of an HIV-1 LTR69. Briefly, a pre-titrated dose of virus was incubated with serial

3-fold dilutions of test sample in duplicate in a total volume of 150 µL for 1 hr at 37oC

in 96-well flat-bottom culture plates. Freshly trypsinized cells (10,000 cells in 100 µL of

growth medium containing 75 µg mL−1 DEAE dextran) were added to each well. One

set of 8 control wells received cells + virus (virus control) and another set received cells

only (background control). After 48 hours of incubation, 100 µL of cells was transferred

to a 96-well black solid plate (Costar) for measurements of luminescence using the Britelite

Luminescence Reporter Gene Assay System (PerkinElmer Life Sciences). Assay stocks of

molecularly cloned Env-pseudotyped viruses were prepared by transfection in 293T/17 cells

(American Type Culture Collection) and titrated in TZM-bl cells as described42. This

assay has been formally optimized and validated54 and was performed in compliance with

Good Clinical Laboratory Practices, including participation in a formal proficiency testing

program64. Additional information on the assay and all supporting protocols may be found

at: http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/nab-reference-strains/html/home.htm.

BnAbs. 3BNC117 and 10-1074 were obtained from Michel Nussenzweig. VRC01 was ob-

tained from John Mascola. PG9, PG16, PGT128 and PGT151 were obtained from Dennis

Burton. CH01 and CH31 were obtained from Barton Haynes. HJ16 was obtained from Da-

vide Corti and Antonio Lanzavecchia. 2G12, 2F5 and 4E10 were purchased from PolyMun

Scientific (Germany).

Median effect analysis. Slope and IC50 values were determined using the median effect

method11. This method involves a linear transformation of the standard Hill plot (Sup-

plementary Fig. B.1a), where neutralization is represented by a log effect ratio (Equation

2.1) and Supplementary Fig. B.1b). Linear regression was used to determine the slope (m)
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and IC50 (Dm) values corresponding to the linear slope and x-intercept, respectively, of each

curve (Supplementary Fig. B.1b). In all cases, median effect fits were determined from the

average of two experimental replicates for each neutralization curve. Dose intersects were

calculated according to Equation 2.2 where Dm,1, m1, Dm,2, m2 are the IC50s and slopes for

antibodies 1 and 2 and Di is the dose where both achieve the same level of neutralization

at the same dose. This neutralization level (fa) is defined in Equation 2.3 in terms of the

intersecting dose (Di) and the slope (m) and IC50 (Dm) of either antibody.

Envs that did not reach a minimum 50% neutralization within the range of antibody

concentrations used in each neutralization assay were considered non-neutralized as well as

Envs with IC50 values above 50 µg mL−1 (Supplementary Table B.2). In cases where neutral-

ization reached a maximum plateau < 95% (Supplementary Table B.2 and Supplementary

Fig. B.3) a stepwise iterator (perl v5.12.4) was used to fit maximum neutralization (N) to

Equation 2.4 using the method of least squares, where fa is neutralization as a percentage

of maximum neutralization, N is maximum neutralization, D is bnAb concentration (µg

mL−1), m is slope and Dm is the concentration giving half maximum neutralization. In all

cases, the IC50 values reported are the concentrations giving 50% maximum neutralization.

log

(
fa

1− fa

)
= m log(D)−m log(Dm) (2.1)

Di =

[
(Dm,1)m1

(Dm,2)m2

] 1
m1−m2

(2.2)

fai =
1(

Di

Dm

)−m
+ 1

(2.3)

log

(
fa

N − fa

)
= m log(D)−m log(Dm) (2.4)
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IIP analysis. IIPs were calculated using Equation 2.5 as previously described60, using

fitted slope (m) and IC50 (Dm) values. See Supplementary Figure B.4 for an illustrative

description of IIP.

IIP = log

(
1 +

(
D

Dm

)m)
(2.5)

Slope estimates. Equation 2.6 was used to estimate slope values from publically available

IC50 and IC80 values, where m is slope and log?(4) is the change in the log effect ratio

(log(fa/(1 − fa)), Equation 2.1) between 50 and 80% neutralization. Equation 2.6 was

derived from the linear median effect form described by Equation 2.1.

m =
log(4)

log(IC80)− log(IC50)
(2.6)

Comparison of epitope classes. Statistical differences in mean slope between the CD4bs,

V2-glycan, V3-glycan, MPER, HM cluster or gp120/gp41 classes were performed using one-

way ANOVA in GraphPad Prism 6. The variance of slopes among these classes were equal

and followed a normal distribution.

Experimental validation of extrapolated potencies. Extrapolation of inhibitory con-

centrations using median effect fitted slope and IC50 values was investigated experimentally

using a modification of the TZM-bl assay described above. Briefly, undiluted stocks of

Env-pseudotyped viruses were incubated in the presence and absence of the indicated con-

centrations of bnAbs for 1 hr at 37◦C. Each mixture was then diluted serially 4-fold in

quadruplicate for a total of 12 dilutions in 96-well culture plates. TZM-bl cells were added

and incubated at 37◦C for 48 hours. Infectious viral titer was defined by the fold dilution

of Ce1176 virus stock, virus stock + CH31, or virus stock + PG16 mixtures giving 1000

RLU luciferase activity. The dynamic range of this assay was greater than the standard

TZM-bl neutralization assay, where we observed a maximum 3.2-log reduction in virus titer
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(≈ 99.9% neutralization). The change in virus titer reduction between 2x and 10x IC80

concentrations for PG16 and CH31 were proportionate to their respective slopes, where the

log titer reduction was 2.9-fold higher for CH31 (between 2x and 10x IC80) and the log titer

reduction was 1.3-fold for PG16 (between 2x and 10x IC80) (Supplementary Fig. B.2).

Neutralization breadth and breadth correlations. Neutralization breadth was defined

as the percentage of Envs on our panel that gave 50%, 80%, 90% or 99% neutralization at

concentrations below 50 µg mL−1 according to median effect fits. This calculation includes

Envs for which no detectible neutralization could be experimentally observed. To accurately

represent the correlations of slope, IC50 and IC80 to 99% neutralization breadth, breadths

were re-calculated to exclude Envs that gave no detectible neutralization within the concen-

tration range used in our assay.

Statistical Analysis. Slope and IC50 values were determined from linear regression of me-

dian effect-transformed neutralization data using Microsoft Excel 2011. Pearson correlations,

confidence intervals, t-tests and 1-way ANOVA analyses were conducted using GraphPad

Prism 6.

Code availability. In cases where an Env/bnAb combination achieved a maximum plateau

in neutralization within our detection limit, a least squares iterative algorithm was used to

fit maximum neutralization (N) according to Equation 2.4 using perl v5.12.4. This script is

available upon request.

Results

Impact of slope on predicted therapeutic potencies of bnAbs. IC50 and IC80 are

common metrics used to establish clinical expectations of bnAb activity from experimental

results in vitro and to identify bnAbs with high potential for advancement into clinical trials.

While useful, these parameters alone offer only a limited description of neutralization activity.
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An additional and often neglected parameter, the dose-response slope, was strongly associ-

ated with clinical outcome in the context of small molecule HIV inhibitors, which exhibited

a wide range of class-specific and mechanism-specific slopes25,32,53,60. To our knowledge, only

one previous study examined in any detail the slopes of HIV-1 bnAb dose-response curves,

and this was mostly done in the context of assessing the effects of combinations with earlier

bnAbs: b12, 2G12 and 2F527. Here we obtained dose-response curve slopes for 14 bnAbs

and soluble CD4 (sCD4) assayed in TZM-bl cells against a global panel of 12 molecularly

cloned HIV Env-pseudotyped reference viruses13 (Supplementary Table B.1). To acquire ad-

ditional positive neutralization results, a subset of bnAbs was assayed against 5 additional

Env-pseudotyped reference viruses34 (Supplementary Table B.1). The bnAbs represented six

epitope classes including the CD4bs bnAbs VRC0134,71, 3BNC11758, CH3171 and HJ162; the

V2-glycan bnAbs PG9, PG1667 and CH017; the V3-glycan bnAbs PGT12868, 10-107446 and

PGT12168; the high mannose cluster (HM cluster) bnAb 2G1256; the gp41 MPER bnAbs

2F5, 4E1047,73 and 10E823; and the gp120/gp41 glycan bnAb PGT1516.

Dose-response neutralization curves for PG16 (V2-glycan) and CH31 (CD4bs) assayed

against four Envs are shown in Figure 2.2a as examples of some of the most dramatic slope

differences observed. Regardless of differences in IC50 (Fig. 2.2b, top), PG16 exhibited a

shallow dose-dependent rise in neutralization relative to the steeper rise seen with CH31 (Fig.

2.2a), which is indicated by the lower dose-response curve slope for PG16 (Fig. 2.2b, bottom;

compare blue to orange bars). These results were transformed using the median effect

equation11 (Equation 2.1, Supplementary Fig. B.1, where fa is percent neutralization, D is

antibody concentration, Dm is IC50 and m is slope), to give the linear dose-responses shown

in Figure 2.2c. This form reveals that for any given Env, the higher slope of CH31 relative

to PG16 causes the corresponding neutralization curves to converge toward an intersection

point and then diverge as concentration continues to increase. This intersection defines the

concentration (Di, Equation 2.2, where D(m,1), m1 and D(m,2), m2 are the IC50s and slopes

for PG16 and CH31, respectively) and inhibition level (fai, Equation 2.3, where Dm and m
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are the IC50 and slope of either PG16 or CH31) at which both PG16 and CH31 were equally

effective against the same Env.

The impact of these intersections on potency is illustrated in Figure 2.2d, where the 50%

inhibitory concentration of PG16 was 250- and 1,500-fold lower than CH31 for Envs 25710

and Ce1176, respectively. The potency of CH31 progressively approached that of PG16

for 80% and 90% inhibition, where eventually CH31 was 2,000- and 5-fold more potent

than PG16 for 99% inhibition, reflecting the convergence, intersection and divergence of the

curves. Median effect extrapolations to 99% inhibition were experimentally verified using a

titer reduction assay, where CH31 produced a 3-log reduction in viral titer at 10 times its IC80

concentration (42 µg mL−1) compared to PG16, which produced only a 1.9-log reduction

in viral titer at 10 times its IC80 (0.44 µg mL−1) against Env Ce1176 (Supplementary Fig.

B.2). Thus, changes in relative potency at therapeutically relevant bnAb concentrations are

the direct result of the slope’s differential effect on neutralization. Importantly, these same

slope-driven features were strongly associated with the clinical activity of HIV inhibitors,

while IC50 alone was not correlated to the historical clinical properties HIV inhibitors53,59.

BnAb classes have characteristic slopes. The IC50 and slope values for each bnAb as-

sayed against our entire panel of Envs (Supplementary Table B.1) are shown in Figures 2.3a

and 2.3b (see also Supplementary Table B.2), illustrating the full range of values observed in

the complete dataset. Virus/bnAb combinations that did not reach at least 50% neutraliza-

tion at the highest bnAb concentrations tested were excluded due to weak or non-detectable

activity. We also note that some neutralization curves exceeded 50% but plateaued below

100% (Supplementary Fig. B.3), indicating that a portion of the virus was refractory to

the bnAb. Consistent with previous reports14,16,24,62,67 we mostly observed such incomplete

neutralization for glycan-targeting bnAbs (CH01, PG16, PG9, 2G12 and PGT151). In-

complete neutralization of genetically clonal Env-pseudovirions is likely a manifestation of

alternative post-translational modifications giving rise to a heterogenous population of Env
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spikes, resulting in an epigenetic mixture of sensitive and resistant virions. Examples are

post-translational variability in sequon occupancy18 and glycan composition14,52, both of

which could profoundly affect bnAbs that either require glycan as part of their epitope, or

are subject to glycan shielding. BnAbs that are better able to tolerate this epigenetic vari-

ability are more likely to achieve 100% neutralization in the assay. We excluded bnAb/Env

combinations that exhibited incomplete neutralization (i.e, curves that plateau below 95%)

because their full neutralization potential fell within the measurable range of the assay (< 1

log reduction in infectivity). To compensate for minor assay variance, 95% was used as the

upper threshold for plateaus that were considered truly indicative of incomplete neutraliza-

tion. CH01 exhibited plateaus below 95% neutralization against every Env in our panel,

while such plateaus for PG16, PG9, 2G12 and PGT151 were only observed among a minor

subset of 1-2 Envs (Supplementary Table B.2).

Collectively, few statistically significant differences in slope were observed within each

bnAb epitope class for those bnAb/Env combinations achieving complete neutralization

within our detection limits, suggesting that slope is primarily a feature of the target epitope.

One exception to this general rule was sCD4, which gave slopes significantly lower than those

of the CD4bs bnAb class (0.95 ± 0.3 for sCD4 and 1.37 ± 0.3 for CD4bs bnAbs combined,

p< 0.001). Although the slopes of PG9 were generally higher than those of PG16, this

difference did not reach statistical significance (0.92± 0.2 for PG9 and 0.61± 0.4 for PG16,

p= 0.08). No significant correlation between slope and IC50 was observed for any bnAb

class, reflecting the fundamental independence of these two parameters. However, each class

of bnAbs clustered differentially in the landscape of IC50 and slope values (Fig. 2.3c). That

CD4bs (high slope/moderate IC50, excluding sCD4), V2-glycan (low slope/dispersed IC50),

MPER (low slope/high IC50), and V3-glycan (high slope/low IC50) bnAbs clustered into

distinct quadrants suggest that bnAbs in each particular class occupy a different phenotypic

landscape defined by both IC50 and slope. The 10E8 MPER bnAb represents another inter-

esting exception as it exhibited significantly lower IC50s than 4E10 and 2F5 despite having
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similar slopes (geometric mean IC50 for 10E8 = 0.16 µg mL−1 versus 3.5 and 3.6 µg mL−1

for 4E10 and 2F5, respectively; p < 0.001) (see also Fig. 2.3a and 2.3b).

The slopes of each bnAb epitope class could be further categorized into the three groups

(Fig. 2.3d) as those having slopes > 1 (CD4bs, V3 glycan), those having slopes ≈ 1 (HM

cluster) and those having slopes < 1 (V2 glycan, gp120/gp41, MPER) with high statistical

significance (p < 0.0001, 1-way ANOVA). Notably, sCD4 and each bnAb exhibited a range of

slope values among the viruses in our panel, indicating that the slope is also Env-dependent.

This will be an important consideration when interpreting clinical benefits among a patient

population receiving passive bnAb therapy.

CD4-based immunoadhesins. In addition to bona fide bnAbs, immunoadhesins consist-

ing of effector domains fused to the IgG Fc region represent a novel class of rationally designed

antiviral therapeutics. For example, CD4-Ig consists of the CD4 D1 and D2 domains fused

to the Fc domain of IgG1 (IgG1-Fc). Very recently, an enhanced version (eCD4-Ig) was

described in which a mimetic peptide derived from the N-terminus of the major HIV core-

ceptor, CCR5, was fused to the C-terminus of the CD4-Ig Fc domain17. eCD4-Ig was able

to neutralize an exceptionally broad array of HIV-1 Envs with an increased potency relative

to CD4-Ig. We analyzed the dose-response curves of eCD4-Ig and CD4-Ig to determine if

differences in slope may account for the enhanced potency of eCD4-Ig and compared these

to the slopes and IC50s of the CD4bs bnAbs and sCD4. First order approximations of slopes

can be obtained from available IC50 and IC80 concentrations by using the linear median effect

form (Equation 2.6), thus, median effect reduces the complex curvature of the standard sig-

moidal Hill curve into a linear form (Fig. 2.2c and Supplementary Fig. B.1) that simplifies

mathematical analysis and allows one to approximate slopes from a limited set of available

data11. Both IC50 and IC80 values are publicly available for the CD4-based immunoadhesins.

Figures 2.4a and 2.4b show the approximated slopes and published IC50 values for CD4-Ig

and eCD4-Ig. Interestingly, Fig. 2.4a shows that eCD4-Ig does not have a consistently higher
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slope compared to CD4-Ig across the panel of Envs analyzed (0.78 ± 0.12 and 0.87 ± 0.21

for CD4-Ig and eCD4-Ig, respectively). Indeed, both the CD4 immunoadhesins and sCD4

all have similar slopes (0.95 ± 0.27 for sCD4). However, eCD4-Ig consistently exhibited a

1.4 log lower IC50 compared to CD4-Ig (p< 0.001) (Fig. 2.4b). Thus, the enhanced potency

of eCD4-Ig relative to CD4-Ig can be attributed to its lower IC50. That the slope does not

differ between sCD4, CD4-Ig and eCD4-Ig may also indicate that these mechanisms of inhi-

bition are the same and are predominated by the initial CD4 binding event. Conversely, the

higher slopes of CD4bs bnAbs relative to sCD4, CD4-Ig and eCD4-Ig suggest the neutralizing

mechanisms of these bnAbs might be distinct from those of the CD4 immunoadhesins.

Neutralization breadth is strongly associated with slope. The overall therapeutic

potential of bnAbs will depend on the diversity of HIV isolates that are neutralized within a

clinically relevant range of concentration. Breadth is traditionally defined as the percentage

of isolates for which a bnAb can achieve 50% or 80% neutralization below a designated con-

centration, usually 10-50 µg mL−1. Because slope defines the changes in bnAb concentration

necessary to increase inhibition, we sought to determine how this property affects neutral-

ization breadth at increasing therapeutic thresholds, rather than simply using IC50 and IC80

values at a fixed bnAb concentration. Figure 2.5a shows the breadth of each bnAb at increas-

ing thresholds of IC50, IC80, IC90 and IC99 using median-effect fitted curves. Breadth scores

across these increasing thresholds changed more dramatically for bnAbs with characteristi-

cally lower slopes (V2-glycan, MPER, gp120/gp41) than for bnAbs with characteristically

higher slopes (CD4bs, V3-glycan). The improved and narrow distribution of potencies for

10E8 resulted in a delay of this effect to higher neutralization thresholds, where the extrap-

olated IC99 breadth decreases from 100% to 40%. For isolates that were sensitive to each

bnAb (IC50 < 50 µg mL−1), breadth at the more therapeutically relevant IC99 threshold

(i.e., potency needed for 2-log inhibition) was strongly associated with slope (Fig. 2.5b).

Traditional measures of potency showed moderate association with neutralization breadth
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(IC80) or none at all (IC50) (Fig. 2.5c). The MPER bnAbs 4E10 and 2F5, with the exception

of 10E8, were excluded from this latter analysis because they exhibited zero breadth at the

IC99 threshold.

IIP defines clinical expectations using both IC50 and slope. The neutralization

potency of an antibody can be more completely described when both slope and IC50 are

used to determine the instantaneous inhibitory potential (IIP). IIP was first used in an

explanatory framework that accounted for the marked differences in clinical potency among

the extant classes of antiretroviral drugs59,60 which could not be accounted for by differences

in IC50 alone. IIP uses both slope and IC50 to describe the log decrease by which single

round infection is reduced by the antiviral agent at a given concentration (D) in vitro (see

Equation 2.5, where slope is m and IC50 is Dm and Supplementary Fig. B.4). Thus, IIP

serves as a more precise therapeutic expectation for any given dose of bnAb than traditional

metrics (IC50 and IC80).

As an exponential parameter, small differences in slope (m) can lead to large differences

in IIP as D increases. As an illustrative example, we calculated the IIP of four bnAbs against

a single Env clone (25710) at 10, 50 and 100 µg mL−1 (Fig. 2.6a). These four bnAbs from the

indicated epitope classes (CD4bs, V2-glycan, and gp120/gp41) also exhibit different m values

with this Env. A marked increase in IIP (on a log-scale) is seen as the concentration of bnAb

increases, most notably for bnAbs with higher slopes (CH31 and 3BNC117). This pattern

is even more apparent when examining the dose response curves shown in Supplementary

Figure B.4.

Using Equation 2.5 and the same methodology, we calculated the IIP of the entire panel

of bnAbs at 50 µg mL−1, which is a common threshold concentration used to assess the

therapeutic potential of bnAbs (Fig. 2.6b). By incorporating both slope and IC50, IIP reveals

some striking results. For example, the V3 glycan bnAbs with higher slopes (1.5± 0.3) were

predicted to reduce viral infectivity by 3 logs more than the MPER bnAbs with lower slopes
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(0.8± 0.2) (mean IIP 4.9± 0.9 for V3 glycan bnAbs versus IIP 1.4± 0.6 for MPER bnAbs;

p< 0.0001). In general, the IIP reflected the slopes (Fig. 2.3b) of each bnAb class except

the V2 glycan bnAbs, where the wide range of IC50 values (Fig. 2.3a) resulted in an equally

wide distribution of IIPs. Indeed, PG16 exhibited one of the highest IIPs (7.6) against Env

703010217, which reflected the characteristically low IC50 (0.002 µg mL−1) of PG16 when

coupled to an unusually high slope (1.69) for this bnAb (median PG16 slope 0.6±0.4) against

this particular Env. The IIPs of the CD4 immunoadhesin reagents (CD4Im) reflected their

differences in IC50, where eCD4-Ig achieved a 1.4 log greater reduction in infection than

CD4-Ig (IIP=1.6 ± 0.7 for CD4-Ig and 3.0 ± 1.0 for eCD4-Ig, p< 0.001). Recall that the

IC50s of eCD4-Ig were 1.4 logs lower than those for CD4-Ig but no significant differences

in slope were observed (Fig. 2.4). The same was observed for 10E8, which gave geometric

mean IC50s that were 1.3 logs lower than 2F5 and 4E10 resulting in ≈ 1-log increase in IIP.

Altogether, these data suggest that the combination of slope and IC50 values reflected in

the IIP metric has considerable explanatory potential that can complement and inform the

evaluation of the therapeutic efficacy of bnAbs in the same way these three metrics illuminate

our understanding of the clinical potency of small molecule inhibitors.

Clinical implications of bnAb slopes. Two studies in humans demonstrated a moder-

ate transient reduction in plasma viremia when 2G12, 2F5 and 4E10 were co-administered

immediately prior to treatment-interruption in subjects who began standard antiretroviral

therapy (ART) during acute infection40,65. Results of a detailed analysis of escape variants

in the treated subjects suggested that 2G12 was the only antibody in the combination that

exerted pressure on the virus. On the other hand, results of an in-depth analysis showing

that escape in vitro may be more difficult for 2F5 and 4E10 than for 2G12 suggests that

perhaps all three bnAbs were needed for the observed transient effect on viremia38. We

observed in our dataset moderate but statistically significant differences in slope between

2G12 and the MPER bnAbs 2F5 and 4E10 (2G12 slope = 1.1 ± 0.2; combined 2F5 and
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4E10 slopes = 0.83 ± 0.2, p= 0.002). As shown in Figure 2.7a, this moderate difference is

compounded at higher neutralization thresholds, such that 2G12 achieves 99% neutralization

at an average of 75 µg mL−1, whereas 2F5 and 4E10 required ≥ 1 mg mL−1. Figure 2.7b

shows the range of 2F5, 4E10 and 2G12 peak/trough plasma concentrations estimated from

human trials40,65. While the IC50s and IC90s of 2F5 and 4E10 fall within or below this range,

only 2G12 remained predominantly within or below this range at IC99. The IIP of these

bnAbs against our Env panel at average peak serum concentrations40,65 provide a more clin-

ical description of expected efficacy, where 2F5 and 4E10 achieved a narrow distribution of

moderate IIP (1.64±0.44 and 1.68±0.56 for 2F5 and 4E10 respectively) and 2G12 achieved

an IIP > 3 for over half the Envs on our panel that were sensitive to this bnAb (Fig. 2.7c,

mean IIP 3.3 ± 1.5). These results illuminate potential mechanisms for the exclusive 2G12

escape observed with this triple therapy in humans, in addition to the relative ease of 2G12

escape in vitro 66 and the distinct pharmacokinetic properties of these three bnAbs, where

accumulation of 2G12 results in greater concentrations in vivo40,65. The higher average IIP

of 2G12 against our Env panel suggests this bnAb would likely exert a greater neutralizing

activity and selective pressure than 2F5 or 4E10; however, the broad distribution of 2G12

IIP relative to the narrow distribution of MPER IIP also suggest a broader landscape of

potential resistance mutations for 2G12, represented by our Env panel. Overall, our results

suggest that even subtle differences in slope can give rise to important differences in IIP and

clinical outcome.

Three new bnAbs have been evaluated in passive immunotherapy experiments in macaques,

each of which exhibited characteristic slopes > 1 in our study. As monotherapy, PGT121

(V3-glycan) was profoundly effective against established SHIV-SF162P3 infection3, whereas

3BNC117 (CD4bs) and 10-1074 (V3-glycan) were profoundly effective against established

SHIV-AD8EO infection61, resulting in up to 3 log reductions in plasma viremia in each case.

Using available published dose-response data, we estimated the slope for PGT121 against

the SHIV-SF163P3 challenge stock to be ≈ 2, and the slopes for 3BNC117 and 10-1074
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against SHIV-AD8EO challenge stock to be 1.59 and 1.90, respectively. Finally, as men-

tioned earlier, a single infusion with 3BNC117 was recently shown to reduce plasma viral

load in chronically infected humans as long as therapeutic levels were present9. While these

results further indicate that bnAbs with slopes > 1 are associated with positive clinical

outcomes, a paucity of passive immunotherapy data with bnAbs that exhibit lower slopes

precludes quantitative verification of their potential clinical benefits at this time.

Discussion

Next generation bnAbs are currently being considered for immunotherapy due to their en-

hanced potency and breadth of neutralization. In addition to these factors, other considera-

tions such as scale-up manufacturability, safety, pharmacokinetics, immunogenicity and ease

of escape, just to name a few, will determine the clinical success of bnAbs. Furthermore,

neither breadth nor potency (or any in vitro test for that matter) can easily predict the

ease of escape and fitness of escape mutations to any particular bnAb in vivo. Indeed, it is

unlikely that monotherapy with any one bnAb, no matter how potent or broad, will succeed,

especially since all extant bnAbs have known resistance mutations.

Nonetheless, breadth and potency, imperfect surrogate measures as they are of ther-

apeutic efficacy, are critical components of the evaluation of bnAb candidates (or bnAb

combinations) for in vivo efficacy trials. Importantly, breadth and potency are tradition-

ally defined by in vitro IC50 and IC80 values that are well below the therapeutic threshold

and these metrics only offer a limited, fixed description of bnAb activity. Here we show

that dose-response curve slope is a more reliable indicator of bnAb breadth and potency at

more therapeutically relevant doses. The current state-of-the-art does not consider the slope

parameter when prioritizing which bnAb or combination of bnAbs to advance to human

trials. We believe our analysis can complement these increasingly sophisticated efforts31 and

enhance the clinically predictive power of in vitro surrogate assays for bnAb potency.

More importantly, inclusion of the established IIP metric, which incorporates both IC50
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and slope, adds another clinically relevant dimension to our analysis (Fig. 2.6). The IIP

metric has proven utility in predicting the clinical potency of antiretroviral drugs and drug

combinations32,59,60. It is derived from a pharmacodynamic model that predicts the log

decrease in virus infection when the antiviral agent, in this case the bnAb, is extrapolated

to a given clinically relevant concentration. Predicted IIPs or IIPave (a more sophisticated

metric that includes additional pharmacokinetic parameters such as half-life of the bnAb,

but critically still includes the IC50 and slope parameters) can help guide the determination

of effective dosing ranges and intervals.

Mechanistic explanations for the different bnAb curve slopes will require additional stud-

ies. We hypothesize that for the genetically cloned Env pseudovirions used here, slope is at

least partially determined by epigenetic heterogeneity within the Env glycoprotein spikes that

decorate the virus surface. Examples are variability in sequon occupancy and glycan com-

position as mentioned above. Target heterogeneity has been invoked to explain the slopes

of other ligand-effector units21 and was suggested to impact the slope of HIV inhibitors,

including bnAbs such as b12, 2G12 and 2F527. BnAbs that are better able to tolerate post-

translational Env heterogeneity, or whose epitopes are not affected by this, would neutralize

all virus particles equally well, resulting in a slope of ≈ 1. BnAbs with a lower threshold

of tolerance would exhibit variable neutralization efficiencies across the heterogeneous virus

population, resulting in slopes < 1. Here, adequate bnAb concentrations may be capable of

neutralizing all virions in the population; however, it is also possible that a minor fraction

of virions would completely resist neutralization. Because we excluded all neutralization

curves that exhibit incomplete neutralization in our assay, the expected plateau represent-

ing the minor fraction of resistant virions would reside outside the range of the assay (e.g.,

plateau at 99.9% neutralization). Neutralization assays with a wider range of detection will

be needed to assess this latter possibility. BnAb slopes might also be determined in part by

mechanism of neutralization, such as an ability to act at one or multiple stages of the fusion

process5,12. BnAbs that are able to inhibit at multiple stages might cooperate to explain in
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part dose-response curve slopes > 1.

Collectively our data reveal an association between bnAb epitopes and dose-response

slopes that bridge the fields of structural biology and clinical evaluation, and may help to

guide the rational design and testing of therapeutically effective antibodies for HIV and other

pathogens.
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Addendum: Cooperative Basis for Neutralization Slopes

The slope (m) was first formally interpreted by A.V. Hill in 191020 as an effector stoi-

chiometry (also see Appendix A) for the oxygen-hemoglobin system, where experimentally

measured oxygen binding slopes generally fell within the range of 2 to 3, implying that a

hemoglobin molecule has 2 or 3 oxygen binding sites. Crystal structures would definitively

prove that there are four hemes and that these slope-based stoichiometric estimates were

incorrect. It would later be discovered that the oxygenation of hemoglobin is a cooperative

process, where the oxygenation of one heme allosterically increases the affinity of the remain-

ing deoxy-hemes4,15,49. The first rigid formulation of this cooperative process was derived by

Jacques Monod, Jeffries Wyman and Jean Pierre Changeux in 196541 and termed the MWC

model. Since then, this form of positive cooperativity and its opposite, negative cooperativ-

itiy, where the binding of a ligand decreases a targets affinity for additional ligands, would

be described in a wide variety of biological systems10,44,45,63.

The simplest mechanism of positive cooperativity is described by Max Perutz48, whose

crystal structures formed the basis of the MWC model, in the context of lamprey hemoglobin

(lHb). LHb forms dimers and tetramers in solution through hydrogen bonding between histi-

dine and acidic amino acid side chains (Fig 2.8a, left). The histidine involved in dimerization

is also involved in coordinating oxygen to the heme, thus, when one monomer is oxygenated

the dimer must dissociate (Fig 2.8a, middle). The histidine of the deoxy monomer is now

free and does not require dissociation to coordinate with molecular oxygen, which results in

an increased affinity of the newly dissociated heme. This mechanism results in a preferential

distribution of oxygen to high affinity lHb monomers which, themselves, are the product of

oxygenation. The mechanism for tetrameric human hemoglobin is more complex, involving

a rotation and translation of α and β subunits relative to the central axis of symmetry that

progressively increase the affinity of deoxy-hemes as the molecule is oxygenated (Fig. 2.8b),

but the fundamental oxygen-driven increase in affinity is the same.
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Negative cooperativity is the opposite, and is illustrated here using the metabotropic

glutamate receptor subtype I (mGluR1) system63. This G-coupled protein receptor dimerizes

at the cell surface where each of the two glutamate binding sites are in equilibrium between

an open an closed conformation (Fig. 2.8c, left). When glutamate binds one of the monomers

the closed conformation is stabilized, which then impairs the ability of the second monomer

to adopt its own closed state upon glutamate binding (Fig. 2.8, left to right). Thus, although

crystal structures can show glutamate in both binding sites, only one site is in the closed

position. Mutations in the dimer association region and high ion concentrations can alter

this property, allowing both monomers to adopt the closed state and demonstrating that

cooperativity is an allosteric process involving the transfer of information from one subunit

to another.

Positive and negative cooperativity serve important biological functions. For example,

the positive cooperativity of hemoglobin accelerates the oxygenation of any single hemoglobin

molecule, ensuring its efficient and rapid ligation when oxygen is abundant. Conversely, neg-

ative cooperativity has been reported in several G-protein coupled receptors36,50,63, which

may represent a mechanism of receptor anergy, or alternative signal switching based on

extracellular conditions that allow or prevent full ligation by altering cooperativity. Be-

cause positive and negative cooperativity are ultimate driven by ligand binding, they may

be easily conceptualized as a form of self synergy or self antagonism, respectively. The dis-

tributive effect of positive and negative cooperativity is a steep (m > 1) or shallow (m < 1)

concentration-dependent rise in ligation, relative to non-cooperative, random distribution

(m = 1). In the context of neutralizing antibodies, where neutralization is a function of

antibody binding (for antibodies that do neutralize), positive and negative cooperativity

would then result in a steep (m > 1) or shallow (m < 1) rise in neutralization with respect

to bnAb concentration, relative to a non-cooperative slope (m = 1).

The MWC model proposes specific criteria that define potentially cooperative targets41:

a) the target must have multiple effector binding sites, b) the target must have at least one
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axis of symmetry and c) the target must be composed of identical, associated subunits to

facilitate allostery. In the context of broadly neutralizing antibodies, the HIV Env satisfies

all of these criteria. As a trimer of identical gp120/gp41 dimers, the HIV Env spike has a

central 3-fold axis of symmetry that presents a maximum of three degenerate binding sites

for any single Fab. The spatial orientation of degenerate epitopes preclude bivalent binding

of an antibody30 (and references therein), therefore, a single antibody is thought to occupy

only one of its three epitopes to yield a maximum stoichiometry of 3 antibody molecules per

trimer.

A cooperative interpretation of the slopes observed among our bnAb panel (Fig. 2.3b) is

consistent with published binding stoichiometries72. For example, the high slopes observed

for VRC01 suggest positive cooperativity, which should coincide with an over-abundance of

multiply-liganded Env trimers. Accordingly, the trimer-binding stoichiometric estimates of

PGV04 (another CD4bs bnAb) and VRC01 are 1.5 and 1.6, respectively. Furthermore, EM

analysis revealed a high abundance (44%) of Envs bound by three PGV04 Fabs, consistent

with a preferential distribution of PGV04 to trimers that are already bound. The stoichio-

metric binding estimates of PGT121, PGT122 and PGT123 (V3 glycan bnAbs) were also

> 1. Conversely, PG9 and PG16 exhibited low slopes (m < 1) that indicate a decreased

likelihood of multiply-bound trimers according to the cooperative theory. Both PG16 and

PG9 Fab and IgGs yielded unusual trimer binding stoichiometry estimates just under 126,72.

The spatial relationship of PG16/PG9 epitopes are unique because all three degenerate

binding modes share the same trimer face, thus, negative cooperativity might be driven

by a very local form of allostery or steric occlusion26, which could both prevent additional

binding. Interestingly, the gp120-targeting bnAbs exhibiting slopes of negative cooperativity

(PG9, PG16, PGT151) are also unique in their preferential recognition of the trimeric Env,

relative to monomeric gp120, suggesting that the quartenary stability of HIV Env is highly

sensitive to bnAb interactions. The significant difference between the slopes of the CD4bs

bnAbs and CD4 immunoadhesins (CD4Im) (Fig 2.4a, in the context of the cooperative
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theory, indicate that although these reagents bind to the same general region of HIV Env,

they exert very different effects once bound. Accordingly, sCD4 is known to induce massive

CD4-like structural changes in Env43,55 that are not associated with VRC01 binding35.

While the slopes of our bnAb panel were generally specific to the epitope targeted, we did

observe a broad diversity of slopes, for each bnAb, among the different Envs tested. Almost

every bnAb had one or two Envs that gave outlier slopes (for example, VRC01, 3BNC117,

HJ16, PGT151), suggesting that the major source of slope variability is not the bnAb but

the Env. This is also consistent with the cooperative theory where slopes are defined not by

the effector, but by the unique structural features of the target, particularly at interfacial

regions, as demonstrated in the hemoglobin and mGluR1 systems. The cooperative theory

provides a detailed mechanism underlying the clinically relevant slope parameter that will

likely be useful in engineering novel immunotherapeutics with higher clinical expectations.
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Figures
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Figure 2.1: Neutralization epitopes on HIV Env. The HIV Env is the only viral protein expressed
at the surface of HIV virion (bottom) and is highly immunogenic. Top (left) and side (right)
views show major neutralization epitopes. The CD4 binding site (CD4bs, green) lies in a partially
exposed region between gp120 protomers. Variable loop 3 (V3, pink) lies along the upper ridge of
gp120 while variable loops 1 and 2 (V1 and V2, cyan and blue, respectively) cover the outer-most
tip of the trimer. There are no known antibodies that target variable loop 4 (V4, red, shown for
reference). Additional epitopes include the membrane-proximal external region of gp41 (MPER,
purple) and the external interface between gp120 and gp41 (gp120/41). Crystal structures are from
PDB ID 3J5M37.
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Figure 2.2: Effect of the slope on neutralization and potency. (a) Hill plots of neutralization
curves for PG16 (blue) and CH31 (orange) against four representative Envs from our panel. (b)
IC50 (top) and slope (bottom) values determined by median effect fitting (Methods). (c) Linear
median effect plots of neutralization for the same data in panel a, where IC50 falls at the x-intercept
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where both PG16 and CH31 gave the same neutralization at the same concentration for each Env.
(d) Potencies of PG16 and CH31 against two Envs with the greatest difference in IC50. Data shown
are the average of two replicates and error bars indicate s.d.
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from dose-response curves of each bnAb against our total Env panel at increasing neutralization
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old when the respective inhibitory concentration (IC50, IC80, IC90 or IC99) is greater than 50 µg
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CHAPTER 3

Disulfide Isomerization is a Novel HIV-1 Entry Target
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Introduction

The wide variety of modern inhibitor classes and combination strategies have dramatically

transformed the clinical prospects of HIV patients. No longer a death sentence, HIV infec-

tion is now a chronic condition under which patients can live relatively normal and otherwise

healthy lives. The persistent nature of HIV infection, however, presents its own challenges

such as the emergence of drug resistance. Although modern treatments can maintain unde-

tectable viral loads in patients, low levels of replication and evolution persist that can give

rise to resistant variants1,2. For example, the first clinically approved entry inhibitor, enfu-

virtide (ENF), is a small peptide that blocks 6HB formation by binding to the pre-hairpin

intermediate of gp41 (Fig. 1.1) and resistance is acquired through mutations in both the

target HR1 and non-target HR2 regions3,4. Maraviroc is a CCR5 antagonist approved as a

front-line treatment for HIV infection and direct resistance involves an adaptation of HIV

Env that recognizes and uses the MVC-bound form of CCR5 as a functional co-receptor5–7.

Combination therapy has proven to be a very effective strategy, as isolates resistant to one

inhibitor have a severely reduced landscape of possible mutations that can also confer re-

sistance to other inhibitors, however, until a bona fide cure for HIV is discovered there will

always be a need for inhibitors that target novel features of HIV to fight isolates that have

become resistant to existing therapies.

Target conservation is an important consideration in the context of drug resistance as

highly conserved targets typically have functional roles so essential that even minor escape

mutations can render the virus non-infectious. Although enveloped viruses employ a di-

verse array of specific mechanisms that facilitate target cell entry, these mechanisms have a

conserved theme that separates the processes of attachment and fusion through the careful

coordination of transition states in Env. In many cases, fusion is triggered by the isomer-

ization or cleavage of rigid disulfide bonds (DSB) in a highly conserved process that can be

targeted. For example, many β, δ and γ retrovirus Envs carry their own canonical disulfide
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isomerase motifs that trigger 6HB formation, while some α retroviruses and lentiviruses like

HIV are thought to employ disulfide isomerase proteins retained at target cell surfaces8. In

the case of HIV, a significant body of evidence implicates protein disulfide isomerase (PDI)

as the cellular component involved in cleaving (reducing) DSBs in HIV Env during entry9–22.

PDI is an attractive inhibitor target because it is involved with viral entry, a drug-

accessible extracellular process and because its involvement is based on the reduction, or

cleavage, of at least two of the nine DSBs in HIV gp12014 whose position and number

are conserved among all naturally occurring HIV isolates in the Los Alamos HIV sequence

database. However, PDI is essential to cell viability due to its primary role in folding nascent

peptides in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Most small-molecule PDI inhibitors are both

cell-permeable and react in a non-specific way with other members of the broad disulfide

isomerase family (such as thioredoxin) as well as non-disulfide, electrophilic moieties. Thus,

while PDI inhibitors may target a conserved mechanisms in HIV entry, they may also be

highly toxic to living cells. Additionally, more specific PDI reductase inhibitors, such as

bacitracin23, often exhibit contaminant protease activity24 and exist in a variety of unique

isoforms25 that confound the specific determination of inhibitor efficacy and PDI’s role in

HIV entry.

The primary aim of this chapter is to distinguish the specific effects of PDI inhibitors

against HIV entry from their non-specific, confounding effects, such as toxicity and contami-

nation. In an effort to regulate the reduction/oxidation (redox) potential of the cell surface,

we first develop a series of assays to examine the redox state of surface-retained PDI, as only

the reduced form of PDI is capable of cleaving DSBs during HIV entry. We then quantify the

activity of specific PDI reductase inhibitors against HIV entry relative to their non-specific

confounding effects such as contaminant protease activity and cytotoxicity. Our results give

promise to the continued development and investigation of novel PDI inhibitors as potential

treatments for HIV infection with low resistance potential and reveal specific criteria for the

development of more potent, less toxic PDI inhibitor compounds.
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Protein disulfide isomerase function and activity. PDI is but one member of a large

superfamily of thioredoxin proteins that mediate the reduction, oxidation and isomerization

of DSBs on other proteins26,27. PDI forms a horseshoe-like shape consisting of four classical

thioredoxin fold domains a, b, a’ and b’ where the ab and b’a’ regions are joined by a flexible

linker region (x, Fig. 3.1a). While the b’ domain is principally involved in substrate binding,

the a and a’ domains have canonical CXXC DSB isomerization motifs that form two active

sites. The N-terminal active site cysteine of the a domain is stabilized as a thiolate anion by

the pKa of the local histidine imidazole28 (Fig, 3.1a, inset).

Although generally inert in solution, DSBs are highly labile in the presence of strong

nucleophiles. PDI accepts DSBs from substrates through its nucleophilic N-terminal thiolate,

which attacks an electrophilic sulfur in the substrate DSB (Fig. 3.1b). This not only cleaves

the substrate DSB to free the linked regions, but results in a new DSB that connects the

substrate to PDI’s active site. Full DSB transfer is completed when the secondary, C-terminal

cysteine performs the same nucleophilic attack on the PDI-substrate DSB. Importantly, this

activity is not enzymatic as PDI cannot return to its initial, reduced state until the accepted

DSB is transferred elsewhere, through the reverse of this same mechanism.

The direction and thermodynamic properties of PDI activity are governed in the ER

by local concentrations of DSB acceptors (glutathione, GSH) and DSB donors (glutathione

disulfide, GSSG) where a disproportionate balance of GSSG generated by Ero1 favors the

transfer of DSBs to PDI, which then transfers those DSBs to nascent peptides28. Although

PDI is primarily an ER-resident protein, it is secreted through an unknown pathway and

can be retained at cell surfaces9,29–32. While the full complement of proteins involved in the

surface-retention of PDI is unknown, Galectin-9 (Gal-9), an immunoregulatory lectin33,34,

has been shown to retain PDI at the surface of T-cells9. The extracellular milieu is highly

oxidizing, and the majority of possible protein substrates already have well-formed DSBs,

thus, at the cell surface, PDI primarily acts as a DSB reductase (as described in Fig 3.1b) that

regulates a variety of functions including platelet adhesion and lymphocyte migration9,29–32.
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Without a carefully controlled balance of DSB acceptors and donors, ongoing reductase

activity at the cell surface requires the continued secretion of reduced, DSB-accepting PDI.

PDI inhibitors come in three general flavors. Small, cell impermeable molecules like 5,5’-

dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) act as DSB donors that readily oxidize reduced PDI,

inhibiting reductase activity by saturation. Alternatively, the strong nucleophilicity of the

N-terminal thiolate can be exploited by electrophilic alkylating agents like n-ethylmaleimide

(NEM, Fig. 3.1c). These reagents trap PDI in an intermediate state that is not electrophilic

enough for secondary thiolate attack. PDI antibodies can also be used to prevent substrate

binding in a manner that is independent of the PDI active site. While PDI antibodies

are highly specific, inhibitors such as DTNB and NEM are reactive toward all proteins of

the thioredoxin superfamily and many alkylating agents (like NEM) also react with other

nucleophilic moieties such as amine side chains.

Bacitracin is an antimicrobial, cyclic polypeptide that exists as a mixture of at least 11

different isoforms varying in side chain composition and it is also specific inhibitor of PDI

reductase, but not oxidase, activity23,25. Bacitracin is thought to inhibit PDI through nucle-

ophilic attack of an opened, terminal thiazoline ring with DSBs in the b’ and x-linker region

of PDI25, which likely reduces the substrate-binding capacity of the b’ domain. Accord-

ingly, the potency of bacitracin against PDI is isoform dependent, as isoforms with the more

water-labile keto-thiazole moiety (isoforms H and F) are more active than those with the al-

ternative amino-thiazoline moiety (isoforms A and B). While PDI antibodies, small molecule

PDI inhibitors and bacitracin are all known to inhibit HIV infection11,13–16, the specificity

of bacitracin isoforms and potential intracellular, toxic effects of small molecule inhibitors

have not been thoroughly investigated. Indeed, the majority of experiments describing baci-

tracin as an inhibitor of HIV infection employ commercial preparations of unknown isoform

composition that may also exhibit a contaminating protease activity24 against HIV Env or

PDI itself. Both protease activity and cytotoxicity can have a strong confounding effect on

estimated potencies and can complicate the investigation of PDI’s role in HIV entry.
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Structural biology of gp120 disulfide bonds. PDI is thought to be important in HIV

entry by reducing rigid disulfide bonds in HIV Env to facilitate conformational change. The

HIV attachment protein gp120 contains a total of 19 conserved cysteine residues of which

18 are known to pair into 9 highly conserved disulfide bonds (DSB) (Fig. 3.2a and b). The

regions between DSBs 3, 4, 7 and 9 form variable loops 1-4 (V1-V4) while DSBs 2 and 8 help

form the bridging sheet, which divides the inner, core region of gp120 from the more exposed

outer region in the context of the trimeric spike (Fig. 3.2b). V1-V4 form large patches of

exposed surface antigen and also provide shifting glycosylation sites that form the glycan

shield35. The conserved position of the V1-V4 DSBs likely contribute to Envs high functional

tolerance for the changes in length, sequence and glycosylation these regions are well known

for. Furthermore, DSBs 1 and 5 lie deep within the trimer core near gp41, suggesting

important roles in stabilizing the gp120/gp41 interface. Alanine substitution of cysteine

residues forming the majority of these DSBs generally result in folding or incorporation

defects. Of note, removal of DSBs 2 and 8 yield functional virion that are more sensitive to

sCD4 and co-receptor antagonists36, respectively, indicating a potential role for these DSBs

in HIV entry.

The entry mechanism involves a highly concerted and tightly regulated series of confor-

mational changes in gp120. Chemical cleavage of the DSBs in gp120 follow a progressive

trend that spans a 10,000-fold range of reductant concentration (β-mercaptoethanol)14, thus,

each DSB exhibits a unique redox potential and susceptibility to cleavage. Accordingly, the

two major stages of attachment: CD4 and co-receptor binding, are associated with a pro-

gressive reduction of up to two DSBs in monomeric gp12014. Disulfide reducing proteins

such as PDI and thioredoxin (Trx) are known to interact with monomeric gp120 at critical

sites near DSBs 3, 4, 8 and are capable of reducing DSBs 1, 2, 4, 8 and 937,38, in solution

and in the absence of cells. Both PDI and Trx have been implicated as critical compo-

nents of entry that facilitate DSB reduction11,13–16,37, which in turn, is thought to facilitate

the gp120 structural transitions that must occur during entry14. Whether PDI, Trx or any
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other disulfide reductase can serve as a primary clinical target will depend on the specific

environmental circumstances that govern their secretion and cell-surface retention in the

context of inflammation9,33, T-cell activation and the trimeric, glycosylated Env. Thus, the

finding that PDI can be retained by an immunoregulatory lectin9 connects specific cellular

mechanisms that facilitate entry to the broader context of pathology. These data offer a

novel perspective where the conformational changes that occur in Env during entry might

be viewed as a progressive decomposition, or unraveling, of gp120 as opposed to a transition

between rigidly defined structural states. Most importantly, the functional necessity of these

DSBs and their cleavage during entry make them prime targets for entry inhibitors that are

likely to have a very low resistance potential.

Specific Aims. The function performed by PDI at the cell surface is highly generalized

as an overall local redox potential, thus, surface PDI reductase activity is not specifically

directed toward HIV entry but represents a local chemical environment that facilitates entry.

The role of disulfide isomerization in HIV entry is largely supported by inhibition experiments

using bacitracin or non-specific thiol alkylating agents and DSB donors9,11,13–16 as well as the

direct measurement of DSB cleavage on monomeric gp12014. To date, no study has described

the essential connection between overall cell-surface redox potential and HIV entry, which

will be necessary to understand the broader context of inflammatory states and HIV entry

susceptibility, particularly in the event that multiple or alternative disulfide reductases are

involved. Furthermore, the toxic effects of membrane permeable PDI inhibitors and protease

contaminants found in commercial bacitracin have not been thoroughly described in the

context of HIV entry.

The first aim of this study is to lay the groundwork for tools that can be used to assess

overall cell-surface redox potential, which will be essential for understanding potential con-

nections between inflammatory states and entry susceptibility that have been described9,33.

Through these studies we describe a novel phenotype of surface PDI expression that is rel-
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evant to quantifying the importance of PDI activity in HIV entry. The second aim of this

study is to assess the inhibitory activities of a commercial bacitracin mixture, two puri-

fied bacitracin isoforms representing both the more PDI-active keto-thiazole and less active

amino-thiazoline terminal moieties (isoforms F and A, respectively) as well as a novel, spe-

cific inhibitor of PDI: 16F16, which was discovered in a screen of compounds that prevent

huntington protein misfolding39. Finally, these inhibitory activities are compared to their

toxic and potential contaminant effects to formally address the specific effects of PDI inhi-

bition against HIV entry. Our results help to clarify ongoing specificity issues in the field24

and give promise to the continued development of novel, cell impermeable PDI inhibitors as

potential HIV therapeutics.

Materials and Methods

Cells and reagents. All cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10%

fetal bovine serum (v/v) and 100µg/mL penicillin and streptomycin. CEM, and PM1 cells

were a kind gift from Linda Baum (UCLA, Dept. of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine).

Monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM) were produced from Ficoll-purified PBMCs cul-

tured for 5 days in culture medium supplemented with 50 ng/mL granulocyte macrophage

colony-stimulating factor. Recombinant human Galectin-9 was purchased from R&D sys-

tems (Cat #2045-GA). 5,5’-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoid acid) (DTNB, Cat #D218200), Tris(2-

carboxyethyl) phosphine (TCEP, Cat #646547) and n-ethylmaleimide (NEM, Cat #E3876)

and biotin maleimide (Cat #B1267) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Bacitracin mixture

(Bac-STD, Cat#B0125) and bacitracin A isoform (BacA-Vet, VETRANALTM grade, Cat

#31626) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich while the purified A (BacA-Evo, Cat#B015)

and F (BacF-Evo, Cat #B021) were purchased from TOKU-E. 16F1639 was purchased from

Sigma Aldrich (Cat #SML0021). PDI antibody (clone RL77) was purchased from AbCam

(Cat #ab5484). Gal-9 antibody (clone ECA8) was purchased from MBL International (Cat

#D192-3).
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Galectin-9 treatment and flow cytometry. Recombinant human Galectin-9 was added

to cells in culture to achieve a final concentration of 0.1µM after which cells were incu-

bated for 2 hours at 37◦C. All flow staining samples (Galectin-9 treated and untreated) were

washed twice in PBS supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum and stained for 1

hour at 4◦C with 1:100X RL77 (PDI), Gal-9 antibody or 0.5mM biotin maleimide. After

two additional washes, cells were stained with fluorescent-labeled secondary PE-anti mouse

(PDI and Gal-9) or streptavidin-APC (thiols) for 1 hour at 4◦C, washed and then fixed in

2% paraformaldehyde.

Cell-surface reductase activity. Cell surface reductase activity was measured using a

modified Ellman’s protocol40. Ellman’s reagent (2mM DTNB with 50mM sodium acetate

in water) was prepared fresh before each use and diluted 1:10 in Tris buffer (pH 8.0). A

minimum of 2.5 × 105 cells were pelleted at 1250rpm for 5 minutes and washed with PBS

twice. Cells were resuspended in 200-300µL diluted Ellman’s reagent and incubated at room

temperature for 10 minutes. Cells were pelleted and 90µL supernatant was transferred to

transparent 384-well plates. 412nm absorbance was read using a TECAN Infinite R© mi-

croplate reader.

Virus production and inhibitor assays. HIV Envelopes BaL.26 and IIIB were obtained

through the HIV AIDS Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH. Envelopes were

pseudotyped using the pSG3∆env backbone (AIDS Reagent Program) where Gaussia Lu-

ciferase was cloned in place of HIV Nef (pSG3∆envGluc). Pseudovirus was prepared by

co-transfection of 293T cells with a 1:1 molar ratio of pSG3∆envGluc and either BaL.26 or

IIIB Env DNA using BioT transfection reagent according to manufacturer protocols (Bioland

Scientific, Paramount, CA). 72 hours post-transfection viral supernatant was collected and

clarified by centrifugation at 1250rpm for 5 minutes at 4◦C. Virus samples were quantified

by titration on Ghost Hi-R5 cells as described previously41.
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Inhibition assays. Cells were treated with inhibitors for 10 minutes at room temperature

and inoculated with pseudovirus at a multiplicity of infection of 0.2. Treated and inoculated

cells were centrifuged at 2,000rpm for 2 hours at 37◦C, washed, and resuspended in fresh

culture medium. Cells were cultured for 48 hours at 37◦C. 10µL culture supernatant was

combined with 10µL Gaussia Lysis Buffer (GLB: 50mM Tris-HCL, pH 7.5, 20% glycerol

(v/v), 0.1% TritonX-100 (v/v) and 10mM DTT) in black 96-well plates. Gaussia luciferase

activity was measured using Coelenterazine substrate according to manufacturer’s specifica-

tions (NEB, Ipswich, MA). Gaussia luciferase-catalyzed bioluminescence was read using a

TECAN Infinite R© microplate reader with an integration time of 8 seconds.

Inhibitor toxicity assays. Toxicity was measured using the Pierce LDH Cytotoxicity As-

say Kit (Thermo Scientific, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly,

50µL culture supernatant was transferred to a clear 96-well plate and 50µL lyophilizate re-

action mixture was added and incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. After adding

50µL stop solution absorbance was read at 490nm and 680nm using a TECAN Infinite R©

microplate reader.

Results

Retention and modulation of PDI activity at the cell surface. Although PDI is

considered an ER-resident protein, it is also secreted to the cell surface where it creates a

localized DSB reducing environment42 that activates membrane-bound integrins to facilitate

cell adhesion and migration9,29–32. This reducing environment is also thought to reduce DSBs

in gp120 to facilitate entry9–22. PDI exhibits both an oxidase (DSB forming) and reductase

(DSB cleaving) activity where only the reductase activity participates in HIV entry. It is,

therefore, necessary to distinguish between surface-bound, reducing PDI and total surface-

bound PDI.

We first set out to develop a series of tools that could be used to modulate and quantify
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cell-surface reductase activity in the more chemically descriptive context of redox poten-

tial. 5,5’-Dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB, or Ellman’s reagent40) is a cell-impermeable

disulfide reductase indicator containing two absorbing 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate (TNB-) moi-

eties covalently linked by a highly electrophilic disulfide bond. When reduced, the two

TNB- moieties are released and absorb at a stoichiometric ratio of 2 TNB- for each reduced

disulfide bond. To calibrate this system, PM1 cells were treated with the DSB-specific phos-

phine reducing agent tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) or the thiol alkylating agent

n-ethylmaleimide (NEM). Figure 3.3a and b illustrate how TCEP and NEM treatment re-

sults in an increase or decrease in DTNB-detected surface thiols. DTNB reduction at the

cell surface is calibrated to the concentration-dependent reduction of DTNB by cysteine,

thus, yielding a chemically defined reference point of cell-surface redox potential. Relative

to untreated cells, reduction of the PM1 cell surface by TCEP resulted in a 1.3 to 1.4-fold

increase in surface cysteine equivalents while NEM alkylation of free thiols resulted in a

3-fold (1× 106 PM1 cells) and 13-fold (0.5× 106 PM1 cells) decrease (Fig. 3.3c). Galectin-9

was previously reported to retain PDI at the surface of T-cells9. Accordingly, treatment of

monocyte derived macrophages (MDM) with Gal-9 resulted in a 2.8-fold increase in surface

reductase activity (Fig. 3.3d), suggesting that Gal-9 also retains reductase-active PDI at the

surface of macrophages.

The Gal-9 mediated retention of PDI serves as both an experimental strategy that can

be used to modulate cell-surface reductase activity and connects the role of PDI in HIV

entry to a broader context of inflammation and pathology. Exogenous Gal-9 was retained

at the surface of PM1 and CEM T-cell lines while monocyte derived macrophages (MDM)

endogenously expressed low levels of surface Gal-9 (Figure 3.4a). Unlike previous reports9,

we observed that PDI was only expressed at the surface of a minor subpopulation of cells

(Fig. 3.4b, middle). While Gal-9 did not increase the surface expression of PDI ubiquitously,

it did result in a 2-3 fold increase in the size of the PDI+ population (Fig. 3.4b, right) without

dramatically changing the quantity of PDI expressed.
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Although Gal-9 only increased the size of the minor PDI+ subpopulation, exogenous

Gal-9 was ubiquitously retained at the surface of PM1 cells and could be removed after

washing with 100mM lactose (Fig 3.4c, left). The Gal-9 mediated increase in the PDI+

population was also lactose-dependent (Fig 3.4c, middle), suggesting that this effect is both

Gal-9 specific and temporary. Interestingly, Gal-9 treatment caused an increase in surface

thiols, indicative of reductase activity, that was not restricted to the PDI+ population (Fig

3.4c, right). Furthermore, the removal of Gal-9 with lactose and its associated decrease in

the PDI+ population did not result in a decrease in total cell-surface thiols. These results

suggest that Gal-9 has a long-lasting and ubiquitous reductive effect on the PM1 surface.

Although highly sensitive and specific to disulfide reduction, our reductase activity assay

cannot distinguish an increase in average surface reductase activity from the increases in the

activity of a minor PDI+ subpopulation. Therefore, the utility and accuracy of this assay

depends on the uniform increase in PDI expression that has been reported9. Our results

describe an alternative phenotype, where Gal-9 increases the size of the PDI+ subpopulation

without causing a ubiquitous increase in the quantity of PDI retained. Because Gal-9 was

also associated with a ubiquitous, long-lasting change in the redox potential of PM1 surfaces,

it is possible that either a) other disulfide reductases are retained by Gal-9 at the surface of

PDI- cells or b) alternative isoforms of PDI are being retained that could not be detected

with the PDI antibody used. These alternative isoforms and heterogenous phenotypes may

be the result of cell culture heterogeneity.

We attempted to isolate the PDI+ subpopulation by obtaining six single-cell clones of

the parental PM1 culture. Although we observed the same phenotype, the native size of the

PDI+ population was much lower and Gal-9 treatment resulted in a much more dramatic

increase in the size of this population than the parental culture (Fig. 3.5a). However,

none of the clones exhibited a ubiquitous Gal-9 mediated increase in total surface PDI. We

also found that Gal-9 treatment had significant toxic effects, likely related to its biological

role in stimulating T-cell apoptosis33,34. In one experiment, Gal-9 had a dramatic effect
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on flow cytometry collection rates of the PM1 clones, which can serve as a crude estimate

of toxicity (Fig 3.5b). In conjunction with this, Gal-9 caused a dramatic change in the

light scattering properties of these clones (Fig 3.5c) that may also be indicative of apoptotic

effects. Gal-9 toxicity was confirmed by direct cell counts after treatment (Fig. 3.5d), where

Gal-9 resulted in a 40% decrease in survival for the parental PM1 culture and 40% to 60%

decrease in survival for PM1 clones A, C and F. Although not quantified, Gal-9 mediated

toxicity was observed for the CEM and Jurkat cell lines as well.

Taken together, these results agree with previous reports33 that Gal-9 has a long-lasting

and ubiquitous effect on the disulfide redox state of a cell surface, however, our results also

suggest that PDI may not be the only disulfide reductase retained by Gal-9 or that alterna-

tive isoforms of PDI may be at play. Single-cell cloning could not isolate the Gal-9 refractory

PDI- population or the native PDI+ population. Instead, all single-cell clones resembled the

parental cell culture, suggesting that the Gal-9/PDI phenotype may be the result of epige-

netic heterogeneity and/or cell culture conditions. These observations introduce significant

complications to experimental approaches aimed at understanding the Gal-9/PDI axis in

HIV entry. Although Gal-9 does cause a ubiquitous shift in cell-surface redox potential, this

shift could not be associated with PDI specifically. Furthermore, the toxicity observed after

Gal-9 treatment leaves open the possibility that enhanced PDI retention may be the result

of increased secretion of PDI mediated by large-scale apoptotic effects in vitro, which may

not be conducive to HIV replication in vivo.

PDI Inhibitors are Active Against HIV-1 Entry. The toxicity of Gal-9 and hetero-

geneous surface retention of PDI precluded the use of Gal-9 to modulate cell-surface PDI

retention in the context of HIV entry. However, a variety of inhibitors, specific to PDI and

not other thioredoxin family members, can be used to directly interrogate this system. Bac-

itracin is cyclic polypeptide antimicrobial agent that also acts as a specific inhibitor of PDI

reductase activity23. Commercial preparations of bacitracin contain a mixture of at least 11
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dominant isoforms that vary in their antimicrobial activity, amino acid composition and in a

terminal moiety that has been identified as either an amino-thiazoline (isoforms A, B1-B3) or

keto-thiazole (isoforms F, H1-H3) ring. This terminal moiety is though to be in equilibrium

between a closed and open ring state, where the open ring form exposes a free thiol capable

of reducing DSBs in the b’ or x-linker region of PDI to inhibit PDI substrate binding25.

16F16 is a cell-permeable, small-molecule inhibitor, specific to PDI, discovered in a screen

of compounds that inhibit huntington protein misfolding39. This compound acts as a thiol

alkylating agent in much the same way as NEM, where a highly electrophilic chloroacetyl

moiety forms a covalent bond with the PDI active site to prevent further reductase activ-

ity39. Thus, the inhibitory activity of bacitracin and 16F16 against PDI is driven not by

binding affinity, but by the redox potential of their reactive moieties.

We first assessed the activity of a standard commercial bacitracin (Bac-STD) mixture

and a commercially purified bacitracin A isoform (BacA-Vet). Both the mixture and purified

isoform were active against X4 (IIIB) and R5 (BaL) tropic HIV using PM1 and CEM cell

lines (Fig. 3.6a). BacA-Vet was slightly more potent than the Bac-STD mixture and also

had a higher inhibitory slope (Table 3.1). A more direct comparison of potency could not be

obtained due to the fact that the isoform composition of the Bac-STD mixture is unknown.

Although the commercial availability of purified bacitracin isoforms is extremely limited,

we were able to acquire small quantities of purified bacitracin A and bacitracin F isoforms

(BacA-Evo and BacF-Evo, respectively) from a different manufacturer. These samples were

2-4 fold more potent than Bac-STD and BacA-Vet (Table 3.1). Importantly, these bacitracin

preparations also exhibited much higher slopes of inhibitory activity, indicating a greater

potency at therapeutically relevant inhibitory levels (see Chapter 2). Bac-STD was also

active against infection of MDM by the R5-tropic BaL isolate, although a sufficient fit of its

inhibitory slope could not be obtained (Table 3.1).

Comparing the potencies of these commercially available bacitracin preparations was

problematic due to their unknown composition. While the isoform composition of Bac-
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STD is wholly unknown, the BacA-Evo and BacF-Evo preparations were specified by their

manufacturers to be 99% pure. Unfortunately, the manufacturer could not provide any

evidence of purity. We were able to obtain HPLC chromatograms confirming that the BacA-

Vet preparation was 76% pure, however, the identity and composition of the remaining

fraction could not be specified. While we cannot directly compare these potencies with

certainty, the general range of potencies observed in our results falls between 0.4 to 2mg/mL.

Interestingly, both the bacitracin F and A isoforms tested here exhibited similar inhibitory

activity, suggesting that both the amino-thiazoline and keto-thiazole forms are equally active.

16F16 was active against both R5 and X4-tropic isolates using PM1 and CEM cells as

well as MDM (Fig. 3.6b and c). While the IC50s for bacitracin were on the scale of mg/mL,

16F16 was generally 100 times more potent, with IC50s in the µM range (Fig. 3.6c, right

and Table 3.1). 16F16 also exhibited inhibitory slopes that were similar to the more purified

forms of bacitracin (2.3-2.7, Table 3.1), however, this slope was dramatically lower with

MDM (0.8, Fig. 3.6c, left and Table 3.1). While the increased potency of 16F16 relative to

bacitracin may be the result of its more electrophilic moiety and direct mechanism against

the PDI active site, the similarity in slope between the purified bacitracin isoforms (A and

F) and 16F16 suggest similar mechanisms of HIV entry inhibition, consistent with their

specificity for PDI.

Unlike the majority of slope-related topics in this dissertation, the cooperative interpreta-

tion of these inhibitory slopes is not justified because the inhibitory mechanisms of bacitracin

and 16F16 are not driven by reversible binding. Instead, the slope likely reflects a critical

threshold of inhibited PDI molecules that are required to prevent entry43, thus, the slopes

reported here suggest that one to two reducing PDI molecules are necessary to facilitate

HIV entry, consistent with the proposed involvement of at least two reduced DSBs in this

process14. The lower IC50 of 16F16 suggest that direct inhibition of the PDI active site is

more potent against HIV entry than the inhibition of PDI substrate binding proposed for

bacitracin. Further development of 16F16-like inhibitors with better tuned redox potential
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and electrophilicity may bring life to a novel class of HIV inhibitors that target this highly

conserved entry mechanism.

Toxicity and Contamination of PDI-Specific Inhibitors. The potential contaminant

and toxic effects of PDI inhibitors have not yet been described in the context of HIV entry.

Bacitracin is produced by Bacillus subtilis var Tracy and commercially prepared through

chemical extraction techniques that can leave unwanted contaminants. Evidence of serine

protease contamination in some commercially available preparations24 suggest that the in-

hibitory effects of bacitracin against PDI and HIV entry may not be bacitracin-specific.

Furthermore, the use of small-molecule PDI inhibitors that are membrane-permeable, such

as 16F16, can inhibit intracellular PDI to produce toxic side effects or result in improper

folding of infection reporter proteins.

To assess potential serine protease contamination, we incubated recombinant human

PDI with Bac-STD and BacA-Vet (Fig. 3.7a). Bac-STD exhibited strong protease activity

capable of degrading PDI in only 20 minutes (compare lanes 1 and 2), while BacA-Vet did

not result in any discernible protease activity even after a 60 minute incubation (compare

lanes 1 and 3), similar to the BacA-Evo and BacF-Evo preparations (data not shown).

Bacitracin is a small, thermostable polypeptide, while proteases are sensitive to thermal

denaturing. After boiling, the protease activity of the Bac-STD preparation was eliminated

(compare lanes 1 and 2 with lane 4), suggesting that this activity is temperature sensitive

and likely due to protease contamination. Boiling caused a slight increase in Bac-STD IC50

against HIV infection, suggesting that the protease activity of this preparation may have

had a confounding effect on HIV entry (Table 3.1). Interestingly, boiling also increased

the slope of Bac-STD to levels that were similar to the other, protease-free preparations,

while boiling had no dramatic effect on the slope of BacA-Vet (Table 3.1). The changes

in slope observed for Bac-STD suggest that while contaminant protease activity may have

conferred an increase in apparent potency, it has a negative impact on slope. This may
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be consistent with a stoichiometric, critical threshold interpretation of the slope43, where

the protease contaminant, when unaccounted for in a dose-response analysis, reduces the

inhibitory stoichiometry of bacitracin by reducing the quantity of active PDI molecules.

The bacitracin preparations also exhibited significant toxic activity with TD50s falling

within a 2-3 fold range if their IC50s (Table 3.1). The cell-permeable 16F16 exhibited toxic

activity within the same range despite being more potent than bacitracin (Table 3.1). While

the inhibitory and toxic effects of 16F16 do overlap (Fig. 3.7b), up to 60% inhibition was

observed before any measurable toxic activity. To analyze the balance of toxic and inhibitory

effects for 16F16 more directly, we pre-treated CEM cells for 114, 60 and 26 minutes be-

fore washing and spinoculating with HIV IIIB. Toxicity was measured directly after a 120

minute spinoculation and infection was measured 48 hours later from the same experimental

samples. We compared these results to the standard 16F16 treatment during spinoculation,

also performed in the same experiment (spin, Figure 3.7c). Pre-treatment with 16F16 for as

little as 20 minutes was sufficient to obtain a full inhibition curve from which slopes of inhi-

bition and toxicity, and an IC50 and TD50 values could be fit (Fig 3.7c). Both the inhibitory

and toxic potency of 16F16 were proportionately time-dependent, indicating both a higher

inhibitory and toxic potency with longer treatment times. The best separation between IC50

and TD50 was obtained while 16F16 was present only during spinoculation (Fig 3.7c, left,

spin) and was associated with an increased TD50 and not a decreased IC50 relative to the

pre-treatment equivalent (114 min). This suggests that spinoculation may exacerbate the

toxic effect of 16F16 after pre-treatment.

While the slopes of inhibitory activity for 16F16 were time-dependent, the slopes of toxic

activity were not (Fig. 3.7c, right). In all cases, the inhibitory slopes for 16F16 were higher

than its toxicity slopes, indicating a greater dose-dependent increase in inhibition relative

to toxicity. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7d, where the rise in inhibitory activity for both

the 114 minute pre-treatment and treatment during spinoculation was much greater than

the rise in toxic activity. This is consistent with the difference between inhibiting a limited
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quantity of accessible, surface-bound PDI and inducing cytotoxic effects by inhibiting large

quantities of intracellular, ER-resident PDI. The increase in slope associated with longer

pre-treatment (Fig 3.7c, right) is likely due to continued secretion of reducing, cell-surface

PDI during spinoculation in the absence of 16F16, which necessarily results in an increased

apparent stoichiometry of inhibition. Accordingly, 16F16 treatment during spinoculation

exhibited an inhibitory slope similar to the shortest pre-treatment (26 minutes), suggesting

an estimated 30 minute turnover rate for the regeneration of entry-active, reduced PDI. While

these interesting differences between inhibitory and toxic slopes are not sufficient to justify

direct clinical applications, they do indicate a high potential for novel, cell impermeable

analogs.

We have identified that protease contamination of commercially available bacitracin

preparations may be a significant confounder in examining the role of PDI in HIV entry

by altering the apparent mechanism of inhibition. In addition to contamination, Bac-STD,

its purified BacA-Vet isoform and 16F16 exhibited toxic activity that coincided with their

inhibitory activity. The toxic activity of 16f16, however, showed a weaker dose-dependent

strength that its inhibitory activity, consistent with the cell surface-specific role of PDI in

HIV entry. Although toxicity and inhibition were closely related, our results give promise to

the development of cell-impermeable analogs of 16F16-like compounds. Importantly, both

the keto-thiazole and amino-thiazoline isoforms of bacitracin (F and A, respectively) were

active against HIV entry, thus, it is likely that most bacitracin isoforms will also be active, as

these are the two predominant terminal moieties. The potencies of bacitracin and 16F16 are

not driven by binding affinity but by their fine-tuned redox potential. Our results, therefore,

present redox potential and cell permeability as two well-defined criteria for the design of

novel analogs with greater efficacy and clinical potential.
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Discussion

The enthusiasm for PDI inhibitors as novel HIV therapeutics is well warranted as PDI acts

on one of the most conserved structural elements in HIV Env to facilitate entry. Indeed, the

potential for PDI-based antivirals extends well beyond HIV8. PDI is but one component

in a larger system that defines the environmental redox potential of a cell surface, which in

turn, may be a critical component of entry susceptibility. The connection between Gal-9,

PDI retention and HIV entry9 emphasizes the complex and dynamic nature of cell-surface

redox potential in the context of cellular responses to inflammatory stimuli. That PDI is

only one member of a large superfamily of proteins capable of reducing DSBs at the cell

surface suggests that the role of DSB reduction in HIV entry might first be defined in terms

of non-specific cell-surface redox potential as opposed to specific PDI activity. To this end,

we show that DTNB can be used to quantify the redox potential of a cell surface in terms

of reducing cysteine equivalents.

Previous studies have thoroughly demonstrated a ubiquitous increase in total cell-surface

PDI after treatment with Gal-99. We describe an alternative phenotype, where culture

conditions can give rise to a heterogenous population of cells that a) natively express PDI

at their surface, b) only express surface PDI after Gal-9 treatment or c) do not express

detectible levels of surface PDI with or without Gal-9 treatment. These findings are not

directly contradictory, as Gal-9 did enhance total surface thiols suggesting that other disulfide

reductases may be involved. These results further affirm the dynamic nature of cell-surface

PDI retention, which can be heavily influenced by culture conditions. We also observed that

Gal-9 exhibited severe toxic effects on the CEM, PM1 and Jurkat T-cell lines. Together, the

alternative Gal-9 induced PDI expression phenotype and the toxicity of Gal-9 precluded its

use as a positive effector of PDI surface retention for further experiments.

The bacitracin mixture (Bac-STD) and purified isoforms A and F (BacA-Vet, BacA-

Evo and BacF-Evo) were all active against HIV entry with similar inhibitory slopes, when
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contaminant protease activity was eliminated. 16F16, which alternatively inhibits the PDI

active site directly, exhibited inhibitory slopes similar to bacitracin and in all cases these

slopes were independent of co-receptor tropism and target-cell type (except for MDM). These

results are consistent with the stoichiometric translation of inhibitor-to-PDI and PDI-to-

entry activity, indicating that approximately 2 PDI active sites and, therefore, 2 reduced

DSBs are required for HIV entry14. That the apparent stoichiometry of 16F16 depends on

pre-treatment duration further emphasizes the dynamic nature of cell-surface redox potential,

which is likely the result of continuous PDI secretion.

Although bacitracin and 16F16 exhibited overlapping profiles of toxicity and inhibition,

our results bring to light the importance of compound purity and simultaneous measure-

ments of both toxic and inhibitory effects as well as the technical complexity of investigating

HIV inhibitors that target such essential components of cell function. In total, our data

reveal two important criteria for the further development of PDI inhibitors in HIV treat-

ment. First, understanding the environmental circumstances that regulate cell-surface redox

activity in the specific context of HIV entry will solidify the connection between immuno-

logical responses and entry susceptibility, as has been demonstrated for Gal-99. Second, our

data suggest that inhibitors directed specifically against the PDI active site such as 16F16,

although toxic, show great promise, as the toxic response showed a weaker dose-dependent

strength than inhibition. The toxicity and inhibitory activity of such compounds might be

synthetically tuned by including charged spectator moieties that reduce membrane perme-

ability and by adjusting the nucleophilic strength of PDI-reactive moieties.

As DSB reduction is a conserved feature of entry for many viruses, PDI inhibitors are an

important and novel antiviral strategy with low resistance potential. Clinically effective PDI

inhibitors may be cheaper and more stable for broad distribution than existing inhibitors

and potential immunotherapies. Alternatively, such inhibitors might be used as inexpensive,

topical agents to prevent HIV transmission in a way that does not promote resistance to

existing therapies. PDI inhibitors have a broad clinical applicability that warrants the further
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development of less toxic and more cell-surface specific compounds.
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Figure 3.1: Structure, function and inhibition of PDI. (a) Crystal structure of human PDI44

(PDB ID 4EKZ) with labeled catalytically active a and a’ domains, substrate binding b’ domain,
b domain and x-linker region. CGHC active sites are shown in red with sulfur atoms represented
as yellow spheres. Thiolate state of N-terminal cysteine side chain is stabilized by proton exchange
with the local histidine residue (inset). (b) Reducing mechanism of PDI. N-terminal cysteine
thiolate attacks on of two electrophilic sulfurs forming the substrate DSB (left), resulting in a
mixed PDI-substrate disulfide bond (middle). Full DSB exchange occurs when that secondary,
C-terminal cysteine reacts with the N-terminal cysteine of PDI in the mixed DSB. (c) Alkylation
and inhibition of PDI by NEM involves the same nucleophilic attack of the N-terminal PDI thiolate
(left). The resulting bond does not have sufficient electrophilic strength to for secondary attack
(right).
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Figure 3.2: Structural characteristics of DSBs in HIV Env. (a, top left) Crystal structure of the
BG505.SOSSIP HIV Env trimer45 (PDB ID 3J5M) indicating variable loops V1 (cyan), V2 (blue),
V3 (magenta) and V4 (red), bridging sheet (green) and gp41 (purple helices). (bottom right) A
single gp120/gp41 protomer (PDB ID 3J5M) illustrates the location of DSBs 1-9 (red spheres)
with V1-V4, bridging sheet and gp41 indicated. (b) 2-dimensional illustration of cysteines (yellow
circles) and DSB positions (black lines) relative to the linear peptide backbone (grey and colored
lines), bridging sheet (green), V1-V4 (cyan, blue, pink and red, respectively) and gp41 with inner
and outer domains indicated. (c) Linear representation of DSB patterns in HIV gp120. Cysteines
are shown as yellow circles along the linear peptide backbone extending from left to right. DSB-
connections between cysteine residues are indicated by arched bridges and cysteines forming the
base of loops that extend into the gp120 core are dashed while cysteines forming the base of exposed
loops are solid (V1-V4). Cysteine positions are numbered below the yellow circles.
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Figure 3.3: Modulation of surface disulfide redox activity. Use of DTNB as an indicator of cell-
surface DSB redox state (a and b). Reduction of cell-surface thiols by the phosphine reducing agent
TCEP (a) results in the transfer of DSBs from DTNB to the cell surface and an increase in DTNB
absorbance. Alkylation of cell-surface thiols by NEM prevents transfer of DSBs from DTNB to the
cell surface, preventing indicator absorbance (b). (c) TCEP-reduction (blue) and NEM-alkylation
of PM1 cell surfaces are indicated by an increase and decrease in cell-surface cysteine equivalents
measured by DTNB, respectively, and are dependent on the quantity of cells tested. Data represent
a single experiment. (d) MDM treated with Gal-9 show a 3-fold increase in cell-surface cysteine
equivalents. Data are representative of at least two replicates.
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Figure 3.4: Cell surface Gal-9 and PDI retention phenotypes. (a) Cell-surface Gal-9 expression
for PM1 and CEM cell lines untreated (blue) or treated with exogenous Gal-9 (red) and untreated
MDM, with isotype controls (grey shaded). Data represent a single experiment. (b) PDI expression
for PM1, CEM and MDM showing isotype control (left), untreated (middle) and Gal-9 treated
(right) PDI surface expression phenotypes. Values shown are the %PDI+ cells of the live cell
population. Data are representative of 2-3 replicates.
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Figure 3.5: PDI expression and Gal-9 toxicity of PM1 single cell clones. (a) Expression of PDI
for parental PM1 culture and single cell clones with (red) and without (blue) exogenous Gal-9
treatment. (b) Flow-based survival estimates for parental and single cell PM1 clones after Gal-9
treatment from the same experiment in panel a. (c) Representative examples of shifts in the light
scattering properties induced by Gal-9 treatment for PM1 single cell clones A, C and F. (d) Survival
of parental and A, C, F PM1 clones immediately after Gal-9 treatment determined by cell counting.
All data represent a single replicate.
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Figure 3.6: Inhibitory activity of bacitracin and 16F16. (a) Inhibition of IIIB with CEM (top) and
BaL with PM1 (bottom) by bacitracin mixture (Bac-STD, left) or purified isoform A (BacA-Vet,
right). Data are the average of three replicates and bars show standard deviation. (b) Inhibition
of IIIB with CEM cells by the PDI-specific inhibitor 16F16 (data shown are the average of three
replicates and bars indicate standard deviation). (c) slopes and IC50s of 16F16 with indicated cells
and Envs. Where shown, bars indicate standard deviation of 2-4 replicates.
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Figure 3.7: Toxicity of bacitracin and 16F16. (a) Western blot of recombinant human PDI
incubated with 1: PBS, 2: Bac-STD, 3: BacA-Vet, 3: boiled Bac-STD and 4: boiled BacA-Vet.
(b) Comparison of inhibitory (blue) and toxic (red) activity for 16F16 on CEM cells with HIV IIIB.
(c) comparison of EC50s (left) and effect slopes (right) of inhibition (blue) and toxicity (red) for
CEM cells pre-treated with 16F16 (114, 60, 26 min) or treated with 16F16 during spinoculation
(spin) with HIV IIIB. (d) Median effect plots of inhibitory (blue) and toxic (red) activity for 16F16
treatment during spinoculation (left) and after 114 minute pre-treatment followed by spinoculation
(right). Data for panels a, c and d represent a single experiment and data for panel b is the average
of triplicate measurements (error bars indicate standard deviation).
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Tables

Table 3.1: Inhibitory and Toxic Activity of PDI Inhibitors in HIV-1 Entry.

Inhibitor Treatment Cell Env Slope IC50
1 TD50

1

Bac-STD2 None CEM IIIB 1.36 1.26 ≈5
Bac-STD2 None PM1 BaL 1.65 1.95 ≈5

Bac-STD2 Boiled CEM IIIB 2.48 2.75 N.D.

BacA-Vet3 None CEM IIIB 2.19 1.05 ≈5
BacA-Vet3 None PM1 BaL 1.81 1.14 ≈4
BacA-Vet3 None PM1 IIIB 2.53 1.03 ≈4
BacA-Vet3 None MDM BaL N.F. ≈1.7 N.D.

BacA-Vet3 Boiled CEM IIIB 1.86 1.11 N.D.

BacA-Evo4 None CEM IIIB 2.40 0.40 N.D.
BacF-Evo5 None CEM IIIB 2.07 0.43 N.D.

16F16 None PM1 IIIB 2.7 15µM 45µM
16F16 None CEM IIIB 2.3 17µM 47µM
16F16 None MDM BaL 0.8 13µM 35µM
1IC50 and TD50 are reported in units of mg/mL unless specified
2Bacitracin isoform mixture (Sigma Aldrich)
3Vetranal grade Bacitracin A isoform (Sigma Aldrich)
4Purified Bacitracin A isoform (EvoPure)
5Purified Bacitracin F isoform (EvoPure)

N.D.: Not Done

N.F.: A sufficient fit of slope could not be obtained, IC50s were interpolated
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CHAPTER 4

Distinct HIV-1 Entry Phenotypes are Associated with Transmission, Subtype

Specificity, and Resistance to Broadly Neutralizing Antibodies
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Introduction

The clinical expectations of inhibitors are derived from in vitro experimental results that

describe an inhibitor’s activity in terms of its concentration through potency (IC50) and a

dose-dependent differential effect (slope). Inhibitors also effect the natural behavior of a

virus either directly, through the perturbations an inhibitor imposes on the viral lifecycle, or

adaptively, through changes in infectious behavior that are uniquely associated with resistant

isolates. For example, the CCR5 antagonist maraviroc (MVC) fundamentally alters the

way HIV recognizes CCR5, where resistant isolates adapt the unique ability to use MVC-

bound CCR5 as a functional co-receptor by binding to alternative regions1–4. This unique

adaptation does not always manifest as a loss in sensitivity to the drug as some of these

isolates can use MVC-bound CCR5 with low efficiency, leading to treatment failure while

remaining sensitive in the classical sense1. This phenotype, therefore, is not clearly described

in terms of inhibitor concentration but is, instead, more comprehensively defined by the

efficiency with which an isolate uses CD4 and CCR5.

HIV entry is a highly complex, concerted mechanism involving two receptors (CD4 and co-

receptor, CCR5 or CXCR4) and two viral proteins (gp120 and gp41). Attachment and entry

efficiency, therefore, depend on a variety of factors including receptor stoichiometry, binding

affinity and transition state kinetics. CCR5-tropic HIV isolates exhibit unique and indepen-

dent responses to CD4 and CCR5 expression5 that have been connected to clinically relevant

phenotypes such as transmission6,7, target cell tropism8–10, and neuropathology8,11–13, thus,

understanding the effect that a drug has on the efficiency of CD4/CCR5 usage can bring

to light novel therapeutic strategies that are mindful of the potential pathologies associated

with altered CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency during long-term treatment.

Initially, studies aimed at measuring the CD4/CCR5 usage phenotypes of HIV Envs were

limited to high and low CD4/CCR5 surface densities14–16, offering a more qualitative under-

standing of CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency. Over the last decade, our laboratory has developed
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a novel, clonal cell line that allows dual and independent induction of up to 25 distinct and

clinically relevant combinations of cell-surface CD4 and CCR5 expression, termed Affinofile

cells9,17. A matrix of Affinofile cells expressing unique combinations of CD4/CCR5 are in-

fected to generate a CD4/CCR5-dependent infectivity profile (see Appendix C). This cell line

is accompanied by mathematical methods that distill these infectivity matrices into three

Viral Entry Receptor Sensitivity Assay (VERSA) metrics5,17 describing overall infectivity

(mean infectivity, M), a balance of CD4/CCR5 dependence (angle, θ) and CD4/CCR5 re-

sponsiveness (amplitude, ∆). These metrics connect CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency, an inherent

viral property, to unique pathological phenotypes5 and resistance adaptations1–4.

We recently improved this system to include a dual enhanced GFP (eGFP) and gaussia

luciferase (GLuc) reporter linked by an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) that allows

infectivity profiles to be measured using full-length, unmodified molecular viral clones via.

flow cytometry or non-destructive supernatant sampling, termed GGR Affinofile cells18.

This enhanced system was accompanied with standardized, high-throughput protocols and

improved biophysical interpretations of the associated VERSA matrics (Appendix C). This

chapter focuses on the optimization of this new GGR system and the revised interpretation

of VERSA metrics in the context of specific point mutants with known CD4/CCR5 usage

phenotypes, HIV subtypes, transmission and antibody resistance.

The biophysical interpretation of VERSA metrics. An full 5x5 infectivity matrix

consists of GGR Affinofile cells induced to express 25 distinct combinations of CD4 and

CCR5, ranging from 2,000 to 150,000 and 1,500 to 25,000 antibody binding sites per cell

(ABS/cell), respectively, that are reflect the wide variety of CD4 and CCR5 expression on

HIV target cells9,17. All distinct combinations are infected with an equal viral inoculum to

produce a 3-dimensional profile of infectivity with CD4 expression along the x-axis, CCR5

along the y-axis and infectivity along the z-axis. When CD4 and CCR5 expression are

normalized these data are fit to a 2-dimensional surface function F (x, y) (Equation 4.1).
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F (x, y) = a0 + a1x+ a2y + a3xy + a4x
2 + a5y

2 (4.1)

This surface is distilled into three parameters that describe the inherent CD4/CCR5-

dependence and infectivity of the isolate being analyzed. Overall infectivity (M) is defined

by the total area under the surface using Equation 4.2.

M =

∫ 1

0

dx

∫ 1

0

dy F (x, y) (4.2)

CD4 and CCR5 usage is defined by two parameters derived from the gradient, ∇F (x, y)

(Equation 4.3) of this surface, which traces the path of the steepest increase in infection

from minimum to maximum CD4/CCR5 expression. The sensitivity vector (~S) is the unit

steepness, or amplitude of ∇F (x, y) (Equation 4.4) while θ (Equation 4.5) is the angle of

∇F (x, y) relative to the CD4 (y) axis. Thus, X4-tropic isolates exhibit low, CD4-dependent

angles that do not respond to increasing levels of CCR5 while CD4-independent isolates

exhibit high, CCR5-dependent angles that do not respond strongly to increasing levels of

CD417.

∇F (x, y) = x̂
δF (x, y)

δx
+ ŷ

δF (x, y)

δy
(4.3)

~S =

∫ 1

0

dx

∫ 1

0

dy
∇F (x, y)

|∇F (x, y)|
= Sxx̂+ Syŷ (4.4)

θ = tan−1

(
Sy

Sx

)
(4.5)

Of these three parameters defined above, M and θ are conceptually intuitive as they

describe the overall infectivity observed across all levels of CD4/CCR5 expression (M) and

the specific ratio of CD4/CCR5 expression that yields the greatest response in infectivity

(θ). In this sense, θ is interpreted as a balance of an isolate’s dependence on both CD4 and
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CCR5 from a discrete stoichiometric perspective. This parameter is not directly equal to

the stoichiometric requirements of CD4/CCR5 during entry as the stability of transition-

state kinetics also contribute to θ. For example, low CCR5 expression may result in slower

diffusion of cell-surface CCR5 to sites of CD4-Env conjugates that increases the likelihood

of entry failure.

While the angle (θ) of the sensitivity vector (~S) describes the ratio of CD4 and CCR5 gen-

erating the greatest response, the amplitude of this vector (|~S| or ∆) describes the strength

of that response. For example, a two-fold increase in CD4/CCR5 expression at the ratio

defined by θ may yield a two-fold increase in infection, indicating a proportionate response,

or a 0.5 or 3-fold increase in infection, indicating a disproportionate response. By compar-

ison, isolates exhibiting higher ∆ indicate a steeper response at the optimal CD4/CCR5

ratio, which has two important consequences. Because M describes the set-point of overall

infectivity, ∆ necessarily describes the amplitude of response from that baseline. Isolates

exhibiting higher ∆ and equal M will naturally be a) more infectious at higher levels of the

optimal CD4/CCR5 ratio and, conversely, b) less infectious at lower levels of this optimal

ratio. Importantly, because ∆ is the amplitude of the most responsive θ, all other possible

ratios of CD4/CCR5 will, by definition, exhibit a lower amplitude. Thus, the comparison

of ∆ between isolates must take into account both the differential nature of this parameter

relative to M and within the context of θ.

Together, M , θ and ∆ provide a simplified framework for comparing the overall infec-

tivity, CD4/CCR5 dependence and sensitivity of HIV isolates5. The mathematical methods

presented here were made available in an automated, web-based platform17. This interface

was updated to generate unique and informative graphical representations produced in scalar

vector graphics (SVG) format, which will become available in the next public version.

Future development of VERSA metrics. The existing VERSA metrics (M , θ and ∆)

are highly descriptive but difficult to attribute to specific, well defined biophysical properties.
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The mathematical VERSA framework and associated metrics are, however, synonymous

to the more extensible median effect model. For example, ∆ describes the response of

an isolate to its most preferred ratio of CD4 and CCR5 (given by θ) and as such, ∆ is

directly analogous to a median effect slope when measured across proportionate increases in

CD4/CCR5 expression at the ratio of θ.

Median effect can be used to describe CD4/CCR5 dependence in terms of EC50, where, for

example, the EC50 surface expression of CCR5 can be described in terms of CD4 expression,

and vice versa. Likewise, changes in responsiveness to CCR5 expression, given by the median

effect slope (m), can be assessed across varying levels of CD4. When combined, the new

surface function f(x, y) recapitulates the total interdependence of CD4 and CCR5 through

parameters with clear biophysical meaning, such as affinity/efficiency (through EC50s) and

stoichiometry/cooperativity (through slopes) (see Appendix A).

The median effect model offers the practical advantage of a linearized representation of

infectivity responses to varying levels of CD4 and CCR5, where infectivity is described in

terms of a log infectivity ratio (see Appendix A) instead of an effect-based Hill representation

with complex curvatures. Thus, this model is amenable to linear manipulations, allowing the

infectivity ratio across varying levels of CCR5 expression to be described in terms of a CD4-

dependent slope and EC50 (Equation 4.6, where fR,B is the CCR5-dependent effect ratio, mB

is the CD4-dependent slope, B is CCR5 expression and Dm,B is the CD4-dependent EC50 of

CCR5.

log(fR,B) = mB log(B)−mB log(Dm,B) (4.6)

Both the slope (mB) and EC50 (Dm,B) of CCR5 are then represented by CD4-dependent

functions (Equations 4.7a and 4.7b, respectively).

mB = f1([CD4]) (4.7a) Dm,B = f2([CD4]) (4.7b)

These CD4-dependent functions f1 and f2 then describe complementary features of
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CD4/CCR5 usage. For example, f2 (Dm,B) describes CD4-dependent changes in CCR5

EC50 that are probabilistic in nature, related to binding affinity and rote usage efficiency

while f1 describes the more dynamic interplay of CD4/CCR5 usage in a cooperative context.

In this new model, θ is now more rigidly defined as the ratio of CD4 and CCR5 EC50s that

produce the greatest slope.

The existing VERSA metrics are, in most ways, directly synonymous to the EC50 and

slope-based parameters of this new model, therefore, the advantage of this new analytical

framework lies in the more extensible interpretation of its parameters. Although we have

not yet finalized a complete median effect-based adaptation of VERSA metrics, this strategy

expands the interpretive contexts of CD4 and CCR5 usage from a more clinical perspective,

in terms of infectivity, to more detailed and well-defined biophysical properties.

Specific aims. The goal of this chapter is to first scharacterize the new GGR system

using specific point mutations in the JR-CSF isolate that confer well described phenotypes

associated with CD4/CCR5 usage. For example, the S142N variant was isolated after passage

onto PBMCs, Molt-4 and Sup-T1 cell lines and is able to infect cells expressing very low levels

of CCR5. These phenotypes are then connected to target cell tropism through our VERSA

metrics, which provide distilled CD4/CCR5 usage characteristics. We then demonstrate

the utility of these metrics in the novel contexts of transmission, subtype specificity, and

resistance to broadly neutralizing antibodies. Concurrent with our published results, we

further refine the biophysical interpretations of the existing metrics, which has lead to a

new formulation based on the more extensive physical parameters given by the media effect

model.

Results
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Background
Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) enters tar-
get cells through the stepwise interaction of its envelope
glycoproteins (Env) with CD4 and a coreceptor, either
CCR5 or CXCR4. Receptor binding induces a series of
conformational changes that results in fusion pore forma-
tion and virus/cell membrane fusion [1]. Acutely transmit-
ted viruses invariably use CCR5 (R5) regardless of the
subtype. Furthermore, although CXCR4-using (X4, R5X4)
viruses can emerge in approximately 40-50% of late stage
HIV-1 subtype B infections [2,3], most HIV-1 infected
subjects, particularly those with subtype A and C viruses
[4-6], progress to late stages of infection despite exclu-
sively harboring R5 viruses.
While many viral and host factors contribute to HIV-1

progression, there is a strong body of evidence that sup-
ports some Env determinants of pathogenicity. For ex-
ample, in patients with R5 viruses, isolates from late
stages of infection have a greater capacity to infect macro-
phages [7-9], which correlates with more efficient usage of
the low levels of CD4 and CCR5 expressed on these cells
[9-13]. These late stage R5 isolates can also cause in-
creased levels of cell-cell fusion [14] and CD4+ T-cell
apoptosis [15]. Late stage brain isolates have also been
shown to utilize low levels of CD4 and/or CCR5 for entry
[16-24]. Therefore, viruses capable of exploiting limiting
levels of CD4 and/or CCR5 may have expanded target cell
tropism with pathological consequences [24-26]. Further-
more, viruses that are resistant to the CCR5 antagonists
vicriviroc (VVC) and maraviroc (MVC) exhibit a reduced
ability to use lower levels of CCR5 compared to their
non-resistant counterparts [27-29]. Finally, the recent
characterization of transmitter/founder (T/F) Envs has
indicated that these R5 variants enter and replicate in
activated primary T-cells but not macrophages [30],
underscoring the increasingly evident notion that CCR5
usage is not equivalent to macrophage-tropism [5,31].
Together, these studies show that the efficiency with
which a viral Env engages CD4 and/or CCR5 can have
an influence on pathogenicity, disease progression and
resistance to CCR5 antagonists [5,32,33]. Therefore, a
more refined understanding of how Env-CD4/CCR5
usage develops and differs under alternate evolutionary
histories will inform the development and use of HIV-1
vaccines and therapeutics that target HIV-1 entry.
The Affinofile system, based on a CD4 and CCR5 dual-

inducible cell line, permits quantitative characterization of
HIV-1 infection across 24–48 distinct combinations of
CD4/CCR5 expression levels [34]. Multiple groups have
used this receptor affinity profiling system (Affinofile) to
reveal unique CD4/CCR5 usage efficiencies associated
with distinct pathophysiological phenotypes. These studies
have shed light on the nature of CCR5-inhibitor resistance
[27-29,35-37], the relationship between CD4/CCR5 usage

and cellular tropism as well as disease pathogenesis [38],
and CD4/CCR5 usage interdependence (reviewed in [39]).
Using this system, the infectivity of an Env under 24–48
distinct combinations of CD4 and CCR5 expression is
compiled and summarized as three metrics that collect-
ively describe a distinct profile of CD4 and CCR5 usage.
Biological insights are gained by comparing the Affinofile
metrics of different Envs. Affinofile metrics can be ex-
tracted from infectivity data by an automated web-based
computational platform [34].
Comprehensive infectivity profiling requires the exam-

ination of each Env under multiple distinct combina-
tions of CD4/CCR5 expression levels. To gain further
insights into HIV-1 entry phenotypes associated with
distinct pathophysiologies, and to examine a larger panel
of Envs from distinct cohorts, we engineered a higher
throughput, second generation Affinofile system that
would: (1) improve the robustness of the infectivity data
obtained, (2) ease the process of data sampling and ana-
lysis by permitting sequential time-point sampling of the
infected cell supernatant without the need for end-point
lysis, and (3) allow infectivity measurements without re-
quiring a virus-associated reporter gene while retaining
compatibility with any HIV-1 proviral backbone used for
Env pseudo typing. To this end, we transduced Affinofile
cells with a Tat- and Rev-dependent reporter engineered
to express green fluorescent protein (GFP) and secrete
Gaussia luciferase into the supernatant upon infection.
This Gaussia luciferase-GFP reporter (GGR) Affinofile
cell line now permits simple and rapid detection of HIV-
1 infection by serial sampling a small volume of super-
natant for Gaussia luciferase activity, while also taking
full advantage of the CD4 and CCR5 inducibility of the
original Affinofile cells.
In this study, we validate our new GGR Affinofile sys-

tem, and use this improved, higher throughput GGR
Affinofile system to reveal distinct Env phenotypes asso-
ciated with acute transmission, subtype specificity and
neutralization resistance.

Results
Generation and characterization of the GGR Affinofile
cell line
We modified a previously published Tat/Rev-dependent
vector [40,41] by cloning the Gaussia luciferase (GLuc)
gene upstream of an eGFP reporter gene, linked via an
internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) (Figure 1A). Judi-
ciously placed splice donor and acceptor sites, in addition
to the Rev-responsive element (RRE) placed downstream
of the eGFP reporter gene, ensures that only the full-
length, unspliced reporter mRNA will be translated in the
presence of Tat and Rev, which is provided by commonly
used HIV-1 reporter vectors and replication-competent
HIV-1. Lentiviral VSV-G pseudotypes containing this
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GLuc-eGFP Reporter (GGR) vector were used to trans-
duce early passage Affinofile cells. Stable GGR Affinofile
cell lines with optimal properties were single cell cloned
as described in methods.
To determine the ability of GGR Affinofile cells to de-

tect HIV-1 infection, we infected a stable clone of GGR

Affinofile cells (at maximum CD4/CCR5 induction)
using a range of viral inoculums (JR-CSF, MOI = 0.5 –
0.0625) and serially sampled the infected cell culture
supernatant for GLuc activity. GLuc activity could be de-
tected at 20-fold above background as early as 17 hpi
depending on the amount of viral inoculum used
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Figure 1 Generation and characterization of the GGR Affinofile Cell Line. (A) Schema of the tat-rev dependent Gaussia luciferase (gLuc)-
IRES-GFP reporter vector as described in the text. (B) and (C) GGR cells were maximally induced with doxycyline (Doxy, 4ng/ml) and ponasterone
A (PonA, 4 !M) at the time of their seeding in 96-well plates. 16–21 hours post-seeding/induction, cells were infected with wt JR-CSF virus at
varying multiplicities of infection (MOI). The titer of the virus was previously determined on stable CD4/CCR5-expressing GHOST cells where CD4/
CCR5 levels are non-limiting. At 17, 24, 48, and 72 hpi, 10 !L (out of 150) of the infected cell supernatant was removed and analyzed for gLuc
activity as per manufacturer’s instructions. Luciferase activity (measured as relative light units, RLU), and the corresponding signal:noise ratios at
each data point are shown in (B) and (C), respectively. Mock-infected cell supernatant served as the background signal. (D) and (E) GGR cells
were induced at high (3.2ng/mL Doxy, 2 !M PonA), medium (1.6ng/mL Doxy, 1!m PonA), and low (0.4ng/mL Doxy, 0.25!M PonA) levels, and
infected as above with pseudotyped virus at an MOI of 0.25. Three days post-infection, supernatant was collected and analyzed for gluc expression (E),
while cells from each well were individually processed for intracellular p24 staining (D) as described in methods. Data shown is representative of two
independent experiments.
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(Figure 1B-C). Furthermore, we observed that GLuc ac-
tivity in the infected culture supernatant mirrored the
level of infection as reported by intracellular p24 stain-
ing (Figure 1D-E), especially at low MOIs (e.g. 0.2) that
ensure a single infectious event per cell.

Defining the parameters that impact the infectivity
metrics used for profiling HIV-1 entry efficiency
We previously demonstrated that R5 virus infection of
Affinofile cells across a spectrum of CD4 and CCR5 ex-
pression levels generated an infectivity profile (Figure 2A)

that can be fitted by the surface function F(x, y) to give
the surface plot shown in Figure 2B. F(x, y) describes the
infectivity response as a function of CD4 and CCR5 cell
surface expression levels [34]. The salient features of this
surface function can be captured by three biophysically
meaningful parameters illustrated in Figure 2B and C:
the mean infectivity level M (Figure 2B), and the angle
and amplitude of the sensitivity vector (S

!
) representing

the gradient of the surface function F(x, y) on a 2-D plot
(Figure 2C). Mean infectivity (M) expresses the overall
infectivity observed across all levels of CD4 and CCR5

A C B 

The surface function F(x, y) is the best-fit surface plot that describes the relative infectivity of an envelope 
at varying levels of CD4 and CCR5.  

The mean infectivity, M, provides a rough estimate of the overall entry efficiency; it is the mean of the 
normalized function F(x, y) across the entire range of CD4 (x) and CCR5 (y) surface expression levels 
represented by the x-y plane.    

The gradient of F(x, y)  is represented by a sensitivity vector in the 2-D plot shown in Fig. 2C.  The 
vector has two metrics: theta ( ): the angle of the gradient path relative to the CD4 axis; and Delta ( ): 
the magnitude or steepness of that gradient. 

The angle of the sensitivity vector (theta, ) measures whether the infectivity of a given Env is more 
responsive to changes in cell surface levels of CD4 (as x-axis) or CCR5 (as 

y-axis).  

The amplitude of the sensitivity vector (Delta, ) measures the amplitude of infectivity response along 
F(x, y) gradient, complementing the angle of this path 

defined by .
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Figure 2 Defining the limiting parameters of sensitivity vector metrics used for profiling HIV-1 entry efficiency. (A) Infectivity of a
primary subtype B R5-virus monitored across 25 distinct combinations of CD4 and CCR5 expression levels. The normalized infectivity profile is
shown as a 3-D bar graph with the luciferase activity obtained at the highest CD4 and CCR5 induction level set at 100%. (B-C) The surface
function F(x, y) is used to fit the infectivity data as previously described [34]. The resulting 3-D surface plot can be represented by three metrics
that reflect distinct phenotypic properties of the infecting virus envelope: (B) the mean infectivity level (M), and (C) the angle (!) and amplitude
(!) of the sensitivity vector S! that describes the envelope’s response to varying levels of CD4 and CCR5. For clarity, the operational definitions of
these metrics, and what they measure with respect to the infectious phenotype of Env, are also indicated. Note that while we have changed the
nomenclature of these Affinofile metrics to more intuitively reflect the Env properties they are intended to describe, the fundamental definitions
are the same as in Johnston et al. (Ref [34]). Thus, “mean induction” is now termed “mean infectivity”, and vector “magnitude” is now termed
vector “amplitude”.
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expression. The gradient of F(x, y) is fit by the sensitivity
vector ( S

!
) shown in Figure 2C, representing both the

stoichiometric combination of CD4 and CCR5 with the
greatest impact on entry across the entire surface (!)
and the magnitude of that impact (!) illustrated by the
vector field in Figure 2C. For example, a relative increase
in !, driven by a shift in the gradient toward the CCR5
axis (Figure 2C), indicates a greater responsiveness to
CCR5. The magnitude of this shifted responsiveness may
be comparatively larger (increased !) or smaller (de-
creased !), indicating a relative increase in CCR5 usage
efficiency or a decrease in both CD4 and CCR5 usage ef-
ficiency, respectively. The operational definitions of these
parameters are indicated in the panels below Figure 2A-C.
Their mathematical definitions and formulations have
been reviewed recently [39]. Together, these three metrics
quantitatively describe the phenotypic behavior of a given
viral envelope in response to changes across a spectrum of
CD4 and CCR5 expression levels.
Similar to regular Affinofile cells, GGR Affinofile cells

can be used to characterize a range of distinct Env pheno-
types (see Additional file 1: Figure S1A-C) and the infect-
ivity profile of each Env can be represented by the set of
three metrics (Additional file 1: Figure S1D-F). Notably,
all three metrics (!, !, M) for a given Env can be repre-
sented on a polar plot and are highly reproducible under
standardized conditions (Additional file 1: Figure S1G).

Affinofile metrics illuminate the phenotype of functionally
well-characterized point mutants
To further define the biological meaning of the three
Affinofile metrics, we examined three point mutants in
JR-CSF with well-described effects on CD4 and CCR5
binding. S142N [42] and E153G [43] are both V1 loop
mutations that increase the ability of JR-CSF to enter
cells with low levels of CCR5 [20,25] or CD4, respect-
ively, while K421D is a “bridging sheet” mutant that re-
duces the affinity of gp120 for CCR5 [44,45]. Viruses
pseudotyped with wild type (wt) JR-CSF, or with S142N
or K421D Env mutants were produced and titrated first
on Ghost-R5 cells. An equivalent MOI (0.2) of each
pseudotype was then used to infect GGR Affinofile cells
expressing 25 distinct combinations of CD4 and CCR5
levels. We are cognizant that viral titers are cell-type
dependent, but we reasoned that normalizing the infec-
tious inoculum on GGR Affinofile cells using titers ob-
tained from infecting Ghost-R5 cells (where CD4/CCR5
levels are non-limiting) would fairly reveal biologically
relevant differences in entry efficiencies when CD4/CCR5
levels do become limiting under certain induction condi-
tions on GGR Affinofile cells.
Compared to wt JR-CSF (Figure 3A), the S142N mu-

tant exhibited enhanced entry at every level of CCR5 at

or above a specific threshold level of CD4 (0.4 ng/ml
Doxy) (Figure 3B, compare the rows of green, yellow, or-
ange and red bars along the CCR5 axis with Figure 3A).
A similar increase in infection was observed for E153G,
particularly at low CD4 expression (compare blue and
green bars in Figure 3C to A), whereas the K421D mu-
tant showed inefficient entry at low CCR5 levels regard-
less of how much CD4 was present (Figure 3D, note the
low infectivity at 0 and 0.25 !M PonA (<20% of max-
imum) even when CD4 was maximally induced). S142N
was more responsive to changes in CCR5 levels than wt
JR-CSF, and this phenotype was reflected as an increase
in from 30.5° to 38° for wt JR-CSF and S142N, respect-
ively. Recall that a relative increase or decrease in vector
angle indicates that an Env’s infectivity is more responsive
to changes in levels of CCR5 or CD4, respectively. A sum-
mary of the Affinofile metrics is given in Figure 3E, and il-
lustrated in the polar plots below Figures 3A-D.
For S142N, the ability to use CCR5 efficiently also en-

hanced its infectivity at any given level of CD4; thus, the
overall level of infection across the entire matrix of
CD4/CCR5 expression is higher. This overall increase in
infectivity is reflected in the increase in M from 20 to
40.3 for wt JR-CSF and S142N, respectively (Figure 3E,
and also graphically represented by the size of the circle
in the polar plot below Figure 3B). This combination of
an increase in ! and M support the conclusion that
S142N uses CCR5 more efficiently.
E153G, which putatively confers the ability to use low

levels of CD4, also exhibited an increased M (32.1) com-
pared to wt JR-CSF (20.1), illustrating that these muta-
tions, both attributed to usage of low CD4 or CCR5
expression, have a broad impact on infectivity across all
combinations of CD4 and CCR5. This highlights the
inter-dependence of CD4 and CCR5 usage as, for ex-
ample, a higher CD4 binding affinity is likely to increase
the success of gp120-CCR5 engagement. E153G exhib-
ited a stronger response to CCR5 expression than CD4
compared to wt JR-CSF, which is reflected in an in-
creased angle (38°, Figure 3E), matching the same re-
sponsive phenotype observed for S142N. That E153G
would necessarily result in a lower, or more CD4-
responsive, angle than wt JR-CSF or S142N is not obvi-
ous given the proposed indirect mechanism by which
this mutation primes Env to use low levels of CD4.
E153G is positioned distal to the CD4 binding site at the
apex of the Env trimer and also results in a higher
neutralization sensitivity to the V3 loop conformational
Mab 447-52D [43]. Our data supports the conclusion of
Clapham and colleagues, that the ability to use low levels
of CD4 attributed to E153G is not the direct result of
CD4 engagement, but the result of a more fluid and suc-
cessful transition to CCR5 recognition due to the muta-
tion’s effect on V1/V2 mobility [43]. These results
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extend the phenotype originally ascribed to E153G, visible
as an increased infectivity at low levels of CD4 relative to
wt JR-CSF (compare blue and green bars in Figure 3C to A),
into a more complex interplay of both CD4 and CCR5
that supports the role of this mutation in facilitating CCR5
recognition.
In contrast, K421D exhibited inefficient entry at low

levels of CCR5, which is consistent with the known role of
this K421 bridging sheet residue in mediating coreceptor
interactions [44,45]. Interestingly, at high CCR5 levels (2
and 1 !M PonA), K421D responded more dramatically to
increasing levels of CD4 than wt JR-CSF (Figure 3C). These
phenotypic properties are reflected by a decrease in " (30.9°
to 23.1° for wt JR-CSF and K421D, respectively), and a con-
comitant increase in # (50.6 to 69.2 for wt and K421D, re-
spectively) (Figure 3D and E). Just as an increase in "

indicates that the S142N and E153G Envs are more respon-
sive to changes in levels of CCR5 expression when com-
pared to wt JR-CSF, a decrease in " indicates that the
K421D Env is more responsive to changes in CD4 levels.
The increase in amplitude for K421D is apparent because
the differential magnitude of response is markedly greater
for K421D at the highest CCR5 and CD4 levels, which is
related to the relative lack of infectivity response at low
CD4/CCR5 levels. Recall that the amplitude measures the
“steepness” of the steepest direction along the surface function
F(x,y) used to fit the infectivity data (Figure 2, box). Overall,
the mean infectivity (M) for K421D was only moderately
decreased compared to wt JR-CSF (16.5 vs 20.1, Figure 3D
and E). This likely reflects a balance between the lack of
infectivity observed at low CD4/CCR5 levels, and the com-
pensatory increase in the magnitude of K421D’s infectivity

Figure 3 Sensitivity vector metrics further illuminate the phenotype of well-characterized point mutants. (A) Infectivity profile of wt
JR-CSF (R5) envelope, and three point mutants: (B) S142N, (C) E153G and (D) K421D, previously shown to enhance or perturb CCR5 or CD4 usage
with polar plots (beneath) representing the metrics obtained from mathematical analysis of the infectivity profiles (A-C). The vector angle (!) is
the angle between the x-axis and the dotted line. The vector amplitude (!) is represented by the length of the dotted line. The mean infectivity
(M) is represented by the size of the circle. Data shown is a representative of two experiments. (E) Table of the average Affinofile metrics obtained
from (A-D) and graphically shown in polar plots beneath (A-D). Boxes next to (E) describe the phenotypes indicated by each metric relative to
wt JR-CSF. The infectivity profile of each Env was independently repeated twice.
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response at high CD4/CCR5 levels. These results, collect-
ively, reveal that high levels of CD4/CCR5 may compensate
for the inefficient entry exhibited by the K421D mutation at
low CCR5 levels. A summary of these metric comparisons
and their meaning is included next to Figure 3E.

Affinofile infectivity profile and metrics reflect biologically
relevant differences in T-cell tropism
To determine how these Affinofile metrics reflect the abil-
ity of a viral Env to infect primary CD4+ T-cells, we in-
fected total PBMCs with pseudotyped luciferase reporter

viruses bearing wt JR-CSF, S142N or the K421D Env mu-
tants. Figure 4A shows that the S142N virus infected
PBMCs better than wt JR-CSF while the K421D virus ex-
hibited the lowest level of infection. This pattern reflected
the ! and M metrics of the respective viruses, as the limit-
ing parameter on primary CD4+ T-cells are the levels of
CCR5 (low), not CD4 (high).
Next, we infected CD3/CD28 stimulated CD4+ T-cells

with wt JR-CSF, S142N or the K421D Env pseudotyped
virus, and assessed the infection of the indicated CD4+
T-cell subsets (Figure 4B) via intracellular p24 staining
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Figure 4 Sensitivity vector metrics reflect biologically relevant differences in T cell subset tropism. (A) Total PBMCs were infected with
luciferase reporter pseudotypes bearing wt, S142N, or K421D JR-CSF envelopes. VSV-G pseudotypes were used as positive controls. All infections
(except for VSV-G) could be inhibited by maraviroc (>95%). Error bars represent ranges between two experiments. (B) Scheme for using CCR7
(PE-Cy7) and CD45RO (FITC) to identify the following T-cell subsets: Naïve (CCR7+ CD45RO-), Central Memory (TCM, CCR7+ CD45RO+), Effector
Memory (TEM, CCR7- CD45RO+), and Effector Memory RA (TEMRA, CCR7- CD45RO-). (C) and (D) CD8-depleted PBMCs were infected with the
indicated pseudotyped viruses at an MOI of 20 (as titered on Ghost-R5 cells). Three days post-infection, cells were analyzed by multi-color flow
cytometry. (C) Infected cells were identified by intracellular p24 staining using PE-conjugated KC57 Mab. (D) Uninfected T-cell subset distribution
is shown in grey density plot, while infected p24+ cells are overlaid as the red dots. The percent of total p24+ cells are indicated in each quadrant.
All infections could be inhibited by maraviroc (>90%). Data shown here is a representative of two independent donors.
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and multiparametric FACS analysis three days post-
infection. The overall levels of infection, as determined by
the percentage of p24+ cells, were consistent with the lu-
ciferase reporter results observed in Figure 4A, with
S142N infecting the greatest proportion of cells and
K421D the lowest (Figure 4C). In most cases, the majority
of p24+ cells were CD4+ T-central memory cells (TCM,
CCR7 + CD45RO+), with the remainder comprising the
effector memory subset (TEM, CCR7-CD45RO+) or the
naïve T-cell subset (Tnaive, CCR7 + CD45RO-) (Figure 4D).
It is unclear whether the small number of p24+ cells
found in CD4+ T-effector RA + cells (TEMRA, CCR7-
CD45RO-) represents a reproducibly infectable population
since CD4+ TEMRA cells are thought to be non-permissive
for R5 virus infection [46].
Interestingly, the S142N mutant demonstrated not only

an increase in overall infectivity, but also an altered pattern
of cellular tropism. Compared to wt JR-CSF, the S142N
mutant infected almost 4-fold more naïve T-cells (25.9% vs
6.8%) and 2-fold more TEM cells (21.8% vs 12.4%). As a
consequence, S142N infected fewer TCM cells compared to
wt JR-CSF (48.5% vs 79.9%) (Figure 4D). Although K421D
infected fewer CD4+ T-cells, the CD4+ T-cell subset distri-
bution resembled that of wt JR-CSF infection. Thus, the dif-
ferential ability to use CCR5 as quantified by the GGR
Affinofile assay is reflected in the differential ability of the
wt and mutant JR-CSF Envs (S142N) to infect CD4+ T-cell
subsets where relatively high and uniform CD4 expression
is coupled to relatively low and variable CCR5 expression
[20,46]. Our results indicate that the distinct entry efficien-
cies quantified by our GGR Affinofile system reflect the
biologically relevant contributions of CD4 and CCR5 usage
to primary CD4+ T-cell subset tropism.

Affinofile metrics reveal differences in CD4/CCR5 usage
efficiencies between chronic and transmitter/founder
derived Envs
An accumulating body of evidence indicates that the major-
ity of primary infections are established by a single viral
clone [47-49]. To discern whether relevant differences in
entry efficiencies exist between T/F and chronic Envs, we
used the GGR Affinofile system to examine the infectivity
of T/F Envs (isolated from acutely infected Feinberg stage
II or III patients) [50], and compared their Affinofile GGR
metrics (!, !, M) with those from a standard panel of
chronic Envs. The specific clones used are indicated in [see
Additional file 2: Table S1]. The infectivity of each T/F and
chronic Env was examined at 25 distinct CD4/CCR5 ex-
pression levels [see Additional file 3: Figure S2A-B], and
their infectivity metrics (Figure 5A-C) were obtained via
VERSA as described in methods.
Figure 5A shows that T/F Envs have a median " that

is significantly lower than that of chronic Envs (15° vs
25°, p = 0.0003), and that this lower " was associated with a

lower ! (vector amplitude) (Figure 5C). This correlation in-
dicates a diminished responsiveness (lower !) that is
weighted toward CD4 (lower !), meaning T/F Envs take ad-
vantage of increases in CD4 expression less efficiently than
Chronic Envs. The decreased responsiveness to CD4 is
most evident at lower, more physiological levels of CCR5
expression, illustrated in Figure 5D and E. The wedge plot
in Figure 5F summarizes the distinct T/F and chronic Env
phenotypic differences in and observed within the cohort
of subtype B Envs examined. Finally, the 2-D contour plots
of the averaged infectivity between T/F and chronic Envs
across the spectrum of CD4/CCR5 expression levels cor-
roborate the differences indicated by their infectivity met-
rics: that at low to moderate levels of CCR5 (0–0.5 !M
Pon), even the highest level of CD4 allowed only moderate
entry levels (40-60%) for the T/F Envs (Figure 5G, compare
upper right quadrants). This phenotype is consistent with
the observation that T/F Envs, despite being universally
CCR5-using, are almost always primary T-cell tropic (high
CD4/low CCR5) and not macrophage-tropic (low CD4/
high CCR5) [30]. We confirmed that all six of these R5 T/
F Envs are indeed non-macrophage-tropic (Figure 5H).

Affinofile metrics reveal that HIV-1 Envs exhibit subtype-
specific differences in CD4/CCR5 usage efficiencies
We next used the GGR Affinofile cells to characterize a pa-
nel of 28 subtype A, B, C and D Envs [see Additional file 4:
Table S2]. As might be expected from a diverse panel of
subtype Envs, there was a high degree of intra- and inter-
subtype variability in all three metrics (Figure 6A). An add-
itional figure shows the infectivity profile for each subtype
Env examined [see Additional file 5: Figure S3]. Despite this
variability, significant differences in CD4/CCR5 usage pat-
terns between HIV-1 subtypes can be appreciated. For ex-
ample, subtype C Envs had the highest " and M values
(Figure 6A), indicating that this subtype, as a group, used
CCR5 more efficiently than Envs from other HIV-1 sub-
types. The aggregate infectivity data confirms that subtype
C Envs do, indeed, achieve a higher level of infection in re-
sponse to increasing CCR5 levels, especially when CD4
levels are limiting (Figure 6B, compare the lower left
quadrants). Interestingly, when CCR5 levels are low, sub-
type C Envs exhibited markedly reduced levels of infectiv-
ity compared to Envs from other HIV-1 subtypes, even at
the highest CD4 levels (Figure 6B, compare upper right
quadrants). Although this subtle nuance is not captured in
!, infectivity profiles serve as an alternative method that
adds depth to the existing algorithm. Finally, Envs from
both HIV-1 subtypes A and C have significantly higher M
values than subtype B Envs (Figure 6A). The polar plot in
Figure 6C shows that subtype C envelopes can be clearly
distinguished from other subtype envelopes based on their
and metrics even if the amplitudes (!) do not differ sig-
nificantly between the subtypes.
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Affinofile profiling reveals that resistance to broadly
neutralizing antibodies also results in reduced entry
efficiency
Recent technological advancements have resulted in the
cloning and characterization of numerous broadly neu-
tralizing antibodies (BNabs) with increased potency and
breath of coverage compared to the “classical” BNAbs
such as b12, 2G12 and 2F5. PG9/PG16 and VRC01 repre-
sent two of the major classes of these “next generation”
BNabs with non-overlapping epitopes [51-53]. Despite the
breath and potency of these BNAbs, single point mutations,
N160K and N279/280A, can confer resistance to PG9/
PG16 and VRC01, respectively [51,53]. N160 and N279/
280 are highly conserved residues across HIV-1 subtypes
[See Additional file 6: Figure S4A], which suggest that
these residues are under selective pressure.
To determine potential entry efficiency consequences

related to these BNab resistance mutations we gener-
ated resistant N160K and N279/280A mutants in 24
Envs representing subtypes A through D, and examined
their CD4/CCR5 entry efficiencies using the GGR Affi-
nofile system. Figure 7A, B and C, shows the mean in-
fectivity profiles for wt Envs (n = 12, 3 each from
subtype A-D), and their respective isogenic N160K, and
N279/280A mutants, each Env examined across 25 dis-
tinct CD4/CCR5 expression levels. An additional figure
shows the individual infectivity profile for all 36 Envs
examined [see Additional file 6: Figure S4]. The PG9/
PG16 (N160K) and VRC01 (N279/280A) resistance
mutations reduce the efficiency of entry; both requiring
higher levels of CD4 and CCR5 to achieve similar levels
of infection as their wt counterparts. This can be appre-
ciated by comparing the CD4/CCR5 expression level
combinations that give rise to low levels of infection
(green areas), or conversely, those that give rise to the
highest level of infection (red areas), between the wt
and mutant Envs (Figure 7A-C). This reduced entry ef-
ficiency phenotype across all subtypes tested is quanti-
tatively reflected in the values, where the average M for
PG9/PG16 and VRC01 resistant mutants is lower than

that of their wt counterparts (Figure 7D and E). However,
due to marked variability when comparing across all HIV-1
subtypes, only the difference between VRC01 resistance
mutants and wt reached significance (p = 0.007). Our re-
sults suggest that resistance to BNAbs comes at the cost
of reduced HIV-1 entry efficiency, and provides one
functional explanation for the high conservation of
these residues across HIV-1 subtypes. Both these rea-
sons bode well for vaccine design that will elicit these
kinds of BNAbs.

Discussion
The Affinofle system and associated VERSA metrics
have provided investigators a more quantitative method
to characterize viral entry efficiency as a function of
CD4 and CCR5 expression. Quantitative comparisons of
these three VERSA metrics—Mean infectivity (M), Vec-
tor Angle (!) and Amplitude (#)—have facilitated our
understanding of how CD4/CCR5 usage efficiencies cor-
respond to distinct Env phenotypes associated with re-
sistance to CCR5-inhibitors, and the myriad of in vitro
or in vivo selective pressures that result in differential or
altered cell tropism [28,34,36,37,39,54-56].

Efficiency of CD4/CCR5 usage and T cell subset tropism
A critical feature of our GGR Affinofile system is the abil-
ity to distill the aggregate entry phenotype of Env into
three metrics. Here, we demonstrate that these VERSA
metrics reflect biologically relevant phenotypes for wt JR-
CSF Env, and two point mutants (S142N and K421D)
known to modulate its affinity for CCR5, and the complex
interplay of CD4 and CCR5 usage associated with muta-
tions that affect conformational transitions (E153G). Spe-
cifically, S142N, which had larger ! and M values relative
to wt JR-CSF, also infected total PMBCs better. This in-
crease infectivity may be due to an expanded CD4+ T-cell
subset tropism as S142N pseudotyped virions infected a
larger portion of naïve T-cells relative to their wild-type
counterparts (Figure 4C, 25.9% vs 6.8%). Intriguingly,
naïve T-cells have undetectable levels of CCR5 by FACS

(See figure on previous page.)
Figure 5 Sensitivity vector metrics reveal differences in CD4/CCR5 usage efficiencies between Transmitter/Founder (T/F) and chronic
envelopes. Normalized infection data using T/F and chronic Env clones were analyzed using VERSA. (A) Vector angle, (!), (B) mean infectivity
(M), and (C) vector amplitude (!) values were obtained for each Env clone. Each Env was profiled twice, in triplicate, across 25 combinations of
CD4/CCR5 expression. Average metrics of 6 individuals from each group (T/F or chronic, N=12) are shown, each group consisting of 900 data
points. The median value of each metric for the T/F and chronic Env cohorts is marked by a line. p values were generated by the non- parametric
unpaired t test (***p = 0.0003; *p = 0.05). (D and E) The normalized infectivity for the chronic (blue line) and T/F envelopes (red line) are averaged, and
compared as a group at (D) low and (E) high levels of CCR5 expression, across varying levels of CD4 as indicated. (F)Wedge plot of the average angle
and amplitude (+/! S.D.) obtained for T/F (dark grey) versus chronic envelopes (light grey). (G) The infectivity profile of individual T/F and chronic Envs
(from Additional file 5: Figure S3) were averaged to form their respective group profile. 2-D contour plots representing the averaged infectivity profiles
of T/F and chronic envelopes are shown. (H) T/F Envs and macrophage tropic (YU2, ADA) and non-macrophage tropic (JRCSF) R5 Envs were used to
produce Env pseudotyped luciferase reporter viruses, which were subsequently titrated on JC53 cells. Monocyte derived macrophages were
inoculated with equivalent infectious units of each reporter virus, and luciferase activity measured in cell lysates at 72hrs post infection. Results of
infection in 3 independent donors are shown. Results are means of triplicate wells, and error bars represent standard deviations.
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[47,57,58], much like the CCR5 “FACS-negative” T-cell
lines (Molt 4 and SupT1) that the S142N Env virus is
known to infect in a CCR5-dependent manner [25]. Con-
versely, K421D, which had the smallest ! and M values,
also infected PBMCs with the least efficiency, and lacked
the expanded tropism seen with the S142N mutant.
Our GGR/Affinofile system can interrogate an Env

phenotype across a fuller fitness landscape than traditional
assays. The ability to evaluate infectivity across a broad
spectrum of CD4 and CCR5 expression levels underscores
the innate inter-dependence of CD4 and CCR5 levels in
the context of infection. For example, although the en-
hanced macrophage tropism of the E153G mutant was
originally attributed to increased CD4 binding affinity and
more efficient infection on cells expressing low levels of
CD4, our Affinofile assay describes an Env that is more re-
sponsive to changes in CCR5 than wt JR-CSF (! = 38.3°
and 30.9° respectively, Figure 3E). Our results complement
and expand published results on E153G, and provide dir-
ect support for the proposed effect of E153G on V1/V2
loop flexibility, which can affect exposure of both the CD4
and CCR5 binding sites. The latest structural evidence
also supports such a model [59].

What is the utility of being able to quantify the effi-
ciency of CD4/CCR5 usage through a set of standardized
metrics? For S142N, the ability to use lower levels of CD4
and CCR5 for entry correlates with its expanded tropism
for naïve CD4+ T cells. HIV-1 preferentially infects mem-
ory, rather than naïve CD4+ T cells [60-62]. However, loss
of naïve T-cells is also clearly associated with immune sys-
tem decline and disease progression, but is thought to be
due to secondary factors such as lymph node fibrosis,
which destroys the regenerative niche required for main-
taining naïve T-cells [63,64]. To our knowledge, the infec-
tion of naïve T-cells in lymph nodes of late stage patients
have not been directly examined. Since late stage R5 iso-
lates are also more efficient at using low levels of CD4 and
CCR5 for entry [12,65], it is possible that infection of
naïve T-cells by late stage R5 Envs might contribute to the
diminishment seen. Currently, macrophage-tropism is
widely used as a surrogate measure for R5 Envs that can
use low levels of CD4 and/or CCR5 for entry [66], but it is
not clear whether macrophage-tropic Envs also have an
expanded tropism for naïve CD4+ T-cells. Use of our
GGR Affinofile system and VERSA metrics to characterize
extended panels of R5 macrophage-tropic and R5 non-
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Figure 7 Affinofile profiling reveals that resistance to broadly neutralizing antibodies (BNAbs) also results in reduced entry efficiency.
(A-C) N160K and N279/280A mutations were engineered into a random sample of 12 subtype A-D Envs. The resultant (PG9/PG16)R and (VRC01)R

resistant Envs were assayed for CD4 and CCR5 usage efficiency along with their parental BNAb sensitive Envs. GGR Affinofile profiling was
performed as previously described. 2-D contour plots of the averaged infectivity profiles for (A) WT, (B) (PG9/PG16)R, and (C) (VRC01)R Envs are
shown. The infectivity profile for the individual Envs are shown in supplementary Figure S5. Axes and color-codes are identical to previous
contour plots. (D-E) The median values and interquartile ranges of the Mean infectivity (M) are shown for (PG9/PG16)R or (VRC01)R resistant Envs
compared to their WT counterparts. P values calculated via a non-parametric paired t-test.
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macrophage tropic Envs will help shed light on this im-
portant issue related to R5 Env pathogenesis. Intriguingly,
even a binary read-out, such as an increased ability to in-
fect CD4low/CCR5high relative to CD4high/CCR5high Affi-
nofile cells, has been observed in CSF-derived R5 Envs
from a patient many months before the patient developed
HIV-1 associated dementia [67]. Thus, it would also be of
interest to determine the VERSA metrics of R5 Envs from
a broader array of longitudinal cohorts to evaluate
whether a certain pattern of VERSA metrics is predictive
of pathogenicity or disease progression.

T/F and chronic Envs
~70-80% of heterosexual or IV drug use HIV-1 trans-
mission cases are established by a single transmitted/
founder (T/F) virus clone [50,68-71]. Concerted efforts
have been made to discern genotypic and phenotypic dif-
ferences between T/F and chronic Envs, since such differ-
ences may inform vaccine design, shed light on the
biology of HIV-1 transmission and pathogenesis, or facili-
tate development of strategies to prevent HIV-1 transmis-
sion [47,48]. While T/F Envs are enriched in genotypic
features such as an overall reduction in the number of po-
tential N-linked glycosylation sites (PNGS) [72], no unique
genetic signatures can be ascribed only to T/F Envs.
Phenotypic differences between T/F and chronic Envs also
appear subtle: no overt differences were found in multiple
assays such as entry/fusion efficiency into cells expressing
high or low levels of CD4/CCR5, infection of CD4+ T-cell
subsets, dendritic cell mediated trans-infection, and sensi-
tivity to entry inhibitors [73-77]. However, moderate in-
creases in sensitivity to neutralization by the CD4 binding
site antibody b12, and more marked resistance to sCD4
inhibition, have been reported for some cohorts of subtype
B T/F Envs relative to chronic Envs [75,76].
Our Affinofile profiling of a small panel of subtype B T/

F and chronic Envs reveals moderate but significant differ-
ences in the CD4/CCR5 usage efficiencies. The differences
are subtle, but the combination of ! and # clearly distin-
guishes the T/F Envs from the chronic Envs (Figure 5F).
These data also indicate that T/F Envs are less efficient at
using CD4, as a diminished responsiveness (lower !) is as-
sociated with CD4 (lower !) without a significant change
in overall infectivity (M) (Figures 5A, B and C). The im-
plied decrease in CD4 usage efficiency exhibited by the T/
F Envs in our study is consistent with the aforementioned
cohort of T/F Envs with increased resistance to sCD4
neutralization [76]. However, sensitivities to sCD4 or b12
neutralization are surrogate markers for CD4 utilization,
and neither directly measures the true entry phenotype of
a virus with regards to CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency. sCD4
sensitivity does not always correlate with gp120-CD4
binding affinity ([78] and references therein), and b12
neutralization can be affected by epitope changes that

don’t affect CD4 binding [79]. For example, T/F Envs are
enriched for the loss of a particular N-glycan site, medi-
ated by not having a Thr at position 415 (T415X), that al-
lows better access to key b12 binding residues at positions
417–419 [72]. Thus, the increased sensitivity to b12
neutralization may be associated with a genetic signature
(T415X) enriched in T/F Envs, rather than being a general
property of T/F Envs per se. In our cohort, there is no ob-
vious relationship with sensitivity to b12 or sCD4
neutralization even though all but one T/F Env has the
T415X signature [see Additional file 2: Table S1]. Yet, in-
fectivity profiling across the full spectrum of CD4/CCR5
expression levels and VERSA metrics were able to reveal
differences in entry phenotypes between T/F and chronic
Envs. Clearly, our findings need to be extended by examin-
ation of larger groups. However, recent evidence suggests
that T/F envs and chronic Envs can differ in their ability to
use the maraviroc bound form of CCR5, but this phenotype
is more obviously revealed only on CD4high/CCR5high Affi-
nofile cells [80]. The ability to use the MVC-bound form of
CCR5 in this case is likely a surrogate marker for an ex-
panded promiscuity in the use of CCR5 conformations.
These results are consistent with our current findings and
suggest that the full Affinofile profiling may have the
requisite sensitivity to reveal subtle but real differences in
Env phenotypes related to HIV-1 transmission.
The pattern of responses to CD4 and CCR5 observed

using the Affinofile system and their correlation to infection
on primary cells with different CD4 and CCR5 expression
levels are naturally sensitive to alternate CCR5 conformations
and post-translational modifications [81-89] that may or may
not support entry. To achieve the most representative meas-
ure of CCR5 in the context of HIV entry, expression is quan-
tified in terms of cell-surface epitopes specifically recognized
by the broadly and potently neutralizing CCR5 Mab 2D7, a
biologically relevant, surrogate measure of the majority of
CCR5 that is accessible and functional as bona fide entry
coreceptors [90]. However, we cannot rule out that some
Envs can use qualitatively different conformations of CCR5
that are not represented by 2D7 antibody binding sites.

Subtype Env specific differences
Subtype C viruses, in pure or recombinant forms, comprise
the majority of HIV-1 infections worldwide, and are associ-
ated with heterosexual transmission. Subtype Envs do ex-
hibit phenotypic differences as evidenced by a significant
correlation between CCR5 and FPRL1 usage for subtype A
and C Envs, and between CCR5 and CCR3 usage only for
subtype B Envs [91,92]. These differences in alternate core-
ceptor usage in highly permissive NP2/CD4/CoR cells likely
reflects the different evolutionary histories of the subtype
Envs, and is more apt to be a surrogate marker for the effi-
ciency of CCR5 usage or the use of a specific conformation
of CCR5.
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Subtype C Envs are indeed transmitted more efficiently
in utero than subtype A or D Envs [93]. Thus, it seems
reasonable to intuit that subtype C Envs are more efficient
in cell entry and/or transmission. However, in vitro and
ex vivo assays indicate that viruses bearing subtype C Envs
are invariably outcompeted by other subtype Envs in
PBMC outgrowth assays [94-96]. This decrease in replica-
tive fitness presents an explanatory conundrum that may
be illuminated by our Affinofile data. Our GGR Affinofile
profiling results indicate that the average subtype C Env
used CCR5 more efficiently than the other subtype Envs,
but this was only true at low to moderate levels of CD4
(Figure 6B, compare lower left quadrants). Future refine-
ments of the metric algorithm can provide more detail to
these subtle nuances. At high levels of CD4 but lower
(more physiologic) levels of CCR5 such as would be
present on activated PBMCs (Figure 6B, compare upper
right quadrants), subtype C Envs are less efficient at entry.
The difference in entry efficiencies between subtype C and
the other subtype Envs, reflected in the UR and LL quad-
rants of their infectivity profile (Figure 6B), might provide
an explanatory framework that accounts for both the de-
creased replicative fitness observed in vitro (on activated
PBMCs), and the notion that subtype C Envs must be
more efficient at entry and/or transmission at some level.
The VERSA metrics and infectivity profiles in Figure 6
quantify a genuine phenotypic difference between subtype
C and other subtype Envs, and can serve as a reference
point for future studies into their physiological correlates.
Despite the small number of Envs examined (n = 28, 7 for
each subtype), these are well-characterized reference sub-
type Envs, chosen carefully to represent acute/early infec-
tion isolates, so as to compare the Env phenotypes that
might be specific to each subtype before disease stage-
specific selective pressures come into play [see Additional
file 4: Table S2].

BNAb resistance mutations
Our Affinofile profiling suggests that mutations in Env
that confer resistance to at least two BNAbs come at a fit-
ness cost. This is perhaps not surprising since the mutated
residues N160 and N279/280 are themselves highly con-
served amongst HIV-1 subtypes suggesting that selective
pressures are at play. Nevertheless, we engineered muta-
tions into 12 Envs from 4 different subtypes, and observed
a general trend that N279/280A (VRC01)R mutations, and
to a lesser extent, the N160K (PG9/PG16)R mutations de-
crease the mean infectivity without a significant impact on
the other two VERSA metrics. While the (VRC01)R muta-
tion near the CD4bs was likely to affect entry efficiency, it
was not clear that the (PG9/PG16)R mutation would. In-
deed, the impact on entry efficiency is much greater for
the (VRC01)R mutation compared to the (PG9/PG16)R. It
remains to be seen if resistant mutations to the latest

generation of BNAbs all come at a fitness cost or whether
they are epitope dependent. We recognize that our results
regarding the impact of BNAb resistant mutations on
entry efficiency need to be confirmed and expanded with
a larger set of mutants and antibodies. Our GGR Affinofile
system provides an appropriately high throughput meth-
odology to facilitate such future studies. The results from
these further studies might inform the engineering of the
most appropriate immunogen that will elicit the BNAbs
that will best constraint the development of resistance.

Conclusions
In sum, Affinofile profiling not only interrogates the func-
tional plasticity of HIV-1 Env in response to a spectrum of
CD4 and CCR5 expression levels, it provides and distills
the multi-dimensional data that captures this functional
plasticity. Thus, Affinofile profiling may be a more sensitive
method for discerning subtle but real differences in entry
phenotypes that are not detected by other standard assays
for evaluating CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency. A database of
carefully curated VERSA metrics will help standardize the
phenotypic characteristics of Envs from multiple cohorts
and facilitate future studies into pathophysiology associated
with Env phenotypes. We are currently creating a panel of
GGR Affinofile cell lines that express alternate coreceptors
as well as hybrid and mutant CCR5 that will help extend
and refine such studies.

Methods
Virus production
Envelopes and the SG3!env vector were obtained through
the NIH AIDS and Research and Reference Reagent Pro-
gram. Details and provenance of all envelopes used are
given in Additional file 2: Table S1 and Additional file 4:
Table S2. Pseudovirons were generated by cotransfection
of 293T cells with Env-deleted SG3!env vector and Env
expressing vector at a 3:1 ratio with Bioline Bio T transfec-
tion reagent. 72 hours post transfection, viral supernatant
was collected, clarified by low speed centrifugation and
stored at "80°C. The number of infectious virus particles
was determined by titration on Ghost HI-R5 cells, as de-
scribed previously [97].

CD4 and CCR5 cell surface expression
CD4 and CCR5 surface expression levels were determined
by quantitative flow cytometry (qFACS) as described pre-
viously [34,39].

GGR vector cloning
pNL-GFP-RRE was obtained through the NIH AIDS Re-
search and Reference Reagent Program [40,41]. pNL-
GFP-RRE was digested with SacI and SalI. The Gaussia
luciferase gene was PCR amplified from pCMV-Gluc
(Promega). The PCR product was digested with SacI and
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SalI and subsequently ligated into the precut pNL-GFP-
RRE vector to form pNL-GGR.

GGR virus production
GGR-expressing lentiviral transducing viruses were pro-
duced by cotransfection of 293T cells with pNL-GGR
vector, pCMV!R8.2, and pVSV-G at a ratio of 10:10:1,
respectively, using the calcium phosphate method. Two
days post transfection the viral supernatant was col-
lected, clarified by low speed centrifugation, and filtered
through a .45!M filter. Viral supernatant was then con-
centrated by ultracentrifugation at 32,000 x g for 90 mi-
nutes and stored at -80C.

GGR single cell cloning
Affinofile cells were seeded into a 48 well plate at 5 X 104

per well. 24 hours later cells were infected with 1 !g (p24
equivalents) of VSV-G pseudotyped GGR virus. Infected
cells were then spinoculated for 2 hours at 37 degrees and
770 x g. Cells were washed once with PBS and replenished
with fresh D10/B media. Cells were allowed to grow in a
10cm culture dish for three weeks, by splitting and replen-
ishing media every 2–3 days. Single cell clones were then
obtained by limiting dilution into 96-well plates. Single cell
clones were passaged for three weeks, and clones with
stable integration of the pNL-GGR vector were screened
for optimal signal to noise ratio of Gaussia luciferase ac-
tivity in the supernatant upon infection with JR-CSF virus.
Selected clones were then screened for ones that still
maintained a robust CD4 and CCR5 inducible response to
doxycycline and ponasterone A.

T cell infection
Leukopacks from healthy uninfected donors were ob-
tained from the virology core at the UCLA CFAR. For
purification of CD4+ T-cells, buffy coats containing per-
ipheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were first
Ficoll-purified, and CD8+ T cells were depleted using
Invitrogen CD8 Dynabeads. CD8 depleted PBMCs were
incubated in RPMI supplemented with IL-2, 20% FCS
and stimulated with CD3/CD28 coupled Dynabeads
(Invitrogen) for three days. Three days post-stimulation,
cells were washed twice and infected with indicated
virus. Infection was synchronized by spinoculation for 2
hours at 2,000 rpm (770x g) at 4°C. After spinoculation,
infectious media was replaced with fresh media. Three
days post infection cells were collected and stained for
T-cell subset markers CD4 (RPT-4), CD3 (OKT3), CCR7
(3D12) CD45RA (Hl100) (Ebiosciences), and intracellular
p24 (KC57, BD Pharmingen).

GGR affinofile assay
GGR Affinofile cells were seeded in a 96 well plate at 2 X
104 cells/well. Simultaneously, cell surface expression of

CD4 and CCR5 was induced with 0 to 4.0 ng/mL of Doxy-
cycline and/or 0 to 2 !M of Ponasterone A, respectively.
18hrs later the induction media was removed. Each well
of cells was then inoculated with HIV-1 at an MOI of
0.25, as determined on Ghost R5 cells. The cells were then
spinoculated (770 x g) for 2 hours at 37° C. Infectious
supernatant was then replaced with fresh D10 media
(DMEM with 10% FBS and 1% Pen/Strep). At the indi-
cated timepoints (hours post-infection) used in the various
assays, 10 !l of supernatant was combined with 10 !l of
substrate detection buffer (SDB: 50mM Tris–HCl (pH
7.5), 20% glycerol, 0.1% TritonX-100, 10mM DTT). The
supernatant and SDB mix was assayed for Gaussia lucifer-
ase (GLuc) activity using Coelenterazine substrate in 96-
well black plates according to manufacturer’s instructions
(NEB, Ipswich, MA). GLuc-catalyzed bioluminescence
was detected on the TECAN Infinite® M1000 microplate
reader via luminescence scanning with an integration time
of 8 seconds. All test were done with mararviroc controls
to confirm exclusive CCR5 coreceptor usage.

Data analysis
The Affinofile infectivity metrics were derived from raw
or normalized data using the VERSA (Viral Entry Recep-
tor Sensitivity Analysis) computational platform as pre-
viously described [34]. The considerations for the use of
raw versus normalized data, and the limitations of each
have been extensively reviewed [39].

Additional files

Additional file 1: Figure S1. Isolates with different CD4 and CCR5
usage can be represented by distinct 3-D surface plots. GGR Affinofile
cells induced to express 25 different combinations of CD4 and CC5 were
infected with the (A) “CD4-independent” R5 SIV316, (B) R5X4 89.6, or (C)
X4 IIIB pseudotyped viruses. The SIV 316 infection profile indicated that
SIV 316 is much more sensitive to changes in CCR5 levels, and is relatively
insensitive to varying CD4 levels. Conversely, the HIV IIIB infectivity profile
indicated a phenotype that was dependent on changes in CD4, but
was relatively insensitive to changes in CCR5. This phenotype can be
attributed to the use of low levels of CXCR4 present on the HEK293 cells,
the parental derivative of GGR Affinofile cells. The 89.6 virus demonstrated
an infectivity profile that was equally sensitive to changes in CD4 and CCR5
levels. The distinct infectivity profiles for each Env demonstrated in A-C can
be mathematically transformed into the corresponding 3-D surface plots
shown in D-F. These three envelopes represent the diverse range of infectivity
profiles that can be demonstrated in GGR Affinofile cells. (G) A polar plot
representing the three metrics describing the infectivity profiles of the three
viruses is shown. SIV316 has a vector angle closest to 90 degrees
indicating a greater infective response to CCR5 expression and reflecting the
CD4-independence of this Env. Conversely, HIV IIIB has a vector angle closest
to zero degrees, endorsing an X4 tropism that is manifested as CCR5
independence. 89.6 has a vector angle of ~45 degrees indicating that it is
equally sensitive to changes in CD4 and CCR5 levels. Each circle represents
one independent experiment profiling infectivity across 25 distinct CD4/
CCR5 expression levels.

Additional file 2: Table S1. List of T/F and chronic envelopes.

Additional file 3: Figure S2. Infectivity profiles of Chronic and T/F
Envelopes. The infectivity profile for individual chronic (A) and T/F (B)
derived envelopes across a spectrum of CD4 and CCR5 expression levels
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were generated and plotted as described in the Materials and Methods.
One representative experiment out of two is shown. Each infectivity data
point was performed in triplicate. The contour plots are arranged from
highest to lowest mean infectivity (M), from left to right. (C) T/F Envs and
macrophage tropic (YU2, ADA) and non-macrophage tropic (JRCSF) R5
Envs were used to produce Env pseudotyped luciferase reporter viruses,
which were subsequently titrated on JC53 cells. Monocyte derived
macrophages were inoculated with equivalent infectious units of each
reporter virus, and luciferase activity measured in cell lysates at 72hrs post
infection. Results of infection in 3 independent donors are shown. Results
are means of triplicate wells, and error bars represent standard deviations.

Additional file 4: Table S2. List of subtype envelopes.

Additional file 5: Figure S3. Infectivity profiles of Subtype A-D Envelopes.
The infectivity profile for indivudal Subtype A, Subtype B, Subtype C and
Subtype D derived Envs (A-D, respectively) across a spectrum of CD4 and
CCR5 expression levels were generated and plotted as described in the
Materials and Methods. One representative experiment out of at least two
is shown. The contour plots are arranged from highest to lowest mean
infectivity (M), from left to right.

Additional file 6: Figure S4. Infectivity profiles of (PG9/PG16)R or
(VRC01)R Envs. (A) Consensus and/or predicted ancestral Env sequences
from subtypes A-D were obtained from the Los Alamos HIV sequence
database (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov), and the amino acid sequences from
the relevant regions aligned. Arrows highlight location of conserved residues
where single point mutations were engineered to confer PG9/16 (N160K)
or VRC01 (N279/280A) resistance. (B-D) 2-D contour plots of the infectivity
profile for individual Envs are shown for the wild-type parental WT (A), and
the corresponding N160K (B), and N279/280A (C) mutants. Subtype specific
Envs (A1-3, B1-3, C1-3) refer to the Env clones listed in Additional file 4:
Table S2. Axes and color-codes are identical to previous contour plots.
Contour plots are ordered based on the M values of the parent Env (highest
to lowest, from left to right).
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CHAPTER 5

Cooperativity is a Novel Property of HIV-1 Infection in vitro
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Introduction

Inhibitors can have dramatic effects on the inherent properties of viral attachment and entry,

such as CD4 and CCR5 usage1–5. Inhibitors might also have an impact on the more general

infectious behavior of a virus. Inhibitor activities are traditionally measured in terms of

inhibitor concentration against a constant quantity of viral input, which, while useful, does

not describe how the fundamental mechanism of infection and entry might respond to the

presence of the inhibitor. An entry inhibitor may reduce the overall infection efficiency of a

virus by blocking a certain proportion of infectious events or, alternatively, it may change the

way in which a population of virion interact with and become distributed among their target

cells. While effector distribution has been an important concept in the fields of pharmacology

and biochemistry for over half a century6, these same principles have not yet been applied

to the context of viral infectivity.

The classical, interpretive model of viral infection is binary, where a single virion results

in either one infected cell or no infection at all. This interpretation is woven into the very

core of practical virology, where the mathematical methods used to quantify infectious virion

in virus samples are explicitly defined by either the interpolation of an infectious endpoint

(50% probability of a single infected cell given by the method of Reed and Muench7 and the

Spearman-Karber method8–10) or by a direct and proportionate linear continuity between

infected cells and virus sample volume11–15, which will be defined in this chapter as the

infectious titer model. These methods ultimately represent a fundamental assumption that

is central to our interpretation of viral infectivity, viral replication and inhibitor efficacy that

is: infectious virion are equally and randomly distributed among their target cells.

Effector distribution is a key issue in the fields of pharmacology and biochemistry, where

target molecules having multiple effector binding sites can exhibit allosteric, cooperative

effects6,16. These cooperative properties are fundamental to many complex and simple bi-

ological systems16–18 and manifest as a distributive phenomenon defined in reference to
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non-cooperative, random distribution (see Chapter 2). Although a cell-surface is much more

complex than a classical cooperative protein, virion attached to the cell surface can have

a strong impact on the distribution of CD4 and co-receptor19–23 that might alter the way

additional virion interact with an engaged surface. In this sense, virion exhibiting negative

cooperativity are preferentially distributed to cells that are unengaged by other virion. This

decreases the probability that multiple virion will engage the same cell, relative to random

distribution, which then increases the number of cells that a population of virion can produce.

Conversely, a population of virion exhibiting high, positive cooperativity will preferentially

engage cells that are already engaged by other virion, representing a highly inefficient mode

of distribution that results in less overall infection.

The clinical significance of infectious cooperativity is rooted in the fact that viral repli-

cation depends not on the total number of virion present, but on the amount of infection

those virion produce. In this context, negative infectious cooperativity represents the most

efficient distribution of virion in terms of infection that is then expected to yield a faster rate

of replication than virion that are non-cooperative or exhibit positive cooperativity. Thus,

cooperativity allows two virion populations, of equal size, to generate different amounts of

infection, which may be important in the clinical context of viral replication and expansion.

The goal of this chapter is to determine whether cooperativity is a significant phenomenon

in HIV infection in vitro and, if so, to develop an analytical framework that can be used to

investigate its potential clinical significance. Our results show that in vitro, HIV entry is a

process of negative cooperativity and that this cooperativity is strong enough to invalidate

traditional models of infection that are rooted in random-distribution7–15. As a distributive

phenomenon, negative cooperativity was strongly associated with cell-surface CD4/CCR5

expression, consistent with the fact that HIV virion can induce rapid co-localization of

CD4 and CCR5 at the cell surface within the time-frame of entry19–23. We then extend

these concepts to develop an analytical framework that highlights the impact of infectious

cooperativity in the context of maraviroc resistance. These results show that cooperativity
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is an important part of HIV attachment and entry that may have strong clinical significance.

Assessing the significance of cooperativity in HIV entry. Cooperativity is readily

measured through a standard dose-response experiment, which is described in detail in Chap-

ter 2 and Appendix A. Briefly, an effector (virus) is titrated and the resulting dose-dependent

effect (infection) is measured for each dilution. The differential rise in effect for any given

change in dose, measured by the dose-response slope (m), then indicates non-cooperativity

(m = 1), positive cooperativity (m > 1) or negative cooperativity (m < 1). These slopes

are explicitly calculated by fitting the experimental dose-response data to either the Hill

equation24 or its equivalent, the median effect equation25.

While these dose-response models are the gold standard for characterizing the dose-

dependent activity of many systems, from target-ligand binding to receptor signaling, in-

hibitors and immunotherapeutics (see Chapter 2), the applicability of a standard dose-

response model has not yet been determined in the context of viral infection. The classical

interpretation of viral infection assumes that virion are randomly distributed among their

target cells, thus, the process of viral infection is generally considered non-cooperative.

The interaction with and distribution of virion to target cells is a complex process involv-

ing binding affinities, receptor/co-receptor usage efficiency and cell-surface dynamics. None

of these properties are explicitly accounted for in the classical models of infection, which

assume a non-cooperative, random distribution of virion to target cells. The interaction of a

single virion with its target cell can induce profound changes in the composition of a cell sur-

face, such as the redistribution of CD4 and CCR5/CXCR4 to sites of viral attachment19–23.

These effects are likely to manifest as a cooperative distribution of virion, giving slopes 6= 1,

that are not accommodated by the non-cooperative assumption of classical infection models

which assume a titration slope of 1.

Because cooperativity has not yet been explored in the context of infection, our first goal

is to determine whether HIV infection exhibits cooperative or non-cooperative behavior,
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where cooperativity is quantified by the median effect slope (m) after fitting this model

to experimental HIV titration results. Experimentally, the cooperativity of slopes falling

near 1 can be ambiguous, for example, a slope of 1.01 can indicate a very weak positive

cooperativity or non-cooperativity and may be represented equally well by cooperative and

non-cooperative models of infection. Therefore, we define the significance of cooperativity

in relation to the non-cooperative assumption, by determining the range of slope values that

cannot be accommodated by assuming non-cooperativity.

We introduce three models based on the assumptions they make regarding cooperativity,

their widespread use in the field of virology, biochemistry and pharmacology and the fact

that all three models are intended to recapitulate the experimental results of a virus titration,

where cooperativity manifests as a steep (m > 1) or shallow (m < 1) rise in infection relative

to the non-cooperative assumption (m = 1). The infectious titer model (IT) is the simplest

representation of a viral titration curve, which assumes a strict linear proportionality between

viral input and infection12–15. This model is adapted to give the Poisson titer model (PT),

which specifically accounts for random virion distribution but not cooperativity. Finally, we

adapt the median effect model25 to the context of viral titration to give a median effect titer

(MT) model, which allows for positive, negative and non-cooperativity.

The significance of cooperativity is assessed by comparing how well each model represents

experimental virus titration data through their correlation coefficients (R2). In the previous

example, a slope of 1.01 is considered non-cooperative only when the cooperative (MT) and

non-cooperative (IT, PT) models achieve similar representative accuracy (R2), indicating

that the experiment is appropriately represented by the non-cooperative assumption and

that no additional information is gained by allowing for cooperativity. Alternatively, a slope

of 1.01 can be considered cooperative if the non-cooperative (IT, PT) models exhibit a clear

representative deficiency, giving low R2 relative to the cooperative MT model. Each of the

three models presented here contain one quantitative parameter that can be used to quantify

the infectious virion in a sample while the cooperative MT model contains an additional slope
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parameter (m) that permits positive, negative and non-cooperativity.

The infectious titer model. The infectious titer (IT) model is most commonly used to

quantify the infectious material of a virus sample11–15 in terms of transducing or infectious

units (IU). This model assumes a strict linear proportionality between viral input and infec-

tion (Equation 5.1a), where each infected cell is defined as a single IU to obtain an infectious

titer (T , Equation 5.1b), where fa is the percent of infected cells, V is the volume of virus

sample (in mL), C is the total number of cells available for infection and T is the infectious

titer (in IU/mL). The linear proportionality of this model inherently assumes that IU are

randomly distributed, in a singular fashion, to their target cells.

fa =
T × C
V

(5.1a) T =
fa × C
V

(5.1b)

This representation is problematic because, for example, if viral input exceeds the total

cell count (C), Equation 5.1a predicts that more than 100% of the cells can be infected.

This doesn’t naturally occur because as viral input increases, so too does the distribution of

IU to target cells. Thus, the IT model cannot accommodate the statistical distribution of

multiple IU to a single cell in any capacity. This deficiency is partially corrected by imposing

a specific limit to the validity of this model: the liner range of infection (LRI). The LRI is

defined by the Poisson equation as the range of fa giving a negligible probability that any

single infected cell was infected by > 1 IU (Equation 5.2, where pn is the probability of any

single cell being infected by n IU and M is the multiplicity of infection (IU per cell)). For

example, when 50% infection is observed, Equation 5.2 predicts that 30% of those infected

cells were derived from > 1 IU, thus, a calculation of T (Equation 5.1b) where fa = 50% is a

severely underestimated count of IU, and the IT model is not valid. Conversely, when 20%

infection is observed, this probability is reduced to 10% and continues to drop as observed

infection (fa) deceases. For this reason, the LRI is typically defined as 0 < fa ≤ 20% (or

lower maximum thresholds), where T s from all virus sample dilutions giving infection within

this range are averaged to further minimize the distributive deficiency of the IT model.
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pn =
Mn × e−M

n!
(5.2)

The Poisson titer model. Equation 5.2 itself can be used to describe the relationship

between viral input and infection while specifically accounting for random distribution, thus,

this model is not restricted to an LRI like the IT model. Normalized, percent infection (fa)

is the macroscopic average of any single cell being infected by 1 or more IU, therefore, the

total percent infection observed equals the sum probability that any cell will be infected by

any number of IU (Equation 5.3, where fa is the percentage of infected cells, pn>0 is the

probability that any cell will be infected by n > 0 IU, and M is the multiplicity of infection

in terms of IU per cell).

fa = pn>0 =
∞∑
n=1

Mn × e−M

n!
= 1− e−M (5.3)

Equation 5.3 can be used to represent the relationship between viral input and infection

by recognizing that M is the multiplicity of infection given by IU per cell (C) and that the

quantity of IU at any given volume of a virus sample is equal to the infectious titer times

the volume used (IU= Tp×V , where Tp specifically denotes the infectious titer given by this

Poisson model and V is the volume of sample). Infection (fa) is then represented in terms

of a Poisson model titer (Tp), a sample volume (V ) and a number of cells (C) with Equation

5.4a and the Poisson titer (Tp) is given by a rearrangement of the same equation (Equation

5.4b).

fa = 1− e−
TpV

C (5.4a) Tp =
C

V
ln

(
1

1− fa

)
(5.4b)

Importantly, the relationship between viral input and infection given by Equations 5.4a

and 5.4b are not subject to an LRI like the IT model and explicitly assume the random

distribution of IU represented by the Poisson equation (Equation 5.2).
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The median effect titer model. The relationship between an effector quantity (or dose,

D), and its resulting effect (fa) is most commonly described by a standard dose-response

model given by the Hill equation24 or its normalized equivalent, the median effect equation25

(Equation 5.5, where m is slope and Dm is median dose). Both are derived from a randomly

distributed target-ligand binding equilibrium24 (see Appendix A) where the slope (m) was

originally thought to represent ligand stoichiometry. In the mid 1960’s the phenomenon of

non-random, cooperative distribution and its impact on slope was first formulated based on

extensive biochemical and crystallographic experiments using hemoglobin6,26,27. Since then,

cooperative distribution has been described in a diverse variety of both simple and complex

target-effector systems17,18, where positive cooperativity gives m > 1, negative cooperativity

gives m < 1 and non-cooperativity gives m = 1, regardless of the underlying stoichiometry.

(
fa

1− fa

)
=

(
D

Dm

)m

(5.5)

Positive and negative cooperativity describe a preferential distribution of effectors to par-

tially liganded or non-liganded targets, respectively, relative to random distribution. This

distributive phenomenon has a significant impact on the apparent stoichiometry of an effec-

tor, which necessarily increases when that effector is preferentially distributed to liganded

targets and decreases when the effector is preferentially distributed to non-liganded targets

(relative to random distribution). In this sense, cooperativity manifests specifically through

m, which no longer indicates a true effector stoichiometry but, instead, is a measure of the

degree of positive (m > 1) or negative (m < 1) cooperativity based on how far this value

falls from the non-cooperative m = 1.

The median effect equation is used to represent the relationship between an effector dose

(D) and its resulting normalized effect (fa), such as a virus titration experiment, through two

parameters. The slope (m) measures the cooperativity of the system and the median dose

(Dm) is a quantitative measure of the effector (the dose need to achieve 50% effect). These

parameters are most readily fit to experimental results through the linear log transformation
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of Equation 5.5 shown in Equation 5.6.

log

(
fa

1− fa

)
= m log(D)−m log(Dm) (5.6)

Because the concentration, or titer of a virus sample is unknown until the fitting is

complete, D and Dm adopt units of virus sample volume (mL), thus, we change the notation

of these variables to V and Vm, respectively, to indicate that they are volumes. The previously

defined IT and PT models have only one parameter, which is associated with the quantity

of IU in the virus sample. To ensure that these three models are compared in equal footing,

it was necessary to derive a formal IU quantity from the median effect equation. A formal

titer can be derived from Vm, which indicates the volume of virus sample required to yield

50% infection. We assume that each infected cell is representative of a single IU (as with the

IT and PT models) so that a formal median effect titer (Tm) is then given by the number of

cells infected (C/2) divided by a sample volume of Vm (Equation 5.7a). Solving the median

effect equation (Equation 5.5) for infection (fa) and substituting Tm gives an expression for

how much infection is expected of a given volume (V ) of a virus sample with a given median

effect titer (Tm), slope (m) and cell count (C).

Tm =
C

2Vm
(5.7a) fa =

1(
2V Tm

C

)−m
+ 1

(5.7b)

Together, Equations 5.7a and 5.7b represent a virus titration curve through the same

quantitative titer value as the IT and PT models, where an extra parameter (m) allows

for cooperativity. We define this as the median effect titer (MT) model. It should be

noted that the random distribution given by the Poisson equation (for IT and PT models),

and the random distribution represented by a the median effect model (where m = 1) are

fundamentally different (e.g. the IT and PT models are not equal to the MT model when

m = 1). For this reason, the estimated MT model titer (Tm) is roughly one-half of the IT

and PT model titers (T and Tp, respectively), when all three models agree (see Appendix

E). We also note that neither the PT nor the MT model are confined by an LRI like the IT
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model is.

Specific aims. Our first aim is to quantify the prevalence and significance of infectious

cooperativity in HIV infection in vitro. This will be done by comparing how well the non-

cooperative assumption (IT and PT models) represent a compilation of experimental titra-

tion data relative to the cooperative MT model. Titrations giving similar correlations to

experimental data (R2) for all three models are compared to the MT model slope, an indi-

cator of cooperativity, to identify the range of slopes that qualify as non-cooperative. This

range is then derived mathematically (Appendix E) and compared to the experimental cor-

relations of each model.

The potential clinical significance of cooperativity is that it allows an equal quantity of

virus to produce more or less infected cells, where negative cooperativity results in greater

infection. Negative infectious cooperativity is likely based on changes in CD4/CCR5 distri-

bution at the cell surface during viral attachment19–23, which would leave a large portion

of the cell surface bare of CD4/CCR5. Low CD4/CCR5 expression may exacerbate this

phenotype as a greater proportion of total surface CD4/CCR5 would be redistributed to the

site of attachment, relative to very high CD4/CCR5 expression. To investigate this poten-

tial mechanism, we use the GGR Affinofile cell line28 to determine whether the strength of

negative cooperativity increases as CD4/CCR5 expression decreases.

To further investigate the clinical correlates of infectious cooperativity, we develop an an-

alytical strategy that quantifies changes in infection when infectious viral input is equalized.

This is applied to isolates that are sensitive and partially resistant to the CCR5 antagonist,

maraviroc (MVC), to determine how MVC effects the cooperative distribution of virion to

target cells.

Our results define a specific range of slopes (1 ≤ m ≤ 1.35) where the non-cooperative

assumption was appropriate and beyond which, the non-cooperative models achieved signif-

icantly lower R2 than the cooperative MT model. In total, we observed a 78% prevalence of
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cooperativity. We show that negative infectious cooperativity is a function of CD4/CCR5

expression consistent with the cooperative theory and the impact that attachment can have

on cell-surface CD4/CCR5 distribution. This is brought into a more clinical context by

showing that MVC reduces the negative cooperativity of sensitive isolates but has no effect

on partially resistant isolates. Although limited, our results show that cooperativity is an

important phenomenon in vitro with potential clinical significance.

Materials and Methods

Cells and virus production. Ghost Hi-R5 cells were obtained from the NIH AIDS

Reagent Program and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and

100µg/mL hygromycin. HIV Envelopes BaL.26, MI18, MI28, MI29, MI24, MI38, MI39,

MI32, MI33, MI21, JR-CSF, PVO, 6535, TRJ and the HIV backbone plasmid pSG3∆env

were obtained through the NIH AIDS Reagent Program. Envelopes 24S, 24R, 17S and

17R were obtained from Paul Gorry and Envs 4051C and 4051P were obtained from Ron

Swanstrom. A full list of the HIV Envs used is given in Appendix E, Table E.1. HIV pseudo-

types were prepared by co-transfection of 293T cells with a 1:1 molar ratio of pSG3∆envGluc

and Env DNA using BioT transfection reagent according to manufacturer protocols (Bioland

Scientific, Paramount, CA). 72 hours post-transfection viral supernatant was collected and

clarified by centrifugation at 1250rpm for 5 minutes at 4◦C.

Viral titration. Ghost Hi-R5 cells were plated at a density of 2×105 to 3.5×105 cells/well

onto 24-well plates or 5 × 103 cells/well on 96-well plates and incubated for 24 hours to

promote adherence. GGR cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% dialyzed

fetal bovine serum and 50µg/mL Blasticidin S HCl. GGRs were plated onto 24 or 96-

well plates at similar densities and cultured for 24 hours prior to inducing with 3ng/mL or

0.2ng/mL doxycycline (CD4 Hi and CD4 Lo, respectively) and 3µM or 0.5µM ponasterone A

(CCR5 Hi and CCR5 Lo, respectively) ponasterone A. GGR cells were incubated for another
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18-20 hours to allow complete induction of CD4 and CCR5 expression. An extensive review

of protocols associated with the GGR cells can be found in Appendix C). HIV pseudotype

samples were serial diluted and cell cultures inoculated followed by centrifugation at 2,000

rpm for 2 hours at 37◦C. Inoculant was removed, fresh culture media added and cells were

incubated for 48 hours prior to fixing and quantifying infectivity via. GFP fluorescence using

flow cytometry.

Maraviroc treatment. Viral titrations were performed as described after treatment with

0, 0.4 or 3.3µM maraviroc for 30 minutes at 37◦C.

Results

HIV exhibits negative cooperativity in vitro. To assess the potential significance

of cooperativity in HIV infection, we compiled a total of 37, R5-tropic HIV pseudotype

titration experiments performed on Ghost R5 cells using the same spinoculation protocol,

where infection was measured by flow cytometry. These titrations represented a total of

21 HIV Envs (Supplementary Table E.1). Because the IT model is restricted by an LRI,

the data were filtered to exclude all dilutions of sample giving > 20% infection (the upper

boundary of the LRI) and giving < 0.5% infection (representing a generous instrumental

detection limit). For each titration experiment, the parameters of the IT (T ), PT (Tp) and

MT (Tm and m) models were calibrated from the filtered data using Equations 5.1b, 5.4b

and 5.7a, respectively. The calibrated parameters of each model, for all titration experiments

are shown in Figure 5.1 (and Supplementary Table E.2). Both the IT and PT models gave

very similar estimated titers, while the MT model titers were, on average, half the value

estimated by the IT and PT models (Fig 5.1a), however, the IT and PT model titers fell

within a range of 8-fold higher and 2-fold lower than the MT model titer.

Figure 5.1b shows the MT model slopes, which indicate positive (m > 1), negative

(m < 1) or non-cooperativity (m ≈ 1). We observed a wide range of slopes between
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0.7 < m < 1.7 while the majority of slopes were less than 1, indicating a possible strong

prevalence for negative cooperativity. We also observed a significant correlation between

the MT model slope parameter and the ratio of IT and PT titers to the MT titers, that

could be approximated by a power function (Fig. 5.1c), consistent with the fact that the

MT model contains an additional, exponential slope parameter. It can be shown that the

IT and PT titers are expected to be roughly 2-fold larger than an MT titer under agreeable,

non-cooperative conditions (see Appendix E). Accordingly, the fitted power function gives a

two-fold greater IT and PT titer when m = 1.008, consistent with the non-cooperative con-

vergence of all three models when m ≈ 1. Thus, under non-cooperative conditions (m ≈ 1),

all three models agree as to the quantity of infectious material present in each sample, how-

ever, the ratio of IT and PT titers, relative to MT titer, are inversely proportional to MT

slope.

To assess the significance of these potential cooperative slopes, the fitted parameters of

each model (T , Tp, Tm and m) were then used to back-calculate how much infection each

titration experiment should have seen, according to each model. Figure 5.2a shows two

examples that demonstrate this process. All three models provided accurate estimates of

infection for experiment ID #10 (Fig. 5.2a, left), giving R2 values of 0.995, 0.995 and 0.996

(IT, PT and MT models, respectively). This particular experiment exhibited an MT slope

of 1.06, indicating a non-cooperative mode of infection that is consistent with the high R2

values of all three models. Conversely, experiment ID #11 (Fig. 5.2a, right) gave a low slope

(m = 0.70) indicating negative cooperativity that was accurately represented by the MT

model (R2 = 0.956). The IT and PT models could not match the shallow rise in infection

that was experimentally observed (compare blue and green IT and PT predictions to filled

circles in Fig. 5.2a), resulting in low R2 (0.864 and 0.884, respectively). The consequence of

the poor IT and PT fits is a 3-fold overestimate of infection, where the IT and PT models

predict 28% and 32% infection, respectively, when only 11% infection was observed (Fig.

5.2a, right). These examples demonstrate that a slope of m = 0.70 has a dramatic impact
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on the accuracy with which the non-cooperative assumption is able to represent these data

and, therefore, an MT model slope of m = 0.70 is indicative of negative cooperativity and

not non-cooperativity.

The R2 values for each model among all titration experiments are shown in Figure 5.2b.

Both the IT and PT models gave a wide spread of R2 averaging 0.933 ± 0.012 and 0.940

± 0.013, respectively. The MT model gave the highest and most narrow range of R2 (0.986

± 0.004) that was significantly different from both the IT and PT models (p< 0.0001 and

p< 0.001, respectively), indicating that the MT model, overall, represents the experimental

titration of these virus samples with greater accuracy.

To determine the range of slopes that can be considered cooperative or non-cooperative,

we found a strong association between MT slope and IT/PT model R2 (Fig. 5.2c, left

and right, respectively). While the MT model R2 is consistent for all slopes, the IT and

PT model R2 progressively decrease as m increases or decreases away from m = 1 and,

importantly, the R2 of all three models converge at m = 1. This relationship was so strong

that it could be simulated directly by using theoretical titration data generated from the

median effect equation and different slopes (Fig. 5.2c, solid lines), indicating that the the

IT and PT R2 values are specifically the result of a slope-based representative deficiency

and not experimental error. We evaluated a range of slopes near 1 that can be considered

non-cooperative in two ways. First, this range was evaluated mathematically (Appendix E)

as 1 ≥ m ≥ 1.35 where the IT and PT models yield R2 that are lower than those of the MT

model with statistical significance (p= 0.0002 and p= 0.003 for IT and PT R2, respectively).

A more narrow range was represented by experiments with IT and PT model R2 values

falling below the range of MT model R2 values (0.98± 0.02), where slopes outside the range

of 0.91 ≤ m ≤ 1.06 gave IT and MT model R2 below 0.96. We conclude that the prevalence

of cooperativity was 62%, where only 38% of these experiments (with slopes in the range of

0.96 to 1.06) could be equally represented by the cooperative MT and non-cooperative IT

and PT models.
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The consequence of the non-cooperative assumption engrained in the IT and PT models is

shown in Figure 5.2d. At low levels of observed infection (between the range of 0.5% < fa <

5%), the ratio of expected to observed infection for all three models were centered at 1, thus,

on average, all of the models can accurately represent very low levels of infection. It should

be noted, however, that although all three models give good predictions on average, the MT

model exhibited a much lower spread of expected/observed infection (0.96± 0.22, 0.97± 0.22

and 1.01 ± 0.11 for IT, PT and MT models within the range of 0.5% < fa < 5% infection).

As the range of observed infection increases, however, the expectations of the IT and PT

models progressively diverge from the amount of infection that was observed. Between

the range of 10% to 15% infection the IT and PT models begin to over-predict infection

(expected/observed ratios of 1.4± 0.4 and 1.3± 0.3, respectively) with statistical significance

(p< 0.0001 for IT and PT models across all ranges of infection, one-way ANOVA), while the

MT model remains consistently accurate (1.04 ± 0.08). This reflects the results shown in

Figure 5.2a (right), where the shallow rise in observed infection could not be accommodated

by these non-cooperative models, resulting in a predicted 32% infection when only one third

of that was observed.

We define an approximate range of slopes (0.96 ≤ m ≤ 1.06) that can be considered non-

cooperative as the two non-cooperative models achieved a similar representative quality as

the cooperative MT model. Outside this range, the non-cooperative IT and PT models fail

to describe viral titration with equal R2 as the cooperative MT model, suggesting that the

62% of titrations exhibiting slopes outside this range were cooperative. We conclude from

these data that cooperativity is a frequent phenomenon in HIV infection in vitro and that

this phenomenon is strong enough to cause significant overestimations of infection when non-

cooperativity is assumed. In total, our results suggest that the fundamental assumption of

non-cooperative, random distribution in HIV infection, at least in vitro, is not generalizable.
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Infectious cooperativity is dependent on CD4/CCR5 expression. Cooperativity

describes a preferential, non-random distribution of ligands, or virion, that is, according to

the cooperative theory, driven by changes in target cell avidity caused by the interaction

of a virion with its target cell. When viral attachment decreases the avidity of a cell sur-

face the likelihood than another, unattached and free-floating virion will engage the same

cell surface is also decreased – instead, those free virion are more likely to attach to the

unengaged cell surfaces that exhibit a higher avidity. This change in avidity, mediated by

viral attachment, is most likely the result of rapid, virion-induced redistribution of CD4 and

co-receptor molecules at the cell surface. For example, binding of gp120 to CD4, CCR5

and CXCR4 can induce rapid sub-surface activity that redistributes CD4 and co-receptor to

the site of attachment19–23. While this mechanism ensures a maximum availability of CD4

and co-receptor at the attachment site to facilitate fusion, it is also likely to have a strong

negative impact on the avidity of that cell surface for additional virion, which is consistent

with the high prevalence of negative cooperativity we observe.

To more closely investigate this possible mechanism, we employed the GGR Affinofile cell

line28,29 (and see Chapter 4) to determine whether infectious cooperativity is dependent on

CD4/CCR5 expression. At low CD4/CCR5 expression, the redistribution of CD4/CCR5 to

the site of attachment should cause a very dramatic change in CD4/CCR5 availability outside

the site of attachment, while at high CD4/CCR5 expression this change should be minimal.

The more dramatic decrease in available receptors outside the attachment site, given by

low CD4/CCR5 expression, should then increase the strength of negative cooperativity and

reduce the slope of viral titration. Thus, we expect CD4/CCR5 expression and slope to be

directly proportional.

This mechanism is also fundamentally and inseparably related to CD4 and CCR5 usage

efficiency, thus, we chose an HIV isolate for whom the CD4 and CCR5 usage properties have

been well characterized28 (also see Chapter 4), the JR-CSF S142N point mutant. This R5-

tropic isolate is able to infect cells with very low levels of CCR530, which is more thoroughly
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described by its VERSA metrics28. S142N exhibits a more CCR5-dependent response in

infectivity through an increased VERSA angle, θ (30.9◦ and 38.2◦ for WT and S142N) and

a higher overall mean infectivity, M (20.1% and 40.3% for WT and S142N). S142N also

exhibits a weaker, overall responsiveness to changes in CD4/CCR5 expression than WT JR-

CSF through a lower response amplitude, ∆ (50.6 and 35.7 for WT and S142N, respectively).

Because S142N has a weaker overall response to changes in CD4/CCR5 expression (∆) and

a higher set-point of infectivity (M), the change in infection with respect to increases and

decreases in CD4/CCR5 expression are weaker than its WT counterpart, thus, this Env is

more infectious than WT JRCSF when CD4/CCR5 expression is low. Cooperativity may

give an alternative, complementary perspective of this phenotype.

JRCSF S142N was titrated onto Ghost R5 cells expressing non-limiting (NL) levels of

CD4 and CCR5 as well as GGR cells expressing maximum (Hi) and mimimum (Lo) com-

binations of CD4 and CCR5. These titration curves were analyzed using the cooperative

MT model to obtain estimated titers (Tm) and slopes (m) (Fig. 5.3a and b). The highest

titer was estimated using Ghost R5 cells (Tm = 46× 103 IU/mL), while maximally induced

CD4/CCR5 (Hi/Hi) GGR cells estimated a lower titer (Tm = 23× 103 IU/mL), concordant

with a lower relative quantity of CD4/CCR5 expression. On GGR cells expressing high

levels of CCR5, the estimated titer of S142N did not respond to changes in CD4 expression,

while a dramatic decrease in titer is associated more specifically with decreases in CCR5

expression, in agreement with the CCR5 dependence of this isolate given by the VERSA

θ metric. The greatest change in estimated titer, a 10-fold decrease, was associated with

a decreased CCR5 expression when CD4 was Lo, suggesting that limited CD4 expression

exacerbates the CCR5-dependence of S142N.

The slopes of each titration curve are shown in Figure 5.3b. By far, Ghost R5 cells

expressing non-limiting levels of CD4 and CCR5 gave the most non-cooperative slope (m =

0.96) while all levels of CD4/CCR5 induction on GGR cells gave slopes much lower than

any of the 37 titrations we have analyzed on Ghost R5 cells (Fig. 5.1b). Little to no change
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in slope was observed upon changes in CD4 expression when CCR5 was Hi, or with changes

in CCR5 expression when CD4 was Hi. However, when CD4 was Lo, there was a dramatic

decrease in slope associated with decreased CCR5 expression (m = 0.70 and 0.50 for CCR5

Hi and CCR5 Lo, respectively).

To understand the consequence of this changing slope, we developed a novel analytical

method to compare infection across a normalized infectious viral input. A fair comparison

of infectivity cannot be obtained by evaluating infection in terms of viral input volume or

Ghost R5 titer because the titers of this single virus sample were dependent on CD4/CCR5

expression (Fig. 5.3a). For example, GHR5 cells estimated the highest titer because they

express the highest levels of CD4/CCR5 and, accordingly, the titer of this sample was 22-

fold lower on GGR cells expressing low levels of CD4/CCR5. Thus, reduced CD4/CCR5

expression resulted in a 22-fold decrease in the quantity of virion detected, but does not

assess the infectious capacity, or quality of the virion that did infect. To assess infection in

terms of the quantity of virion that successfully infected, we normalized viral input volume by

the estimated titers under each condition to obtain an MOI-based comparison of infectivity

(Fig. 5.3c).

JRCSF S142N exhibited a greater MOI-based infectivity on CD4 Hi GGR cells, relative

to Ghost R5 cells, at both Hi and Lo CCR5 expression (Fig. 5.3c, left). Interestingly, the

dramatic increase in MOI-based infectivity between Ghost R5 cells and GGRs expressing Hi

CD4 and Hi CCR5 is associated with a 2-fold decrease in estimated titer, while the negligible

difference in MOI infectivity between GGRs expressing Hi levels of CD4 and Hi to Lo levels

of CCR5 is accompanied by a greater 3.5-fold decrease in titer (compare infected cells in Fig.

5.3c, left to respective titers in Fig. 5.3a). These results show a lack of response to CCR5

expression, on an MOI basis, when CD4 is expressed at maximal levels on GGR cells despite

an overall 3.5-fold decrease in effective titer. Conversely, the MOI infectivity of this isolate

was more sensitive to CCR5 expression when CD4 was minimally expressed (Fig. 5.3c,

right). Again, relative to Ghost R5 cells, a greater MOI infectivity was observed on GGR
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cells when CD4 was Lo and CCR5 was Hi, however, a further increase in MOI infectivity

was observed when CCR5 was reduced. This increased MOI infectivity was associated with

the most dramatic, 10-fold decrease in estimated titer, suggesting that although less virion

can be detected due to decreased CD4/CCR5 expression, the virion that are detected can

generate up to 2.3-fold more infection when CCR5 expression is minimal and 7.1-fold more

infection than on Ghost R5 cells, at an effective MOI of approximately 0.4 (Fig 5.3c, right,

dashed lines).

The MOI infectivities shown in Figure 5.3c reflect the changing cooperativities of infection

for each condition (Fig 5.3b). While S142N exhibited a non-cooperative slope (m ≈ 1) when

titrated on Ghost R5 cells, this same virus sample exhibited strong negative cooperativity

when titrated onto GGR cells (m ≤ 0.7 for all CD4/CCR5 combinations). A decrease in

slope was observed when CD4 was Lo and CCR5 expression was reduced (m = 0.7 to 0.5 for

CCR5 Hi and CCR5 Lo), suggesting that although minimal CD4/CCR5 expression caused

a dramatic 22-fold decrease in estimated titer, relative to Ghost R5 cells, it also increased

the negative cooperativity and distribution efficiency of the virion that do manage to infect,

resulting in a 7-fold greater MOI-based infectivity, relative to Ghost R5 cells and a 2-fold

increase in infectivity relative to the same GGR cells, expressing higher levels of CCR5.

These results are consistent with the well documented ability of JRCSF S142N to effi-

ciently infect cells with very low levels of CCR5 expression28,30. Our analysis further ex-

plicates this phenotype by suggesting that this Env is more infectious, on an MOI basis,

when CCR5 is low, consistent with the adaptation of S142N from PBMCs to Molt-4 and

finally Sup-T1 cells30, which express vanishingly low levels of CCR531. Our results also show

that the titration slope of this Env is proportional to CD4/CCR5 expression, where a non-

cooperative slope of 0.96 was observed on Ghost R5 cells and a strong negative cooperativity

(m = 0.5) was observed on GGR cells expressing low levels of CD4 and CCR5. Our analysis

further distinguishes changes in infection probability, given by an estimated titer, from the

infectious capacity or quality of the virion that manage to infect.
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Cooperativity in drug resistance. As a distributive phemonenon relating to the in-

teractions between virion and their target cells, an increasing negative cooperativity (and

decreased titration slope) was associated with reduced CD4/CCR5 expression. Maraviroc

(MVC) is a CCR5 antagonist that alters the conformation of CCR5 in such a way that it

cannot be recognized by the HIV Env as a functional co-receptor32,33. Resistance, while

maintaining R5-tropism, is given by an adaptation in gp120 that recognizes alternative

regions of CCR5 that are unaffected by the drug, thus, resistant isolates can use the MVC-

bound form of CCR51–3. Because resistant isolates engage a different region of CCR5, they

may not trigger dramatic changes in CD4/CCR5 distribution that we associate, here, with

negative cooperativity. HIV BaL is a standard, R5-tropic laboratory strain isolated from

infant lung tissue34 and is naive to MVC treatment. The envelopes of isolates 17S and 17R

were sequenced from a single patient before MVC treatment (17S) and after treatment fail-

ure (17R)3. While 17S is sensitive to MVC treatment, 17R exhibits a unique form of weak

resistance where it is able to use the MVC-bound form of CCR5 with low efficiency by rec-

ognizing an alternative region. 17R can be inhibited by MVC, but it cannot be completely

inhibited due to the use of MVC-bound CCR5, resulting in a maximum percent inhibition

(MPI) effect3. To evaluate the potential significance of cooperativity in MVC resistance, we

titrated BaL, 17S and 17R Env pseudotypes onto Ghost R5 cells in the presence or absence

of MVC.

Figure 5.4a shows the experimental results from titrations of these Envs with no MVC,

0.4µM MVC and 3.3µM MVC. Both BaL and 17S showed substantial decreases in infection

with respect to virus sample volume, while the volume-dependent infection of 17R was only

slightly reduced at the highest concentration of MVC. The sensitivity of each isolate can

be described in terms of the estimated titer under each condition (Fig. 5.4b), where MVC

reduced the effective titer of all isolates. MVC caused greater reductions in titer for BaL

and 17S, up to 70% (3.3µM MVC), and much smaller reductions in titer for the partially

resistant 17R isolate (13% and 50% for 0.4 and 3.3µM MVC, respectively). These reductions
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in estimated titer represent the proportion of infectious events that could have occurred

(100% titer with no MVC) but were instead, outright inhibited by the drug, resulting in a

loss of countable virion.

Cooperativity, given by the slope parameter (m) adds a new dimension to the range of

possible effects MVC might have on these isolates. Figure 5.4c shows the slopes of each

isolate in the presence and absence of MVC. Both the treatment naive BaL and 17S isolates

exhibited increases in slope that were proportionate to MVC concentration, indicating that

MVC induced a more positive cooperativity. The partially resistant 17R isolate exhibited

no change in slope, even at 3.3µM MVC, which reduced the effective titer of this virus by

50%.

Although MVC was able to outright block infectious events for all three isolates, cooper-

ativity adds an additional phenotype, where MVC might change the properties of the virion

that managed to escape inhibition. For example, 3.3µM MVC blocked 70% of the BaL

pseudotype from infecting (given by the titer reduction), but does MVC alter how much

infection the remaining, uninhibited 30% can produce? In essence, do the same number

of uninhibited, infecting virion generate the same amount of infection in the presence and

absence of MVC? Or does MVC not only impact the number of countable virion, but also

the infectious quality, or capacity of those virion? To answer this question, we normalized

viral input (Fig. 5.4a) by the titers at for each isolate at each MVC concentration to obtain

MOI-based infectivity plots. Thus, the virion that were outright blocked by MVC activity

are excluded from this analysis, allowing infection to be compared for each condition in terms

of an equalized quantity of countable, infecting virion.

Figure 5.4d compares the normalized, MOI-based infectivity of each isolate in the presence

and absence of MVC. Both BaL and 17S exhibit a reduced MOI-based infectivity that was

proportionate to MVC concentration. For example, at an effective MOI of approximately

0.015, the highest concentration of MVC resulted in a 3.8-fold decrease in BaL infection and

a 2.5-fold decrease in 17S infection. This suggests that MVC has a two-pronged activity
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against these isolates. First, MVC outright inhibits a certain proportion of infectious virion

and second, the virion that do manage to infect in the presence of MVC cannot generate

as much infection as the same quantity of virion do in the absence of MVC. Conversely,

the partially resistant 17R isolate did not exhibit a reduced MOI-based infectivity at any

concentration of MVC even though 3.3µM MVC was able to outright inhibit 50% of these

virion. Thus, while this isolate is partially sensitive to inhibition, MVC does not reduce the

infectious quality of 17R virion as it does with the treatment naive 17S and BaL isolates.

The MVC-induced decreases in MOI-based infectivity for BaL and 17S are the direct

result of an MVC-dependent increase in slope and positive cooperativity, as a more positive

cooperativity indicates a greater probability for multiple virion to attach to the same cell

and, thus, less overall infection. This may be driven by the fact that MVC inhibits infection

after virion engage cell-surface CD4, thus, the virion that are inhibited have already begun

attachment and are not free to find another cell, which increases the effective stoichiometry

of virion to infected cells. That this does not occur for the partially resistant, 17R isolate

is in agreement with the known ability of 17R to use CCR5-bound MVC, thus, MVC has

no effect on the fundamental entry mechanism of 17R outside of a MVC-bound CCR5 usage

efficiency, which is reflected in the decreased titer and is not a differential slope property.

These results suggest that infectious cooperativity may have clinical significance, where

unique entry inhibitor activities might be measured as an increase in cooperativity that

might accelerate the effect of treatment on viral replication in vivo. Conversely, isolates

exhibiting no change in infectious cooperativity in the presence of a drug might indicate a

propensity for resistance indicated by the fact that the drug has no effect on the mechanism

of virion distribution and attachment.

Discussion

The classical, binary notion that an infectious virion can only give rise to a single cell that is

either infected or not infected is surely true in the most limited context, involving one cell and
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one virion. However, this perspective does not account for the emergent dynamics of viral

populations. Indeed, random distribution was the core assumption for most target-effector

systems until a concrete formulation of cooperativity was available6. The assumptions of

the IT model reflect this classical concept, where a direct and linear proportionality between

viral input and infection is expected that leaves no room for any form of distribution other

than one virion per cell. The imposition of a linear range onto the IT model minimizes

the resulting error, but does not correct this fundamental deficiency. Conversely, the PT

model, which specifically accounts for the random distribution of virion, represents a sig-

nificantly improved perspective. Although both positive and negative cooperativity have

been described in great detail for a variety of biological systems, an understanding of this

phenomenon has been generally confined to the fields of biochemistry and pharmacology.

Cooperativity is a strong possibility for all target-effector systems involving targets with

multiple effector sites, such as the myriad of potential fusion sites presented by HIV target

cells. Our results strongly suggest that the basic process of attachment and entry in vitro is

more dynamic than random distribution can allow. Whether cooperativity extends to more

complex systems in vivo remains to be seen. Here, we present the first step: a complete an-

alytical framework to investigate the significance of cooperativity in the context of clinically

relevant viral phenotypes.

Cooperativity is specifically driven by the impact an effector has on its target, from the

perspective of other effectors. In the classical context of hemoglobin, positive cooperativity is

driven by oxygen-induced conformational changes that increase the affinity of deoxy-hemes.

By analogy, the predominantly negative cooperativities observed here are likely driven by

the impact a single virion has on the distribution of CD4/CCR5 at the cell surface, within

the limited time-frame of entry. Signaling through CD4 and CCR5/CXCR4 by gp120 is

known to have a dramatic and rapid effect on the co-localization of these receptors to sites

of entry19–23. This process likely decreases the probability of multiple virion engaging the

same cell by increasing the local density of CD4/CCR5 at the expense of total surface
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CD4/CCR5 density, that is, colocalization may leave the rest of the cell surface bare of

potential fusion sites. This may result in a lower surface avidity for virion-engaged cells

relative to virion-free cells and, therefore, a non-random distribution of virion consistent with

negative cooperativity. We point out that the slope also has a stoichiometric interpretation,

however, slopes less than 1 would indicate that a single virion is capable of infecting multiple

cells, which violates the logical, limiting stoichiometry of infection. Thus, the predominantly

negative cooperativities observed in our data preclude a purely stoichiometric interpretation.

This proposed mechanism is consistent with the CD4/CCR5-dependent cooperativities

of JRCSF S142N. Co-localization of CD4/CCR5 likely has a strong impact on total surface

density when CD4/CCR5 expression is low (Fig 5.5a), causing a strong negative cooper-

ativity. This effect, however, may not be as dramatic when CD4/CCR5 are expressed at

very high levels on GGR cells or at non-limiting levels on Ghost R5 cells, thus, a weaker

negative cooperativity or non-cooperativity is expected (Fig. 5.5b). The result of strong

negative cooperativity was a dramatic 7.1-fold increase in the amount of infection generated

by an equalized quantity of infecting, countable virion concomitant with a 10-fold reduc-

tion in titer. Importantly, the non-cooperative IT and PT models could not represent the

strong negative coopeartivities observed here and fundamentally do not allow a virus to ex-

hibit different levels of MOI-based infectivity, thus, these models do not permit this type of

analysis.

While the CD4/CCR5-dependent decrease in estimated titer for S142N was associated

with a more negative cooperativity and a greater MOI-based infectivity, the MVC-sensitive

BaL and 17S isolates showed the opposite phenotype. The inhibition of infectious virion

decreased the estimated titer of these samples but, instead, resulted in a more positive coop-

erativity and a decrease in MOI-based infectivity. These results may be both stoichiometric

and cooperative, where MVC may inhibit both a) the successful entry of an attached virion

and b) the redistribution of surface CD4/CCR5 by preventing Env-CCR5 engagement. In-

terestingly, while the sensitive 17S isolate exhibited negative cooperativity in the absence
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of MVC, the partially resistant 17R isolate was equally non-cooperative in the absence and

presence of MVC. Resistance of the 17R isolate is attributed to mutations in the V3 loop,

which allow Env to recognize alternative regions of CCR5 that are not affected by MVC3,5.

Our results suggest that recognition of this alternative site might not trigger CD4/CCR5

co-localization, resulting in non-cooperativity whether MVC is present or not.

Many additional, experimental factors contribute to infectivity slopes, such as the spe-

cific ratio of envelope and backbone DNA used to pseudotype HIV virion, spinoculation and

temperature (data not shown). While we were able to minimize these confounding factors by

analyzing only R5-tropic HIV pseudotype samples titrated onto Ghost R5 cells via. spinoc-

ulation, we did observe some high variability in slope and titer among different preparations

of the same pseudotypes (Supplementary Table E.2). To avoid such complications in an ap-

propriate time-frame, the data shown regarding MVC resistance and CD4/CCR5 expression

represented only a single replicate. To further clarify the potential variability in slope and

titer, we titrated a single BaL pseudotype virus 15 times over the course of 7 months using

the same spinoculation protocol, where this sample gave a highly consistent titer (log 5.3

IU/mL, 95% c.i. log 5.2 to log 5.35 IU/mL). The slope of this virus was also consistent

(m = 0.84 ± 0.05) and indicative of negative cooperativity. While the experimental vari-

ability in slope observed for this isolate was well below the changes in slope presented in

the context of MVC resistance and CD4/CCR5 usage, we acknowledge that these data lack

sufficient reproducibility, at the moment, to draw concrete conclusions.

Although the time frame of this dissertation did not permit a more thorough explication

of these phenotypes or the specific biological mechanisms of cooperativity in HIV infection,

we were able to show that cooperative infection is a frequent and significant phenomenon and

we were able to develop a complete analytical framework to facilitate further investigation.

That negative cooperativity was strongest using GGR cells expressing more biologically

relevant levels of CD4 and CCR5 (relative to Ghost R5 cells) suggests that this phenomenon

may be an important component of target cell tropism in vivo. The clinical significance of
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cooperativity will likely be related to the fact that this phenomenon allows an equal quantity

of virions to produce more or less infected cells than expected, given the classical modality of

random distribution. Conditions that increase negative cooperativity may have a powerful

influence on replication rates, which depend on the amount of infection a population of virion

can produce as opposed to the actual quantity of virion present. This is highly relevant in

clinical contexts of viral expansion, such as transmission and resistance, which are initiated

by very low quantities of viral input and where small differences in the infectious quality of

a virus is expounded over generations of infection and adaptation.
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Figure 5.1: Fitting parameter results for IT, PT and MT models. (a) Estimated titers for IT,
PT and MT models for all 37 HIV titration experiments. (b) MT model slope parameters for each
titration experiment show a variety of values primarily near or below 1. Although IT and PT model
titers were, as expected, 2-fold greater than the MT model on average, the relative titers (IT/MT
and PT/MT) were also dependent on MT slope (c), where a non-cooperative slope (m = 1) resulted
in an exact 2-fold difference between IT/PT and MT titers according to power-function estimates
(solid line), indicating agreement between all models when non-cooperativity is observed.
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Figure 5.2: Representative accuracy of IT, PT and MT models. (a) Titration curves of two
representative virus samples exhibiting slopes near 1 (left) or below 1 (right). IT, PT and MT
expectations are shown (blue, green and red, respectively) relative to the experimental results
(filled circles). (b) Correlation coefficients (R2) of each model to the experimental results of all
37 HIV titration curves. (c) The association between MT-model slope (m) and IT (left) and PT
(right) model R2. This association could be directly simulated using the median effect equation
and various slopes to generate theoretical titration data (solid lines). (d) Ratios of predicted to
observed infection for all three models broken into groups of 5% observed infection. In all cases,
bars show the mean and standard deviation and p values were calculated using one-way ANOVA.
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Figure 5.3: Dependence of cooperativity on CD4 and CCR5 expression. (a) MT-model titers and
(b) slopes from titration of of a JRCSF S142N pseudotype on Ghost R5 cells (GHR5) and GGR
cells expressing high (Hi) or low (Lo) combinations of CD4 and CCRR5. (c) comparison of MOI-
normalized infection on GGR cells expressing high (left) or low (right) levels of CD4 across high
(red) or low (blue) levels of CCR5 expression. MOI-normalized results using GHR5 cells (black)
are shown for reference. Experimental results are shown as filled circles and MT model fits as solid
lines. These data represent a single experiment.
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Figure 5.4: Cooperativity in the presence of maraviroc. (a) titration curves of BaL, 17S and 17R
pseudotype virion in the absence (black) or presence of 0.4 (blue) and 4.4µM (red) MVC. Filled
circles show experimental results and solid lines are MT model fits. (b) MT-model titers (Tm)
from the data shown in panel a. (c) MT-model slopes (m) from the data shown in panel a. (d)
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of infectious cooperativity. At low CD4/CCR5 expression (a) virion-
mediated redistribution of surface CD4 and CCR5 (green circles and black squiggles) can have
leave the rest of the cell surface bare, which prevents a virion (red) from attaching to cells that
are already engaged by another virion, resulting in strong negative cooperativity. This effect may
not be as dramatic when CD4/CCR5 are expressed at high levels (b), which may retain a higher
avidity resulting in a weaker negative cooperativity.
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Conclusion
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Over the past three and half decades great strides have been made to contain the HIV

pandemic. Global scientific research and public policy efforts have transformed what was a

terminal illness into a manageable, chronic condition through the discovery and expedited

approval and distribution of highly active antiretroviral therapies (HAART). The goals of

HIV research have now turned to finding a cure, vaccination, and the managing HIV infection

as a life-long condition. Our successes have also been met with the continued discovery of

very unique and complex properties of HIV infection, such as persistent reservoirs, high

mutation rates and quasispecies diversity, which present significant challenges to these goals.

Novel therapies targeting highly conserved viral features can provide new options to re-

duce the propensity of resistance. The host of modern broadly neutralizing antibodies target

a wide variety of epitopes on HIV Env that may bring forth combinatorial immunotherapies

that are almost as diverse as the HIV Env itself. Indeed, such immunotherapeutic strate-

gies have had promising results in animal models1–5 and in humans6–8. As clinical trials of

potential immunotherapies continue over the coming years, it is all the more important to

understand how to translate in vitro neutralizing activity into predictive clinical expecta-

tions. This will likely involve comparisons of both IC50 potencies and slopes, where potency

describes the baseline strength of neutralization, akin to a binding affinity, and the slope

serves as a more dynamic property that is specifically relevant to the high levels of neutral-

ization required to suppress viral replication in vivo. Using median effect analysis, we show

that bnAbs exhibit epitope-specific slopes (Chapter 2) that have a significant impact on clin-

ical expectations. These slopes also illuminate novel mechanisms, such as heterogeneity and

cooperativity that can further assist in the development of more active immunotherapeutic

strategies.

Novel inhibitory mechanisms can give rise to new classes of inhibitory compounds with

lower manufacturing costs and higher stability for long-term storage and broad distribution.

While we are only now beginning to understand the role of disulfide reduction in HIV en-

try9–16, the existing compounds that target this highly conserved mechanism are already easy
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to manufacture and widely distributed. Furthermore, the connection between cell-surface

redox potential and immunological activity9,17 is an important insight that may facilitate

more targeted approaches using this inhibitory mechanism. Our results demonstrate a high

clinical potential for DSB inhibitors, which exhibited inhibitory slopes greater than any of

the broadly neutralizing antibodies we have investigated (Chapter 3). Our results also pro-

vide specific guidelines for the future development of novel DSB inhibitors that target the

PDI active site, are more electrophilic and are membrane impermeable.

While the first half of this dissertation focuses on the analysis of inhibitor activities from

the perspective of an inhibitor (Chapters 2 and 3), the second half demonstrates the unique

effects an inhibitor can have on the inherent properties of a virus (Chatpers 4 and 5). The

efficiency with which an isolate uses CD4 and CCR5 is highly relevant in the context of clin-

ical pathology and transmission18–25, where HIV target cells express a variety of CD4/CCR5

surface densities26,27 and, therefore, represent a diverse array of unique targets for replication

in vivo. The novel GGR system and associated VERSA metrics28,29 presented in Chapter

4 show that these inherent CD4/CCR5 usage properties are unique among transmitter/-

founder Envs as well as clade C isolates. We also show the impact of specific mutations that

confer resistance to the CD4-binding site and V2-glycan bnAbs VRC01 and PG9/PG16,

where resistant isolates exhibited a decrease in overall infectivity that was not associated

with changes in CD4/CCR5 usage. These metrics provide important details regarding how

the CD4/CCR5 usage and target-cell tropism of an isolate adapt to the presence of an in-

hibitor, which relate directly to the specific pathologies that patients harboring resistant

isolates may face as well as appropriate choices for salvage therapy.

CD4 and CCR5 usage is but one inherent property of viral infection that inhibitors may

effect. More fundamental is the way inhibitors might influence the behavior of a virus,

as a population, in terms of distribution and infectivity. The dose-dependent activity of

many biological systems is commonly measured in terms of potency and slope using the

Hill30 and median effect31 equations. We show that viral infection in vitro is, itself, a
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classical dose-response system that is accordingly represented by these equations with high

accuracy (Chapter 5). The overall negative infectious cooperativity observed is consistent

with the rapid effects an attached virion may have on the distribution of CD4 and CCR5 at

its target-cell surface32–36 and, more importantly, may allow the same population of virion

to generate more or less infection under different conditions. While high inhibitor slopes

(m > 1) drive high levels of inhibition at very high concentrations (relative to IC50), low

infectivity slopes (m < 1) drive high levels of viral infection at very low viral inputs by

increasing the probability that each virion will be distributed to virion-free target cells. This

phenomenon has important implications in the context of viral expansion, where transmitted

and emerging resistant isolates must grow, as a population, from a very low viral input.

This dissertation introduces and applies novel analytical methods that are important

for developing the clinical expectations of treatment strategies based on experimental data

in vitro. The results presented here reveal novel properties of inhibitor activity from the

perspective of the inhibitor and from the perspective of the virus, which will be important

for clinical strategies focused on the long-term management of HIV infection, preventing

transmission and limiting resistance potential.
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Derivation of the Median Effect Model.

The median effect equation is derived from a target-ligand binding equilibrium (Equation

A.1) where the n ligand molecules (L) reversibly bind to a single target (T) to form a

target-ligand complex [TLn].

[T] + n[L]
k1−−⇀↽−−

k−1

[TLn] (A.1)

The target-ligand equilibrium is defined by Equation A.2a. Representation of bound and

unbound target forms can be simplified and grouped by letting [TLn] = [T]0 − [T] (where

[T]0 is the total number of targets) to give Equation A.2b.

[TLn] = K[T][L]n (A.2a)

[TLn]

[T]0 − [TLn]
= K[L]n (A.2b)

Equation A.2b can then be expressed as Equation A.2c where fa is the ratio of bound

target to total target.

fa
1− fa

= K[L]n (A.2c)

Equation A.2c is further simplified by assuming that the percent of ligands occupying

target binding sites is a negligible fraction of total ligands (Equation A.2d). The follow-

ing substitutions are made (Equations A.2e and A.2f) to give the median effect equation

(Equation A.2g).

[L] ≈ [L]0 (A.2d)

m = n (A.2e)

Dm = K−1/n (A.2f)
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fa
1− fa

=

(
D

Dm

)m

(A.2g)

Because m is equal to the ligand stoichiometry in this equilibrium (n, Equation A.2e),

m is considered a stoichiometric parameter. This interpretation holds true for targets with

either a single ligand binding site or multiple ligand binding sites whose affinity are not de-

pendent on the degree of target ligation. Importantly, a purely stoichiometric interpretation

of the slope is not valid for multivalent targets whose binding affinity is altered by ligation

(e.g. cooperative systems), as these systems cannot be represented by a single equilibrium

constant. The relevant assumptions of this model are that 1) the concentration of ligand

greatly exceeds the target concentration and 2) a negligible fraction of ligands are bound by

their targets (such that Equation A.2d is true).

Fitting the Median Effect Model to Experimental Data.

The median effect equation (Equation A.2g) can be linearized by taking the log of both sides

to give Equation A.3, which is of the form y = mx+ b.

log

(
fa

1− fa

)
= m log(D)−m log(Dm) (A.3)

Linear regression identifies the slope of this line (m) and Dm is associated with the x intercept

(b) through Equation A.4.

Dm = 10−b/m (A.4)

Importantly, experimental effect measurements must be normalized to give fa before the

log transformation and linear regression can be performed. Thus, the parameters m and Dm

are sensitive to the appropriate normalization of experimental results.
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The following chapter includes supplementary information from a submitted draft of the following:

Webb NE, Montefiori DC, Lee B. Dose response curve slope helps predict therapeutic potency

and breadth of HIV broadly neutralizing antibodies. Nature Communications. (in press)
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Figure B.1: Example of median effect transformation. (a) Standard Hill plot for three theoretical
neutralization curves with high (orange), moderate (black) or low (blue) slope (m) and different
IC50s (filled circles). (b) Log effect ratio transformation (Equation 2.1) of the same curves in
panel a. Slope is indicated by the angle of the line relative to x-axis and IC50 is indicated by the
x-intercept (filled circles). (box) Description of mathematical parameters used for median effect
fitting.
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Figure B.2: Validation of median effect extrapolations to extreme neutralization levels. (a) Slopes
of CH31 and PG16 against Env Ce1176 from standard neutralization assay. (b) Log reductions
in viral titer using 2x and 10x the IC80 concentrations of CH31 and PG16 determined from titer
reduction assay (Methods). A greater reduction in titer was observed for PG16 at 2xIC80, while a
more therapeutically relevant reduction in titer was observed for CH31 at 10xIC80.
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Figure B.3: Examples of neutralization plateaus. Hill (left) and median effect plots (right) of
neutralization for representative examples of Envs where plateaus of neutralization were observed
with the V2 glycan bnAb CH01 (Table B.2). Symbols show experimental results and solid lines
indicate the median effect predictions after fitting to Equation 2.4. Bars show mean and standard
deviation from two replicates.
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Figure B.4: Illustrative example of IIP. Residual infection at increasing concentrations of (a)
PG16 and CH31 and (b) PGT151 and 3BNC117 against Env 25710 are shown on a log scale (filled
circles). IIP describes the log reduction in infection at a given concentration. Extrapolated residual
infection at 50 µg mL−1 is shown as hollow circles and the corresponding log reduction in infection
is illustrated by the arrows. Error bars indicate standard deviation of two replicates.
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Table B.1: HIV Envelope Panels.
!
"#$$%&'&()*+,!-*.%&!/0!!123!4(5&%6$&!7*(&%80!
!

!"#$%"&'%()"&

*(+& ,-).& /0$123)& 4#0(1.2& 5)%.& 6-)$-7&/1%7)& 8#9)&#:&
,.%(;<-;;-#(& !)(=%(>& ?):&

!"#$$% &%% '% ()*+,% $--.% (((% /0/% 1234.55.% $6%&%
&.7$8% &% 9% (:;<*% $---% =% >0/% ?>$$7&7$% $6%4%
4-3>$% &% 1% !*:@*:<*% &88$% AB)%1C*<+*D+E% FE)EGBHEIJ*+% F/&$.4$&% $%

9A?3% &% 9">8$K1?% 9L<:*% &88M%
9LGB:<N%
(:OEN)<B:%

(=PQ% F/&$.5&7% $6%5%

R&&73% &% '% ST*<:% &887% =U=(% FE)EGBHEIJ*+% >V3$74MM% $%

'V#R&888% &% 9">87K'9% 9L<:*% &887% (%U((% (=PQ% F/&$.4M5% $%

R$M4&% &% W% ST*<:% &885%
9LGB:<N%
(:OEN)<B:%

FE)EGBHEIJ*+% >V3$7478% $6%.%

9?$$7M% &% 9% /*+*X<% &885% (U((% SEIJ*+% >V555547% $%

&5M>4% &%
19%

GENBYD%
!*:@*:<*% &88$% =(% FE)EGBHEIJ*+% F/&$.&7-% $%

9F$$-% &% 9">87K'9% 9L<:*% &885%
9LGB:<N%
(:OEN)<B:%

(=PQ% ?>$$7&M$% $%

9?8&$7% &% 9% /*+*X<% &887% =U=(% SEIJ*+% >V554.7.% $%

9A?..% &% 9">8$K1?% 9L<:*% &887%
9LGB:<N%
(:OEN)<B:%

(=PQ% F/&$.5$3% $6%5%

Z=#[5% 4% '% ()*+,% $--M% (((% /0/% 1234.555% &%
\F8.$.[$% &% '% !G<:<;*;% $--5% =% >0/% 1234.558% &%
\F8M-&% &% '% !G<:<;*;% $--5% =% >0/% 1234.54-% &%
S955&MM$% &% '% !G<:<;*;% $--.% (=% >0/% 1234.55$% &%
](!#5$M8% &% '% Q[S[% &888% (% >0/% 1234.5.$% &%

!
!
94:494;<4"!
"# $%&'()*!+#*!!"#$%&!,-."/0!1#23456#*!77,809!-/7:;-8.<#!
-# =3*!>#*!!"#$%#!,-..80!1#!23456#*!<:,"?09".".7;"."-8#!
@# AB6C'4D3*!E#E#*!!"#$%#!,-..:0!234565FG*!@78,-098.8;8-.#!
/# EH'DF*!I#*!!"#$%#!,-.""0!1#!J356#!&I%(#*!-7?,"?09!"/@8";"/8/-#!
8# K%L366'*!+#*!!"#$%#!,-.""0!+M$E!K%N!IB(!K%O45L34BN%N*!-<977:;:."#!
! !
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Table B.2: Summary of Neutralization Parameters.
!
"#$$%&'&()*+,!-*.%&!/0!!"#''*+,!12!3&#)+*%45*)41(!6*+*'&)&+70!
!

!"#$%"&' ()*(' !)+' ,-%"&' ./01!' ./21!' ./31!' ./33!' 456"'
#$%&'( )*+#,,-( ./-,0( ,1/,( 01.-( 0123( ,1,2( /12-( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( .%278)( ,1/,( 01055( 01./( 01%.( .105( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( )5378,( ,1,-( 010-%( 01.%( 01%5( )1-3( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( *9:;00.000( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( #=,,-2( ,1.%( 01,%( 01%.( 013( /1%5( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( #=0.,-( ,1%%( 010%)( 01,,( 01.( ,102( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( #>,,5( 0150( /1/-( ./15.( 2)1-.( 5,0( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( #+?//( ,12)( 01,( 01.)( 01)5( ,123( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( #+?3( ,1.2( 01,2( 01%3( 015.( 21,/( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( @A:%( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( B>0/,/( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( B>025.( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( C#%..22,( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( DE:,,( ,1/.( 010)( 010-%( 01,)( 012,( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( FGD:%,20( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1( +1$1(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( ;,2).( 012)( .1/( ..15%( 3)13%( 4,000( 4556(

#$%&'( )*+#,,-( ;..-3( ,1).( 010,.( 010)2( 01022( 01%,( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( .%278)( ,1/)( 010/%( 01,)( 01.)( ,105( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( )5378,( ,1%,( 010/5( 01,2( 01.3( ,1/.( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( *9:;00.000( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+(

#$%&'( #>),( #=,,-2( ,15)( ,1.)( .1/.( )13%( ,)1)( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( #=0.,-( ,15)( 010/5( 01,.( 01,3( 012%( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( #>,,5( ,1/,( ,1%3( )1-.( 21)-( ),1.( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( #+?//( ,1/3( 010/-( 01,%( 01.)( ,10%( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( #+?3( ,1/%( 01,)( 01),( 01/)( .1/)( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( @A:%( ,1/%( 01/,( ,1.%( .1,( 515%( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( B>0/,/( ,1%,( 01,%( 01)-( 012-( )12%( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( B>025.( ,1--( 013%( ,13%( .15( ,,1.-( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( C#%..22,( ,1)0( 01,/( 01%%( 013.( /1.( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( DE:,,( ,1),( 01,,( 01).( 012( )1-)( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( FGD:%,20( ,1,%( 01,)( 01%/( 015.( -1/)( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( ;,2).( ,1.3( 010%)( 01,)( 01.%( ,1/2( 4556(

#$%&'( #>),( ;..-3( ,1/%( 0103( 01.( 01))( ,1/5( 4556(

#$%&'( >9,2H..( ./-,0( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+(

#$%&'( >9,2H..( .%278)( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+(

#$%&'( >9,2H..( )5378,( 01%-( .,1,2( )5.( 4,000( 4,000( 4556(

#$%&'( >9,2H..( *9:;00.000( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+( +<+(
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*3-1#3)& $(@$& *(+& /"#3)& A4BC^& A4DC^& A4EC^& A4EE^& 8%F_&
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% 9E$$7M% $[$7% 8[4% 8[-7% $[-.% $.[&4% `--a%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% 9E8&$7% $[.5% 8[8.4% 8[$4% 8[&&% $[8.% `--a%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% 9F$$-% $[M-% 8[$5% 8[4$% 8[.% &[83% `--a%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% 9A?..% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% 9A?3% 8[-7% $$[M$% 53[75% $$4% `$888% `--a%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% !"#$$% $[$5% 8[873% 8[&M% 8[.5% 5[5&% `--a%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% R$M4&% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
9P5DH% FV$MK&&% R&&73% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
9P5DH% H9P5% &.7$8% $[4&% $[$-% 4[5% M[4$% 4-[8$% `--a%
9P5DH% H9P5% &5M0>4% $[84% $&[&$% 5M[7% $8&% `$888% `--a%
9P5DH% H9P5% 4-30>$% 8[37% 3[8&% 4-[&&% --[&-% `$888% `--a%
9P5DH% H9P5% 'V#R88&888% $[85% $[5.% .[5M% $$[37% $$3% `--a%
9P5DH% H9P5% 9E$$7M% $[8M% 5[74% $7[.$% 47[MM% 4M&% `--a%
9P5DH% H9P5% 9E8&$7% 8[7&% $4[.3% -4[57% &3-% `$888% `--a%
9P5DH% H9P5% 9F$$-% 8[7-% $.[7.% -$[.5% &.M% `$888% `--a%
9P5DH% H9P5% 9A?..% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
9P5DH% H9P5% 9A?3% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
9P5DH% H9P5% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% H9P5% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% H9P5% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% H9P5% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% H9P5% !"#$$% 8[5M% 44[3$% M3.% `$888% `$888% `--a%
9P5DH% H9P5% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
9P5DH% H9P5% R$M4&% $[&5% $[8$% 4[8-% .[-4% 58[73% `--a%
9P5DH% H9P5% R&&73% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
9P5DH% ="98$% &.7$8% $[$5% 8[.% $[M-% 4[5.% &3[.&% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% &5M0>4% $[.M% 8[&.% 8[M% $[8&% 5[75% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% 4-30>$% $[&4% 8[$7% 8[.$% 8[--% M[-&% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% 'V#R88&888% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
9P5DH% ="98$% 9E$$7M% $[.8% &[85% .[$.% 3[3.% 54[3-% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% 9E8&$7% $[$.% 8[&$% 8[7% $[5&% $$[4M% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% 9F$$-% $[M5% $[$-% &[73% 5[..% $-[7$% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% 9A?..% $[55% 8[5.% $[$7% &[8.% $8[35% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% 9A?3% $[&&% 8[-.% &[-M% .[75% 58[73% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% Z=#5% $[.4% 8[3% $[-3% 4[4M% $M[85% `--a%
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*3-1#3)& $(@$& *(+& /"#3)& A4BC^& A4DC^& A4EC^& A4EE^& 8%F_&
9P5DH% ="98$% \F8.$.% $[54% $% &[M.% 5[M3% &.[$7% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% \F8M-&% $[57% $[$4% &[-% .[84% &.[M$% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% S95&&MM$% $[45% 8[$$% 8[4&% 8[.3% 4[53% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% !"#$$% $[53% 8[.&% $[4&% &[4% $$[MM% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% ](!#5$M8% $[47% 8[&4% 8[M5% $[$.% M[MM% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% R$M4&% 8[7$% 8[$.% $[8M% 4[&-% -5[$M% `--a%
9P5DH% ="98$% R&&73% $[8M% 8[8MM% 8[&.% 8[.4% .[$5% `--a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% &.7$8% 8[&-% $[-4% &4$% `$888% `$888% `--a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% &5M0>4% 8[43% 8[88-% 8[45% &[33% `$888% 7M[&a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% 4-30>$% 8[33% 8[88.% 8[8&5% 8[8M&% 8[-.% `--a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% 'V#R88&888% $[$4% 8[8$-% 8[8MM% 8[$5% $[$5% `--a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% 9E$$7M% 8[-3% 8[88-% 8[847% 8[835% 8[-3% `--a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% 9E8&$7% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% 9F$$-% 8[.3% 8[8&-% 8[4&% $[&-% 7-[7.% -4[3a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% 9A?..% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% 9A?3% 8[7&% $.[7$% $8-% 44-% `$888% `--a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% !"#$$% 8[33% $&[.% M8[&4% $.$% `$888% `--a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% R$M4&% 8[&.% 8[-7% &57% `$888% `$888% `--a%
bT$&8U5$% ZW!$.$% R&&73% 8[33% 8[8&5% 8[$&% 8[&-% 5[.% `--a%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% &.7$8% $[84% 5M[3-% $7-% 4-4% `$888% `--a%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% &5M0>4% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% 4-30>$% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% 'V#R88&888% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% 9E$$7M% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% 9E8&$7% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% 9F$$-% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% 9A?..% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% 9A?3% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% Z=#5% 8[--% &[M.% $8[M-% &5[&% &7$% `--a%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% \F8.$.% $[57% 8[8M% 8[$.% 8[&7% $[4M% `--a%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% \F8M-&% $[4M% 4[..% -[37% $7[-4% $8.% `--a%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% S95&&MM$% $[83% 4[&3% $$[3-% &.[&5% &45% -5[.a%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% !"#$$% 8[-3% 8[&7% $[$4% &[.7% &-[43% `--a%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% ](!#5$M8% 8[-$% &[$$% -[7&% &4[7M% 445% `--a%
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% R$M4&% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
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*3-1#3)& $(@$& *(+& /"#3)& A4BC^& A4DC^& A4EC^& A4EE^& 8%F_&
F/%N+JH)EG% &W$&% R&&73% $[&&% 8[&5% 8[7.% $[5M% $8[54% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% &.7$8% 8[M4% 8[8$.% 8[$4% 8[5-% &&[7% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% &5M0>4% 8[7.% 8[43% &[54% 7[&$% $38% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% 4-30>$% 8[7&% 8[.5% 4[7$% $$[5$% 4$M% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% 'V#R88&888% 8[3$% 8[5.% &[.&% M[37% $44% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% 9E$$7M% $[85% 8[4&% $[&% &[M&% &M[4M% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% 9E8&$7% 8[7.% 8[&% $[&7% 4[7.% -$[&3% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% 9F$$-% 8[.3% 8[4$% 4[44% $4[5.% 34.% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% 9A?..% 8[M.% 8[$3% $[.M% .[5-% &&M% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% 9A?3% 8[M3% 8[8&$% 8[$M% 8[.4% $3[8$% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% $8?3% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% $8?3% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% $8?3% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% $8?3% !"#$$% 8[37% 8[8&M% 8[$4% 8[4&% .[8.% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% $8?3% R$M4&% $[8$% 8[54% $[7$% 4[3$% 58[M% `--a%
/Z?"% $8?3% R&&73% 8[34% 8[4.% $[3.% 5[-.% -8[8.% `--a%
/Z?"% &>.% &.7$8% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
/Z?"% &>.% &5M0>4% 8[33% $[&4% .[-% $5[77% &&4% `--a%
/Z?"% &>.% 4-30>$% 8[7&% -[M5% MM[&.% &8.% `$888% `--a%
/Z?"% &>.% 'V#R88&888% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
/Z?"% &>.% 9E$$7M% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
/Z?"% &>.% 9E8&$7% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
/Z?"% &>.% 9F$$-% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
/Z?"% &>.% 9A?..% 8[MM% $[45% $8[37% 47[85% `$888% `--a%
/Z?"% &>.% 9A?3% $[8M% 4[&% $$[-% &.[M.% &5-% `--a%
/Z?"% &>.% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% &>.% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% &>.% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% &>.% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% &>.% !"#$$% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
/Z?"% &>.% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% &>.% R$M4&% 8[35% &[5.% $&[3% 44[MM% .33% `--a%
/Z?"% &>.% R&&73% 8[37% $M[$7% 73[-$% $--% `$888% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% &.7$8% $[$8% $[$.% 5[84% 3[5&% 75[&M% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% &5M0>4% 8[7&% 4[75% &.[54% 73[85% `$888% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% 4-30>$% 8[7M% $&[33% 73[37% &&3% `$888% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% 'V#R88&888% 8[.5% 5[-.% M4[M$% &34% `$888% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% 9E$$7M% $[88% M[7&% &M[33% M8[.$% MMM% `--a%
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*3-1#3)& $(@$& *(+& /"#3)& A4BC^& A4DC^& A4EC^& A4EE^& 8%F_&
/Z?"% 5?$8% 9E8&$7% 8[3$% $[47% 7[.4% &8[5&% 43-% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% 9F$$-% $[&M% M[5.% $-[43% 4M[33% &57% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% 9A?..% 8[M8% &[-3% 48[.5% $$-% `$888% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% 9A?3% 8[-7% 7% &-[5&% M3[$7% 3$3% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% 5?$8% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% 5?$8% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% 5?$8% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% 5?$8% !"#$$% 8[33% $[$-% .[74% $5[44% &$M% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
/Z?"% 5?$8% R$M4&% 8[M5% &[M&% &&[3M% 3$[$-% `$888% `--a%
/Z?"% 5?$8% R&&73% 8[.7% $$[4$% $&7% .&5% `$888% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% &.7$8% $[&3% $[&$% 4[..% M[M3% 54[4.% 75[$a%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% &5M0>4% 8[3&% 8[75% 5[8&% $8[3.% &85% 3&[-a%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% 4-30>$% 8[-4% 8[&% 8[3-% &[$5% &3[..% 3$[&a%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% 'V#R88&888% 8[5$% &-[8M% 33$% `$888% `$888% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% 9E$$7M% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% 9E8&$7% 8[37% 8[&3% $[43% 4[.$% ..[&&% -4[3a%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% 9F$$-% $[&&% $[43% 5[4$% 3[4M% .-[.5% -&[4a%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% 9A?..% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% 9A?3% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% !"#$$% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% R$M4&% 8[M4% 8[.3% .[&$% $3[3% 343% 74[&a%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F8$% R&&73% $[45% 8[84% 8[835% 8[$.% 8[-&% 37[Ma%
=&0b+,N*:% 9F4$% &.7$8% $[38% 8[4&% 8[M-% $[83% 5[$% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% &.7$8% 8[&-% 8[88$% 8[$5% &[47% `$888% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% &5M0>4% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% 4-30>$% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% 'V#R88&888% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% 9E$$7M% 8[58% 8[88$% 8[8&5% 8[$3% 78[4M% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% 9E8&$7% $[M-% 8[88&% 8[885% 8[88M% 8[8&5% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% 9F$$-% 8[M$% 8[.4% .[$-% $-[3% `$888% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% 9A?..% 8[44% $[&-% -$[4M% `$888% `$888% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% 9A?3% 8[47% 8[.% &$[$7% $33% `$888% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
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*3-1#3)& $(@$& *(+& /"#3)& A4BC^& A4DC^& A4EC^& A4EE^& 8%F_&
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% !"#$$% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% R$M4&% 8[45% 8[8$5% 8[3&% 3[3% `$888% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW$M% R&&73% 8[7-% 8[88&% 8[8$&% 8[844% 8[7% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% &.7$8% 8[-M% 8[85% 8[$7% 8[5% 5[37% -3[4a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% &5M0>4% $[$&% 8[8&&% 8[87M% 8[$M% $[44% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% 4-30>$% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% 'V#R88&888% 8[M3% 8[87-% 8[M% $[--% M7[3-% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% 9E$$7M% 8[3M% 8[88M% 8[8&3% 8[87&% $[$3% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% 9E8&$7% $[$4% 8[88.% 8[8$3% 8[84M% 8[4% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% 9F$$-% $[44% 8[.$% $[5.% &[M7% $M[&7% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% 9A?..% 8[.M% 8[877% 8[-4% 5[8$% 48$% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% 9A?3% 8[M-% 8[5M% 4[5.% $$[&.% 47$% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% !"#$$% 8[-8% $7[7% 3&[7&% &85% `$888% `--a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% R$M4&% 8[77% 8[$$% 8[M5% $[3.% 5&[$M% 3-[&a%
=&0b+,N*:% ZW-% R&&73% 8[-5% 8[8$&% 8[8.5% 8[$4% $[M5% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% &.7$8% $[58% 8[83% 8[&$% 8[43% &[$&% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% &5M0>4% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% 4-30>$% $[$4% 8[8$$% 8[84M% 8[874% 8[M$% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% 'V#R88&888% $[5M% 8[8$7% 8[855% 8[87M% 8[5% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% 9E$$7M% $[7M% 8[8&-% 8[8M4% 8[8--% 8[4-% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% 9E8&$7% $[$$% 8[883% 8[8&-% 8[8M$% 8[.&% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% 9F$$-% $[.$% 8[8&M% 8[8M5% 8[$$% 8[.5% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% 9A?..% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% 9A?3% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% !"#$$% $[&4% 8[8$-% 8[8M% 8[$&% 8[3&% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% R$M4&% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
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*3-1#3)& $(@$& *(+& /"#3)& A4BC^& A4DC^& A4EC^& A4EE^& 8%F_&
=40b+,N*:% $80$875% R&&73% $[75% 8[84$% 8[87% 8[$$% 8[55% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% &.7$8% $[4&% 8[8&3% 8[83$% 8[$.% 8[-4% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% &5M0>4% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% 4-30>$% $[75% 8[84% 8[8M7% 8[$$% 8[5&% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% 'V#R88&888% $[58% 8[8&5% 8[8M5% 8[$$% 8[M5% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% 9E$$7M% $[.3% 8[8$-% 8[855% 8[875% 8[45% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% 9E8&$7% $[$7% 8[885% 8[8$&% 8[8&5% 8[$3% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% 9F$$-% 8[-&% 8[8$M% 8[87&% 8[$7% &[43% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% 9A?..% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% 9A?3% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% !"#$$% $[55% 8[8$5% 8[84M% 8[8M&% 8[44% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% R$M4&% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&$% R&&73% $[44% 8[8&4% 8[8M.% 8[$&% 8[74% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% &.7$8% $[.7% 8[8&-% 8[87% 8[$&% 8[.5% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% &5M0>4% $[.&% 8[887% 8[8$7% 8[8&-% 8[$5% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% 4-30>$% $[44% 8[88.% 8[8$5% 8[8&M% 8[$M% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% 'V#R88&888% $[3.% 8[8M&% 8[$4% 8[&% 8[75% -7[5a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% 9E$$7M% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% 9E8&$7% 8[-5% 8[8M4% 8[&3% 8[MM% 3[M4% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% 9F$$-% $[38% 8[853% 8[$% 8[$M% 8[M&% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% 9A?..% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% 9A?3% $[55% 8[84% 8[87-% 8[$5% 8[74% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% Z=#5% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% \F8.$.% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% \F8M-&% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% S95&&MM$% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% !"#$$% $[.$% 8[8&3% 8[8M-% 8[$&% 8[.3% `--a%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% ](!#5$M8% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[% A[P[%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% R$M4&% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA% ABA%
=40b+,N*:% ZW!$&3% R&&73% $[4.% 8[8$&% 8[844% 8[8M$% 8[4M% `--a%

"+1+0!"&7!1&6-+!
"&"0!"&6!"-=79('#U-3+!!"-=79('#U(7#&6!dVLe!M()!6&7!&.)-92-3!M#7%#6!7%-!9(6C-!&8!
.6H.!$&6$-679(7#&6)!())(D-3!&9!B-3#(6!-88-$7!A9-3#$7-3!E4VL!M()!dVL^C_B>+!
@!Y&7-6$#-)!(9-!3-7-9B#6-3!89&B!B-3#(6!-88-$7!8#7!A(9(B-7-9)!#6!=6#7)!&8!^C_B>!
f!g#77-3!B(S#B=B!6-=79('#U(7#&6!P)--!D%(5/62R!
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APPENDIX C

Quantifying CD4/CCR5 Usage Efficiency of HIV-1 ENV Using the Affinofile

System
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The following chapter includes a reprint of the following:

Webb NE, Lee B. Quantifying CD4/CCR5 Usage Efficiency of HIV-1 Env Using the Affinofile

System. Methods in Moleclar Biology, 3rd ed. Springer. (in press)
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Summary 

Entry of HIV-1 into target cells involves the interaction of the HIV envelope (Env) with 

both a primary receptor (CD4) and a coreceptor (CXCR4 or CCR5).  The relative 

efficiency with which a particular Env uses these receptors is a major component of 

cellular tropism in the context of entry and is related to a variety of pathological Env 

phenotypes (1).  The protocols outlined in this chapter describe the use of the Affinofile 

system, a 293-based dual-inducible cell line that expresses up to 25 distinct 

combinations of CD4 and CCR5 as well as the associated Viral Entry Receptor 

Sensitivity Assay (VERSA) metrics used to summarize the CD4/CCR5-dependent 

infectivity results.  This system allows for high resolution profiling of CD4 and CCR5 

usage efficiency in the context of unique viral phenotypes. 

 

1. Introduction 

HIV-1 entry is driven by the envelope glycoproteins gp120 and gp41 (Env).  Fusion 

between the viral and cellular membrane is driven by a multi-stage, concerted 

mechanism that first requires binding of gp120 to cell-surface CD4.  This engagement 

triggers conformational changes in gp120 that expose a coreceptor binding region, 

which subsequently binds to one of two chemokine coreceptors: CCR5 (R5) or CXCR4 

(X4).  Coreceptor interactions trigger the release of a fusion peptide in gp41, which 

induces membrane fusion, ultimately leading to infection.   
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While HIV Envs can be classified as either R5, X4 or dual R5/X4 tropic based on the 

coreceptor recognized (2), coreceptor tropism alone does not predict target-cell tropism 

or pathology.  For example, although macrophages express higher levels of CCR5 than 

CD4+ T cells, many R5-tropic viruses can infect CD4+ T cells but mot macrophages. 

The majority of transmitted HIV-1 Envs are exclusively R5-tropic (3-5), which persist 

throughout the course of infection to the onset of clinical AIDS, where nearly half of all 

subtype B infections evolve X4-tropism (6-8).  However, X4-tropism is not a requirement 

of advanced disease as R5 Envs are also associated with disease progression, T-cell 

depletion and clinical AIDS (9,10).  Indeed, the relative efficiency of CCR5 usage 

among certain Envs has been linked to transmission (11,12), macrophage tropism (13-

15), and neurovirulence (16-18,13), underscoring the importance of CD4 and CCR5 

usage efficiency in pathological contexts. 

 

Prior studies of CD4 and CCR5 usage efficiency commonly evaluate infection on 

multiple cell lines expressing distinct and homogenous CD4/CCR5 surface densities 

(19-21), which, although informative, offers a limited resolution of CD4 and CCR5 

expression combinations.  Additionally, differences in post-entry infection susceptibility 

and viral gene expression can confound interpretations of entry efficiency.  We describe 

the Affinofile system (22), a 293-derived CD4/CCR5 dual-inducible cell line and the 

associated Viral Entry Receptor Sensitivity Assay (VERSA) metrics used to assess CD4 

and CCR5 usage efficiency in an interdependent context on a single clonal cell line.   
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Affinofile cells express CD4 through the tet-on system where, in the presence of 

tetracycline, inhibition of CD4 expression by the tet transactivator is released providing 

concentration-dependent expression of CD4.  CCR5 is expressed through the 

Ecdysone system where ponasterone A promotes dimerization of constitutively 

expressed VgEcr and RXR nuclear receptor proteins, which drives CCR5 expression in 

a concentration-dependent manner.  A schematic of this inducible system is shown in 

Figure 1 and more detail regarding the mechanisms of induction can be found in the 

literature (22,1).  Affinofile cells can be induced to generate up to 25 distinct 

combinations of CD4 and CCR5 (as measured by CD4/CCR5 antibody epitopes per 

cell), recapitulating a wide, biologically relevant range of receptor/corecetor surface 

densities (14).  CD4 expression generally ranges between 2,000 and 150,000 CD4 

antibody biding sites per cell (ABS/cell) and CCR5 expression ranges between 1,500 

and 25,000 ABS/cell.  These induction matrices are then infected to profile viral 

infectivity across the entire range of combined CD4 and CCR5 expression levels.  This 

profile is distilled by the VERSA algorithm into three metrics that describe the overall 

infectivity of an Env (mean induction, M), the stoichiometric contribution of CD4 and 

CCR5 to infectivity (angle, !) and the responsiveness of an Env to the most efficient 

combination of CD4 and CCR5 expression (amplitude, ").  These three parameters 

have been used to identify specific mechanisms of entry inhibitor resistance (23-28), 

target-cell tropism (14,29,15,13), and transmission (11,12) in terms of an Env’s 

response to changing levels of CD4 and CCR5 expression on Affinofile cells.  A more 

in-depth description of these metrics and how they have been applied to specific Env 

phenotypes is reviewed in (1).   
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The protocols provided in this chapter are intended as a guide for using the Affinofile 

system and interpreting the results in any context and, thus, are not specific for 

analyzing a particular Env phenotype.  The experiments described can be easily 

adjusted to fit specific research needs so long as the fundamental requirements and 

core concepts discussed are satisfied.  The first procedure quantifies CD4 and CCR5 

expression in term of induction with doxycycline and ponasterone A, respectively, to 

calibrate this system and determine the range of induction to be used in further 

experiments (Section 3.1).  We then describe the preparation and infection of an 

Affinofile matrix composed of 25 distinct CD4/CCR5 expression levels (Section 3.2).  

This chapter then closes with an in-depth discussion of the fundamental meaning and 

derivation of each VERSA metric to provide users with a strong foundation from which 

to interpret relative differences in CD4 and CCR5 usage efficiency in a wide range of 

contexts (Section 3.3). 

!

2. Materials 

2.1.  Cell Culture 

1. Affinofile Media: Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) 

supplemented with 10% dialyzed fetal bovine serum (Note 1) with 

50!g/mL Blasticidin S HCl. 

2. Affinofiles are normally cultured in 10cm culture dishes and split every 

2-3 days at 1/5X for no more than 35 passages. 
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2.2. Induction, Staining and Quantification 

1. One 24-well plate. 

2. Doxycycline hyclate (10!M in sterile water).  Store in 50-100!L 

aliquots at -20ºC. 

3. Ponasterone A resuspended and stored according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. 

4. PE quantification beads.  These are used to quantify expression of 

CCR5 by correlating the geometric mean fluorescence of a variety of 

bead populations with distinct fluorophore-per-bead quantities to the 

fluorescence of stained Affinofiles.  We routinely use QuantiBrite PE 

Beads (BD Biosciences, Cat #340495). 

5. APC quantification beads.  These are used to quantify expression of 

CD4 by correlating the geometric mean fluorescence of a variety of 

bead populations with distinct fluorophore-per-bead quantities to the 

fluorescence of stained Affinofiles.  We routinely use Quantum™ APC 

MESF beads (Bangs Laboratories, Cat #823A). 

6. APC mouse anti-human CD4 (Clone RPA-T4) and appropriate isotype 

(APC isotype for CD4 antibody). 

7. PE mouse anti-human CCR5 (Clone 2D7) and appropriate isotype (PE 

isotype for CCR5 antibody). 

8. FACS buffer: 2% FBS in DPBS. 

9. FACS buffer supplemented with 5mM EDTA 
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10. CD4 staining solution: 1/2X APC mouse anti-human CD4 in FACS 

buffer 

11. CCR5 staining solution: 1/2X PE mouse anti-human CCR5 in FACS 

buffer 

12. CD4 isotype staining solution: 1/2X APC mouse IgG1" isotype in 

FACS buffer 

13. CCR5 isotype staining solution: 1/2X PE mouse IgG2a" isotype 

14. Paraformaldehyde (2%) 

15. Flow cytometer with APC (635nm excitation/660-668 emission) and PE 

(488nm excitation/575-566nm emission) channels 

 

2.3 Infection 

1. Two 24-well plates. 

2. Doxycycline hyclate (10!M in sterile water).  Store in 50-100!L 

aliquots at -20ºC. 

3. Ponasterone A (powder, Invitrogen, Cat #H101-01) resuspended and 

stored according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

4. Pseudotyped HIV reporter virus (5x105 IU minimum per matrix to 

achieve an MOI of 0.2).  Affinofiles express low, basal levels of CXCR4 

and can be infected by both R5 and X4-tropic envelopes.  Only R5-

tropic envelopes will respond to different levels of CCR5 induction.  

The particular envelope chosen should be relevant to ones specific 

research purposes. 
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5. Relevant pseudotype reporter detection reagents. 

 

3. Methods 

3.1 Quantitative Determination of CD4 and CCR5 Induction 

The induction range of each thawed batch of Affinofiles must be determined before use.  

This protocol uses a minimized sample set whereby CD4 and CCR5 are measured 

simultaneously across a range of combined Doxycycline and Ponasterone A serial 

dilutions.  Figure 2 shows the sample set and plate map for this protocol, where each 

induction dilution is indicated by samples 1-8 and U1, U2 (uninduced), isotype controls 

are indicated by samples A-D and cytometer voltage adjustment samples E–H.  This 

sample set is intended to provide excess controls for cytometer voltage adjustments.  

CD4 and CCR5 are measured simultaneously using APC-labeled CD4 antibody (clone 

RPA-T4) and PE-labeled CCR5 antibody (clone 2D7) such that no fluorescence 

compensation is necessary.  This protocol can be adjusted for single color analysis of 

both CD4 and CCR5 by doubling the sample set and staining each replicate with CD4 

or CCR5 antibodies.  Refer to ‘Section 3.1: Antibody Usage’ for a more thorough 

description of the CD4/CCR5 antibodies used. 

 

3.1.1 Induction and Staining 

1. Seed one 24-well plate with Affinofiles at a minimum density of 1x105 

cells/well (see Figure 2) using Affinofile media (Note 2). 
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2. Incubate at 37ºC (5% CO2) until the cells have adhered and wells have 

reached 70-80% confluency. 

3. Prepare 100!L maximum induction solution with 78ng/mL doxycycline 

and 52!M ponasterone A. (Note 3) 

4. Prepare seven 0.5X serial dilutions of the maximum induction solution 

by serial diluting 30!L maximum induction solution through seven 

additional tubes containing 30!L Affinofile media. 

5. Add 20!L of the appropriate induction dilution to wells 1-8 (Figure 2). 

6. Add 20!L of the maximum induction solution to wells E–F (Figure 2). 

7. Add 20!L Affinofile media to wells U and A-D (Figure 2). 

8. Swish plate left-right and up-down gently to mix 

9. Incubate at 37ºC (5% CO2) for 16-20 hours 

10. Prepare labeled FACS tubes with 2mL FACS buffer each, one tube for 

each well in Figure 2. 

11. Aspirate media from each well and replace with FACS buffer 

supplemented with 5mM EDTA. 

12. Incubate for 2-5 minutes at room temperature and visually confirm cell 

detachment. 

13. Transfer cells to appropriate FACS tubes using a minimum 700!L of 

FACS buffer from the destination FACS tube to wash the well surface. 

14. Pellet cells at 300g for 5 minutes at 4ºC 

15. Decant supernatant and break up pellet by vortexing gently 
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16. Add 2mL FACS buffer without EDTA and pellet cells at 300g for 5 

minutes at 4ºC 

17. Decant supernatant and break up pellet by vortexing gently 

18. Add 2!L CD4 staining solution to tubes 1-8, U1, U2 and E, F.  Vortex 

immediately after addition. 

19. Add 2!L CCR5 staining solution to tubes 1-8, U1, U2 and E, F.  Vortex 

immediately after addition. 

20. Add 2!L CD4 isotype staining solution to tubes A, B and 2!L CCR5 

isotype staining solution to tubes C, D.  Vortex immediately after 

addition. 

21. Incubate at 4ºC in the dark for 60 minutes 

22. Add 2mL FACS buffer to each tube 

23. Pellet cells at 300g for 5 minutes at 4ºC 

24. Decant supernatant and break up pellet by vortexing gently 

25. Resuspend cells in 200!L paraformaldehyde (2%) and vortex gently to 

mix 

26. Store at 4ºC in the dark until samples can be analyzed using flow 

cytometry 

 

3.1.2 Flow Cytometry Analysis 

Quantitative PE and APC beads are analyzed concurrently with the Affinofile samples 

described in Section 3.1 Induction Staining.  These should be prepared according to 

the manufacturer’s specification. 
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Samples G, H are intended for FSC/SSC voltage adjustment and live cell gating while 

samples A, B and C, D are CD4 and CCR5 isotype controls, respectively.  One replicate 

of these sets is intended for fluorescence voltage adjustment (it is also recommended 

that PE and APC voltage should consider the fluorescence of PE and APC quantitative 

bead populations) while the other will be recorded as an isotype background for 

subtraction.  Samples E and F are replicates of sample 1 (max CD4/CCR5 induction) for 

fluorescence channel voltage adjustment.  Figure 3a shows a sample FSC/SSC plot 

with a live cell gate.  Once the cytometer voltage is adjusted appropriately, a minimum 

of 5x104 live cell events should be recorded from samples 1-8, U1, U2 (induced and 

uninduced samples), one of A or B (CD4 isotype control), and one of C or D (CCR5 

isotype control).  Once these samples are recorded, the quantitative PE and APC bead 

samples should be recorded after adjusting FSC/SSC voltage appropriately.  

Fluorescence channel voltage should not be adjusted to ensure that the bead 

fluorescence is representative of the fluorescence observed on Affinofile cells. 

 

Quantitative calibration of APC and PE fluorescence is determined by comparing the 

geometric mean fluorescence of each bead population with the manufacturer indicated 

APC/PE molecules per bead.  Figures 3 (b and d) show calibration curves for both the 

QuantumTM APC MESF (Figure 3b) and QuantiBrite PE beads (Figure 3d), 

respectively.  Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for converting the geometric mean 

fluorescence of each bead population to fluorophore molecules.  This calibration is then 

applied to the isotype-subtracted geometric mean fluorescence of each Affinofile 
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induction sample (1-8, U1 and U2) to calculate fluorophore molecules per cell, which is 

directly equal to antibody binding sites per cell (Figures 3c and 3e). 

 

Induction ranges for all future experiments involving this particular batch of Affinofiles 

may be determined from these induction-response curves.  The quantity of antibody 

binding sites, once determined for an individual thaw of Affinofiles, does not change 

significantly until late passages (>25-30). 

 

3.1.3 Antibody Usage 

We refer the reader to our recent review (1) and references therein for the CD4 and 

CCR5 monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) used.  Many anti-CD4 MAbs that bind to the D1-

D2 domain of CD4 with low (single digit) nanomolar Kd and compete well for gp120 

binding (e.g. clone RPA-T4 and Q4120, etc.) can be used for quantifying CD4 ABS/cell 

on Affinofiles. However, CCR5 is conformationally heterogeneous and some epitopes 

recognized by commercially available anti-CCR5 MAbs might not coincide with those 

necessary for productive gp120-CCR5 interactions (30).  The 2D7 anti-CCR5 Mab is 

most often used for quantifying CCR5 for HIV entry studies, and has been used in 

almost all Affinofile studies to date. Although some CCR5 MAbs such as PA14 may 

recognize an even larger spectrum of relevant CCR5 conformations (30). For historical 

consistency and comparison purposes, we recommend that 2D7 be used for quantifying 

CCR5 ABS/cell on Affinofiles. 

 

3.2 Induction Matrix and Infection 
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This protocol describes infection of a 5x5 induction matrix containing 25 distinct 

combinations of CD4 and CCR5 expression in a 24-well format (Figure 4).  Doxycycline 

and ponasterone A concentrations for this matrix should be determined from the 

quantitative induction responses described in Section 3.1.  Preparation of induction 

solutions is greatly simplified when serial dilution can be used, although this is not 

required.  The induction matrix is infected with reporter-pseudotyped HIV virus.  We 

recommend infecting at an MOI of 0.2 (Note 4) as determined on GHOST R5 cells 

which express saturating levels of CD4 and CCR5 (31). 

 

1. Seed two 24-well plates with 8x104 cells/well in Affinofile media (Note 

5). 

2. Incubate at 37ºC (5% CO2) until the cells have adhered and reached 

50-60% confluence. 

3. Prepare five doxycycline induction solutions at 52X the final desired 

concentration, with the fifth solution containing no doxycycline.  Each 

solution should have a minimum, final volume of 60!L. 

4. Prepare five ponasterone A induction solutions at 52X the final desired 

concentration, with the fifth solution containing no ponasterone A.  

Each solution should have a minimum, final volume of 60!L. 

5. Add 10!L of each doxycycline dilution to appropriate wells (see Figure 

4) and swish plate left-right and up-down gently to mix. 

6. Add 10!L of each ponasterone A dilution to appropriate wells (see 

Figure 4) and swish plate left-right and up-down gently to mix. 
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7. Incubate 16-20 hours at 37ºC (5% CO2) 

8. Trypsinize and count the three Count wells. (Note 6) 

9. Remove media from Cell wells (Figure 4) and replace with the same 

media used to dilute viral stock 

10. Remove media from all induction wells and add viral inoculant at an 

MOI of 0.2 to each well.  (Note 7). 

11. Centrifuge plates at 700g for 2 hours at 37ºC. 

12. Remove inoculant/media from all wells and replace with fresh Affinofile 

media.  

13. Incubate at 37ºC (5% CO2) to allow reporter expression (typically 48-

72 hours) 

14. Measure the reporter signal from each of the induction wells and 

subtract reporter signal from the background signal obtained from the 

three Cell wells. 

 

VERSA Metric Processing 

Using the ABS calibration curve determined in Section 3.1, determine the CD4 and 

CCR5 ABS quantities for each doxycycline and ponasterone A concentration used in 

the induction matrix (Section 3.2: Induction Matrix and Infection).  The VERSA 

algorithm accepts single header (Figure 5a) and double header (Figure 5b) formats.  

The single header format correlates CD4/CCR5 ABS to infectivity directly while the 

double header format includes additional fields for doxycycline and ponasterone A 

concentrations associated with each CD4/CCR5 ABS value. Example single and double 
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header formats are shown to the lower left of each format description (Figure 5a and b, 

respectively).  The infectivity itself may be reported as either background-subtracted 

reporter signal values or normalized infection (Note 8).   

 

The following formatting criteria must be met for VERSA analysis: 

1. The data must be converted to CSV format 

2. The first (or only) matrix data set must start at the first row of the CSV file 

3. Multiple matrices may be included in the same file so long as they are separated 

by a single empty row and have the same number of headers (Note 9). 

 

Open the VERSA website: http://versa.biomath.ucla.edu/ in any browser and click on 

DATA ANALYSIS (upper left hand menu).  Select the number of headers and indicate 

the total number of datasets (matrices) included in the file.  Select Choose File and 

locate the appropriate csv file, then click on Process File to begin calculation.   

 

Figure 6 shows a sample of the VERSA output that includes the VERSA metric 

summary (mean induction M, angle ! and vector amplitude #) and F(x,y) polynomial 

fitting parameters (a0–a5).  While the metrics summarize each matrix in terms of overall 

infectivity and CD4/CCR5 usage efficiency, the fitting parameters can be used to 

reconstruct the surface fit F(x,y).   

 

3.3 Analysis of VERSA Metrics 
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VERSA metrics are derived by fitting an Env’s infectivity profile to a 2nd order polynomial 

surface function F(x,y) (Figure 7a).  The mean infectivity across the entire surface (M) 

describes the overall infectivity of the Env throughout all levels of CD4 and CCR5 

expression (Figure 7b).  The gradient of F(x,y) (S) is defined by a vector anchored at the 

lowest CD4/CCR5 expression level that points in the direction of the steepest path 

along the surface (Figure 7c).  This sensitivity vector (S) is composed of an amplitude of 

responsiveness (#) to a specific stoichiometric combination of CD4 and CCR5 

expression defined as an angle (!, e.g. the direction of S in the x,y plane).  By 

convention, low angles (!<45º) indicate that the path of greatest responsiveness is 

weighted toward CD4, while high angles (!>45º) indicate a CCR5-weighted 

responsiveness.   

 

As the mean level of infection observed across the entire surface, M is generally 

indicative of overall infection efficiency.  This is most evident when comparing infection 

profiles in the absence and presence of entry inhibitors (28,25). 

However, M is inherently bound by the maximum and minimum levels of infection 

observed.  For example, the infectivity profile of YU2 reveals a distinct ability to mediate 

high levels of infection at low CD4 surface densities compared to JRCSF (13), which 

necessarily increases the mean infectivity (by increasing the minimum).  The dynamic 

range and steepness of an infectivity surface has a lesser impact on M, for example, a 

short and dramatic increase in infectivity that plateaus at low levels of CD4 and CCR5 

will naturally increase the mean by weighting more CD4/CCR5 expression levels at high 
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infection.  Collectively, these unique effects describe specific mechanistic components 

of generalized entry efficiency. 

The sensitivity vector (S) identifies the path of the greatest increase in infection from the 

lowest CD4/CCR5 combination, taking into account the curvature of the entire surface 

(Figure 7c).  S is more easily visualized as the average of a step-wise path of greatest 

increase in infectivity starting at the lowest CD4/CCR5 level (shadow arrows in Figure 

7c).  The sensitivity vector has two components: an amplitude (#) that describes the 

vertical slope, and a direction defined by coordinates in the x,y (or CD4/CCR5) plane, 

which is summarized as an angle (!).  The angle is a balance of the CD4 and CCR5 

expression associated with the gradient path and as such, is interpreted as the most 

efficient stoichiometric combination of CD4 and CCR5 used by an Env.  By convention, 

! is defined off of the CD4 axis, thus, Envs that exhibit a stronger responsiveness to 

changes in CD4 expression will yield a lower angle (!<45º) while Envs exhibiting a 

stronger responsiveness to CCR5 expression will give higher angles (!>45).  For 

example, a relative increase in ! that is not associated with significant changes in # or 

M indicates that the Env is more responsive to CCR5 (by comparison). 

The amplitude (") quantifies the strength of responsiveness to this most efficient, !-

defined combination of CD4/CCR5.  In the simplest context, such as   comparison of 

two Envs that exhibit no dramatic differences in !, a higher " suggests a greater 

efficiency of infection in response to the ideal CD4/CCR5 combination and will 

necessarily be associated with an increase in M.   
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The metrics themselves can be represented in a polar format (Figure 7d) that clearly 

illustrates the functional clustering of Envs.  Each infectivity profile is represented as a 

single point surrounded by a circle with radius M, angled off the x axis (CD4) by ! at a 

distance ".  It is important to note that these three metrics (M, " and !) are derived from 

a mathematically smoothed surface and describe only the properties of the surface 

itself.  The more intricate details of an Env’s response to CD4 and CCR5 expression 

may not result in significant metric differences due to the fact that the metrics are 

intended to accommodate the entire surface (32).  Alternative representations of these 

data can offer additional insight without the need for mathematical fitting, such as 2D 

profiles or 2D infectivity response plots (published in Figure 5g and d, e, respectively 

(32)). 

 

4. Notes 

1. Some lots and brands of FBS have residual tetracyclines that may 

induce CD4 expression.  We routinely use Dialyzed FBS, Thermo 

Scientific, Cat #SH30079.03 

2. The growth rate of Affinofile cells can decrease approximately 50-75% 

under induction.  A high density seed or longer pre-induction culture is 

necessary to ensure a minimum of 5x104 live-cell events during flow 

cytometry analysis. Some labs routinely seed their Affinofile cells onto 

polylysine-coated plates to mitigate cell loss.  This is appropriate for 

infectivity experiments (see Note 5) but is not recommended when the 
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cells are to be used for FACS determination of CD4 and CCR5 

expression levels.  

3. In this protocol, doxycycline and ponasterone A concentrations are 

prepared at 26X of the final concentration.  Alternatively, the culture 

media can be entirely replaced with Affinofile media containing the 

proper doxycycline/ponasterone A concentrations, however, as 

Affinofiles are weakly adherent, some cell loss may occur.  

4. An MOI of 0.2 as determined on Ghost R5 cells (which are highly 

susceptible to HIV infection due to high expression of both CD4 and 

CCR5) is the upper limit of the linear range of infection.  This MOI is 

used to first ensure that the majority of infected Affinofiles were 

infected by a single infectious unit and second, to maximize the 

dynamic range of infection across the CD4/CCR5 expression matrix. 

5. As mentioned in Note 2, the growth rate of Affinofiles decreases during 

induction, it is also slower after infection.  The cell seed used for an 

infection matrix should be informed by both this decreased growth rate 

and the post-infection culture time required for adequate reporter 

signal.  The cell seed provided is optimized for luciferase reporter 

pseudotype virus requiring a 48 hour post-infection culture period.  

Longer culture periods will require lower cell seeds to prevent 

overgrowth.  The ultimate goal is to achieve a healthy and adherent 

cell density on the day of infection that is low enough to prevent 

overgrowth until infection is measured. Seeding Affinofile cells onto 
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polylysine coated plates can result in less well-to-well variability, 

especially when highly passaged Affinofile cells begin to lose their 

already weak baseline adherence.   

6. For the most accurate count, we recommend counting two separate 

10!L volumes from each trypsinized well sample. 

7. Viral inoculant should be diluted in the same solution the virus was 

stored/cultured. 

8. Both background-subtracted reporter signal and normalized infection 

are valid for VERSA processing.  When normalizing, the subtracted 

signals should be normalized to the signal observed at saturating or 

near-saturating CD4 and CCR5 induction levels.  When properly 

normalized, there is little difference in !, however, the scale of mean 

induction (M) and amplitude (") is necessarily dependent on whether 

the data is normalized or not.  A more thorough discussion of 

normalization cab be found in (1). Normalization is our current 

standard. 

9. Multiple matrices may have different CD4 and CCR5 ABS quantities as 

each matrix is processed independently. 

!

!

!

!

!
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A – Doxycycline + Doxycycline 

– Ponasterone A 

+ Ponasterone A 

Constitutive 

B 

Figure 1: Schematic of the Affinofile System. (A) The Tet-On system drives CD4 expression
where tetracycline prevents the tet transactivator from repressing CD4 expression in a dose-
dependent fashion. (B) CCR5 expression is driven by the ecdysone-inducible system. Ponas-
terone A (star) induces dimerization of the constitutively expressed insect nuclear hormone re-
ceptor subunits (VgEcR and RXR, represented as PonTransAct) forming VgRXR, which binds the
ponasterone inducible promoter, driving expression of CCR5 in a manner dependent on ponas-
terone A concentration.
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Figure 2: Plate map for quantitative determination of CD4/CCR5 expression. Samples 1-8 are
concomitant serial dilutions of doxycycline and ponasterone A with samples U1 and U2 remaining
uninduced. Samples A-B and C-D are duplicate CD4/CCR5 isotype staining controls, respectively,
while samples E-F are induced for maximum CD4/CCR5 expression for cytometer voltage adjust-
ment. Samples G and H are uninduced Affinofiles used for live cell gating and FSC/SSC voltage
calibration.
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Figure 3: Quantifying CD4 and CCR5 antibody binding sites per cell. Geometric mean fluores-
cence for PE (CCR5) and APC (CD4) are calculated from live cells (A). Quantitative APC and PE
beads are used to correlate geometric mean fluorescence to fluorophore molecules per bead (B
and D). These calibration curves are then used to calculate antibody binding sites per cell for each
induced Affinofile sample (C and E).
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Figure 4: Infection matrix plate map. This matrix consists of 5 doxycycline (D1-D5, high to low)
and 5 ponasterone A (P1-P5, high to low) inductions. Uninfected cell samples are included for
reporter background measurement (27) and additional cell counting wells (Count) are included for
proper MOI determination.
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A 

B 

Figure 5: VERSA Format. VERSA includes a single header format (A) that associates antibody
binding sites to infectivity reporter values and a double header format (B) that includes doxycycline
and ponasterone A concentrations. Example formats are shown below format descriptions using
background-subtracted reporter signals.
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Figure 6: VERSA Output. VERSA metrics (vector angle, vector amplitude and mean induction)
are reported for each matrix in this 4-matrix data set, along with the polynomial fitting parameters
(a0-a5) used to construct the surface (boxed rectangle). It is not necessary for the user to know
the values of these fitting parameters in order to understand the biological meaning of the VERSA
metrics.
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Figure 7: VERSA Metrics. The VERSA metrics θ, ∆ and M are calculated by fitting the surface
function f(x, y) (A) to infectivity data across all combined CD4/CCR5 expression levels. Mean
infectivity (M ) is the mean infectivity observed across the entire surface (B). A sensitivity vector
(�S) is fit to the gradient of f(x, y) (C). The vector is composed of an angle (θ) indicating the direction
of greatest infectivity response (in the x,y plane) and the amplitude (∆) of responsiveness. A polar
plot (D) summarizes these three metrics where θ is defined as the angle of a line anchored at the
origin, ∆ is the length of that line and M is the size of the circle set at the end of the line.
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B,)(B(>J,)!-G(!&<!J)&>=(QB=HGG!J)(HJI(<JQ(b>()&(<B(L!>HJ&(<JG@!KHG(=&<(!>)(UH=(<B(+!

B,))(=HJ(G+!H<L!)(=HJ&,<G%&>!J,!(<;-U&)J&L(!)(G>,<G(#![!N<;(BJ!C&G!"RD!569@68PQ6DS#!

L,&@"7#"7PSEF7DSR8!
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_#!Z,0=(!/[+!W&=L;&)(!:+!ZH<LH=&H!\+!ZH0()!M+!/,,L)&B%![+!W%&JB,IK![+!/HddH)L!4/!5677F9!

V>&L(I&,=,?0!H<L!>)(L&BJ&U(!;HBJ,)G!;,)!B%(I,'&<(!)(B(>J,)!-G(!&<!MNOQ"!&<;(BJ&,<#![!N<;(BJ!

C&G!"R"!5S9@PSSQP_6#!L,&@"7#"7PSED6P7RS!

P#!W&='&<!.[+!\-!e+!*-)&Jd'(G!C2+!M-?%(G!Z+!X=(b<()!$+!/),GG!2+!$,H'=(0!V+!/)(HU(G!W+!

/,L;)(0!$+!\',=<&'!12+!.&I>,<(![+!2,L)&?-(d!4+!/-=&B'!2Z!5677_9!MNO!J0>(!"!B%(I,'&<(!

B,)(B(>J,)!-G(!HI,<?!H<J&)(J),U&)H=Q(b>()&(<B(L!>HJ&(<JG!GB)((<(L!;,)!H!B=&<&BH=!J)&H=!,;!H!

$$2F!&<%&K&J,)@!:NC\!$=&<&BH=!.)&H=!/),->!:F6""#!$=&<!N<;(BJ!C&G!DD!5D9@FR"QFRF#!

L,&@"7#"7PSEF""78F!

R#!4),A<!4*+!CH)L(<![Z+!.,UH<HK-J)H!\+!`K=H<L()!.+!X),GJ![+!\H<L()GQ4-(==!V+!L(!\,-dH!Z\+!

4&)b!C3+!ZB$-JB%H<!XV+!1,=,<&G!O2!5677F9!4&,=,?&B!H<L!?(<(J&B!B%H)HBJ()&dHJ&,<!,;!H!>H<(=!

,;!S7!%-IH<!&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!J0>(!"!&G,=HJ(G+!)(>)(G(<J&<?!B=HL(G!:+!4+!$+!C+!

$2X7"f:V+!H<L!$2X76f:/+!;,)!J%(!L(U(=,>I(<J!H<L!HGG(GGI(<J!,;!BH<L&LHJ(!UHBB&<(G#![!

O&),=!_R!5"79@S7PRQS"7"#!L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#_R#"7#S7PRQS"7"#677F!

"7#!M-H<?!W+!VG%=(IH<!\M+!.,IH![+!X)H<G(<!\+!\JHA&G'&!V+!1Hb&<,G!VV+!W%&JB,IK![Z+!g,-<?!

:Z+!C,<<(==!C+!ZI&),!X+!Z-G,'(!1+!/-H0!3:+![HB'G,<![4+!1H)'&<!^.+!1(J),>,-=,G!$[!5677_9!

$,)(B(>J,)!J),>&GI!&<!%-IH<!&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!J0>(!"!G-KJ0>(!C@!%&?%!>)(UH=(<B(!,;!

$h$2D!J),>&GI!H<L!%(J(),?(<(,-G!B,I>,G&J&,<!,;!U&)H=!>,>-=HJ&,<G#![!O&),=!P"!5"F9@_PPFQ

_PR8#!L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#776"PQ7_!

""#!1&<?!3QM+![,G(>%!\4+!:<L()G,<![:+!:K)H%HIG!ZQ2+!\H=HdH)Q/,<dH=(d![X+!*&<B()!31+!

.)(-)<&B%J!X*+!:)<(0!3+!`T(LH!\+!e%H<?!Z+!*(0G![+!1,JJ()!V3+!$%-!M+!Z,,)(!1+!\H=HdH)!Z/+!

N0()!\+![HKH)H!$+!*&)B%%())![+!ZH>H<T(!$+!^?H<L-!^+!\(,&?%(!$+!M,;;IH<!N+!/H,!X+!.H<?!g+!

3HK)H<B%(!$+!3((!4+!\HU&==(!:+!O()I(-=(<!Z+!X&GB-G!\+!Z,))&G!3+!*H)&I!\:+!MH0<(G!4X+!\%HA!

/Z+!*,)K()!4.+!MH%<!4M+!$,%(<!Z\+!Z,<J(;&,)&!C+!W&==&HIG,<!$+!\AH<GJ),I!2+!$:12N\:!
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:B-J(!N<;(BJ&,<!\J-L0!H<L!J%(!$(<J()!;,)!MNOQ:NC\!OHBB&<(!NII-<,=,?0!$,<G,)J&-I!567"89!

$,I>H)&G,<!,;!U&)H=!V<U!>),J(&<G!;),I!HB-J(!H<L!B%),<&B!&<;(BJ&,<G!A&J%!G-KJ0>(!$!%-IH<!

&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!J0>(!"!&L(<J&;&(G!L&;;()(<B(G!&<!?=0B,G0=HJ&,<!H<L!$$2F!-J&=&dHJ&,<!

H<L!G-??(GJG!H!<(A!GJ)HJ(?0!;,)!&II-<,?(<!L(G&?<#![!O&),=!P_!5"89@_6"PQ_688#!

L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#78F__Q"6!

"6#!1H)'()!eX+!N0()!\\+!W&=(<!$4+!1H))&G%!^X+!$%&'()(!*$+!3((!XQM+!C&L&?-!$:+!4()),!2+!*=HGG(!

1[+!3((!4+!Z,,)(![1+!\%HA!/Z+!MH%<!4M+!C,IG!2W!567"89!.)H<GI&JJ(LE;,-<L()!H<L!

B%),<&B!MNOQ"!(<U(=,>(!>),J(&<G!H)(!L&GJ&<?-&G%(L!K0!L&;;()(<J&H=!-J&=&dHJ&,<!,;!$$2F#![!O&),=!

P_!5F9@6D7"Q6D""#!L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#76RSDQ"6!

"8#!\H=&I&!M+!2,B%(!Z+!W(KK!^+!/)H0!32+!$%&'()(!*+!\J()T,UG'&![+!V==(JJ!:+!W(GG(=&<?%!\3+!

2HIG=H<L!1:+!3((!4+!$%-)B%&==!Z[+!/,))0!12!567"89!ZHB),>%H?(QJ),>&B!MNOQ"!UH)&H<JG!;),I!

K)H&<!L(I,<GJ)HJ(!H=J()HJ&,<G!&<!J%(!AH0!?>"67!(<?H?(G!K,J%!$CD!H<L!$$2F#![!3(-',B!4&,=!

R8!5"9@""8Q"6S#!L,&@"7#""PRET=K#7S"687P!

"D#![,G(>%!\4+!:))&=LJ!*.+!\AH<GJ),I!:V+!\B%<(==!/+!3((!4+!M,b&(![:+!\AH<GJ),I!2!567"D9!

]-H<J&;&BHJ&,<!,;!(<J)0!>%(<,J0>(G!,;!IHB),>%H?(QJ),>&B!MNOQ"!HB),GG!H!A&L(!)H<?(!,;!$CD!

L(<G&J&(G#![!O&),=!PP!5D9@"PFPQ"PSR#!L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#76D__Q"8!

"F#!\J()T,UG'&![+!2,B%(!Z+!$%-)B%&==!Z[+!V==(JJ!:+!XH))-?&H!W+!/)H0!32+!$,A=(0!C+!

1,-IK,-)&,G!1+!3((!4+!W(GG(=&<?%!\3+!$-<<&<?%HI!:3+!2HIG=H<L!1:+!/,))0!12!567"79!:<!

H=J()(L!H<L!I,)(!(;;&B&(<J!I(B%H<&GI!,;!$$2F!(<?H?(I(<J!B,<J)&K-J(G!J,!IHB),>%H?(!

J),>&GI!,;!$$2FQ-G&<?!MNOQ"!(<U(=,>(G#!O&),=,?0!D7D!569@6SRQ6_P#!

L,&@"7#"7"SET#U&),=#67"7#7F#77S!

"S#!/,))0!12+!4)&GJ,=!/+!eHB'![:+!2&J,=H!*+!\AH<GJ),I!2+!4&)B%!$[+!4(==![V+!4H<<()J!^+!

$)HA;,)L!*+!WH<?!M+!\B%,=G!C+!C(!$=()Ba!V+!*-<GJIH<!*+!W,=&<G'0!\Z+!/HK-dLH!C!5677"9!
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ZHB),>%H?(!J),>&GI!,;!%-IH<!&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!J0>(!"!&G,=HJ(G!;),I!K)H&<!H<L!

=0I>%,&L!J&GG-(G!>)(L&BJG!<(-),J),>&GI!&<L(>(<L(<J!,;!B,)(B(>J,)!G>(B&;&B&J0#![!O&),=!_F!

56"9@"77_8Q"77PR#!L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#_F#6"#"77_8Q"77PR#677"!

"_#!/,))0!12+!.H0=,)![+!M,=I!/M+!Z(%=(!:+!Z,)?H<!.+!$H0HK0HK!Z+!XH)dH<!Z+!WH<?!M+!4(==!

[V+!*-<GJIH<!*+!Z,,)(![1+!W,=&<G'0!\Z+!/HK-dLH!C!567769!N<B)(HG(L!$$2F!H;;&<&J0!H<L!

)(L-B(L!$$2FE$CD!L(>(<L(<B(!,;!H!<(-),U&)-=(<J!>)&IH)0!%-IH<!&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!

U&)-G!J0>(!"!&G,=HJ(#![!O&),=!_S!5"69@S6__QS6R6!

"P#!ZH)Ji<![+!3H4)H<B%(!$$+!/,<dj=(dQ\BH)H<,!X!5677"9!C&;;()(<J&H=!$CDE$$2F!-J&=&dHJ&,<+!

?>"67!B,<;,)IHJ&,<+!H<L!<(-J)H=&dHJ&,<!G(<G&J&U&J0!K(JA((<!(<U(=,>(G!;),I!H!I&B),?=&HQ

HLH>J(L!%-IH<!&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!J0>(!"!H<L!&JG!>H)(<JH=!&G,=HJ(#![!O&),=!_F!5P9@8FSPQ

8FP7#!L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#_F#P#8FSPQ8FP7#677"!

"R#!*,dH'!\3+!1=HJJ!V[+!ZHLH<&!^+!X()),![+!X!V+!1(L(<!*+!*HKHJ!C!5"RR_9!$CD+!$h$2QD+!H<L!

$$2QF!L(>(<L(<B&(G!;,)!&<;(BJ&,<G!K0!>)&IH)0!>HJ&(<J!H<L!=HK,)HJ,)0QHLH>J(L!&G,=HJ(G!,;!

%-IH<!&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!J0>(!"#![!O&),=!_"!569@P_8QPP6!

67#!1=HJJ!V[+!ZHLH<&!^+!*,dH'!\3+!*HKHJ!C!5"RR_9!N<;(BJ&,-G!>),>()J&(G!,;!%-IH<!

&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!J0>(!"!I-JH<JG!A&J%!L&GJ&<BJ!H;;&<&J&(G!;,)!J%(!$CD!)(B(>J,)#![!O&),=!

_"!569@PP8QPR7!

6"#!1=HJJ!V[+!W(%)=0!*+!*-%IH<<!\V+!$%(G(K),!4+!*HKHJ!C!5"RRP9!V;;(BJG!,;!$$2F!H<L!$CD!

B(==!G-);HB(!B,<B(<J)HJ&,<G!,<!&<;(BJ&,<G!K0!IHB),>%H?(J),>&B!&G,=HJ(G!,;!%-IH<!

&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!J0>(!"#![!O&),=!_6!5D9@6PFFQ6PSD!

66#![,%<GJ,<!\M+!3,K)&Jd!Z:+!^?-0(<!\+!3HGG(<!*+!C(=H&)!\+!1,GJH!X+!4)0G,<!g[+!:)JG!V[+!$%,-!

.+!3((!4!5677R9!:!a-H<J&JHJ&U(!H;;&<&J0Q>),;&=&<?!G0GJ(I!J%HJ!)(U(H=G!L&GJ&<BJ!$CDE$$2F!
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-GH?(!>HJJ()<G!HI,<?!%-IH<!&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!J0>(!"!H<L!G&I&H<!

&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G!GJ)H&<G#![!O&),=!P8!56"9@""7"SQ""76S#!L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#7"6D6Q7R!

68#!1-?HB%!1+!2H0!^+!*=HGG(!1[+!*(JHG!.[+!Z&B%H(=!V+!C,IG!2W+!3((!4+!Z,,)(![1!5677R9!

N<(;;&B&(<J!(<J)0!,;!U&B)&U&),BQ)(G&GJH<J!MNOQ"!U&H!J%(!&<%&K&J,)Q$$2F!B,I>=(b!HJ!=,A!B(==!

G-);HB(!$$2F!L(<G&J&(G#!O&),=,?0!8P_!569@6RSQ876#!L,&@"7#"7"SET#U&),=#677R#76#7DD!

6D#!1;H;;![Z+!W&=(<!$4+!MH))&G,<![V+!C(IH)(GJ![X+!3((!4+!C,IG!2W+!.&=J,<![$!567"79!MNOQ"!

)(G&GJH<B(!J,!$$2F!H<JH?,<&GJG!HGG,B&HJ(L!A&J%!%&?%=0!(;;&B&(<J!-G(!,;!$$2F!H<L!H=J()(L!

J),>&GI!,<!>)&IH)0!$CDk!.!B(==G#![!O&),=!PD!5"89@SF7FQSF"D#!L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#778_DQ"7!

6F#!2,B%(!Z+![H',KG(<!Z2+!\J()T,UG'&![+!V==(JJ!:+!1,GJH!X+!3((!4+![-KK!4+!W(GJK0!Z+!3(A&<!\2+!

2HIG=H<L!1:+!$%-)B%&==!Z[+!/,))0!12!567""9!MNOQ"!(GBH>(!;),I!J%(!$$2F!H<JH?,<&GJ!

IH)HU&),B!HGG,B&HJ(L!A&J%!H<!H=J()(L!H<L!=(GGQ(;;&B&(<J!I(B%H<&GI!,;!?>"67Q$$2F!

(<?H?(I(<J!J%HJ!HJJ(<-HJ(G!IHB),>%H?(!J),>&GI#![!O&),=!PF!5R9@D887QD8D6#!

L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#77"7SQ""!

6S#!2,B%(!Z+![H',KG(<!Z2+!V==(JJ!:+!\H=&I&G(0(LHKHL!M+![-KK!4+!W(GJK0!Z+!3((!4+!3(A&<!\2+!

$%-)B%&==!Z[+!/,))0!12!567""9!MNOQ"!>)(L&G>,G(L!J,!HBa-&)&<?!)(G&GJH<B(!J,!IH)HU&),B!

5ZO$9!H<L!,J%()!$$2F!H<JH?,<&GJG!&<!U&J),!%HG!H<!&<%()(<J+!=,AQ=(U(=!HK&=&J0!J,!-J&=&d(!ZO$Q

K,-<L!$$2F!;,)!(<J)0#!2(J),U&),=,?0!P@PR#!L,&@"7#""PSE"_D6QDSR7QPQPR!

6_#!X=0<<![*+!1H-',U&BG!/+!Z,,)(!Z\+!V==(JJ!:+!/)H0!32+!C-<BH<!2+!\H=&I&!M+![-KK!4+!W(GJK0!

Z+!1-)B(==!CX[+!3(A&<!\2+!3((!4+!$%-)B%&==!Z[+!/,))0!12+!2,B%(!Z!567"89!.%(!IH?<&J-L(!,;!

MNOQ"!)(G&GJH<B(!J,!J%(!$$2F!H<JH?,<&GJ!IH)HU&),B!IH0!&I>H)J!H!L&;;()(<J&H=!H=J()HJ&,<!&<!

MNOQ"!J),>&GI!;,)!IHB),>%H?(G!H<L!.QB(==!G-KG(JG#!O&),=,?0!DD6!5"9@F"QFP#!

L,&@"7#"7"SET#U&),=#67"8#78#76S!
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6P#!2,B%(!Z+!\H=&I&!M+!C-<BH<!2+!W&='&<G,<!43+!$%&'()(!*+!Z,,)(!Z\+!W(KK!^V+!eH>>&!M+!

\J()T,UG'&![+!X=0<<![*+!V==(JJ!:+!/)H0!32+!3((!4+![-KK!4+!W(GJK0!Z+!2HIG=H<L!1:+!3(A&<!\2+!

1H0<(!2[+!$%-)B%&==!Z[+!/,))0!12!567"89!:!B,II,<!I(B%H<&GI!,;!B=&<&BH=!MNOQ"!)(G&GJH<B(!

J,!J%(!$$2F!H<JH?,<&GJ!IH)HU&),B!L(G>&J(!L&U()?(<J!)(G&GJH<B(!=(U(=G!H<L!=HB'!,;!B,II,<!

?>"67!)(G&GJH<B(!I-JHJ&,<G#!2(J),U&),=,?0!"7@D8#!L,&@"7#""PSE"_D6QDSR7Q"7QD8!

6R#!3,;J&<!3Z+!*&(<d=(!ZX+!g&!g+!3((!4+!3((!XQM+!/)H0!3+!/,))0!12+!$,==IH<!2/!567"79!

$,<GJ)H&<(L!-G(!,;!$$2F!,<!$CDk!=0I>%,B0J(G!K0!2FhD!MNOQ"@!(;;&B&(<B0!,;!V<UQ$$2F!

&<J()HBJ&,<G!H<L!=,A!$$2F!(b>)(GG&,<!L(J()I&<(!H!)H<?(!,;!)(GJ)&BJ(L!$$2FQI(L&HJ(L!

(<J)0#!O&),=,?0!D76!5"9@"8FQ"DP#!L,&@"7#"7"SET#U&),=#67"7#78#77R!

87#!4()),!2+!*=HGG(!1[+!3HGBH<,!C+!X=(?=()!:+!^H?HG%&IH!*:+!\H<L()G!2W+!\H'IH)!.1+!M,>(!

.[+!Z,,)(![1!567""9!Z-=J&>=(!$$2F!B,<;,)IHJ&,<G!,<!J%(!B(==!G-);HB(!H)(!-G(L!L&;;()(<J&H==0!

K0!%-IH<!&II-<,L(;&B&(<B0!U&)-G(G!)(G&GJH<J!,)!G(<G&J&U(!J,!$$2F!&<%&K&J,)G#![!O&),=!PF!

5"S9@P66_QP6D7#!L,&@"7#""6PE[ON#77_S_Q""!

8"#!3((!4+!\%H)),<!Z+!Z,<JH<()!3[+!W(&GGIH<!C+!C,IG!2W!5"RRR9!]-H<J&;&BHJ&,<!,;!$CD+!

$$2F+!H<L!$h$2D!=(U(=G!,<!=0I>%,B0J(!G-KG(JG+!L(<L)&J&B!B(==G+!H<L!L&;;()(<J&H==0!

B,<L&J&,<(L!I,<,B0J(QL()&U(L!IHB),>%H?(G#!1),B!^HJ=!:BHL!\B&!l!\!:!RS!5R9@F6"FQF667!

86#!$%&'()(!*+!W(KK!^V+!$%,-!.+!4,)I!*+!\J()T,UG'&![+!/,))0!12+!3((!4!567"D9!C&GJ&<BJ!MNOQ"!

(<J)0!>%(<,J0>(G!H)(!HGG,B&HJ(L!A&J%!J)H<GI&GG&,<+!G-KJ0>(!G>(B&;&B&J0+!H<L!)(G&GJH<B(!J,!

K),HL=0!<(-J)H=&d&<?!H<J&K,L&(G#!2(J),U&),=,?0!""!5"9@DP#!L,&@"7#""PSE"_D6QDSR7Q""QDP!

!

!

!

!
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APPENDIX D

Supplementary Information for Chapter 4
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The following chapter includes the additional files from:

Chikere K*, Webb NE*, Chou T, Borm K, Sterjovski J, Gorry PR, Lee B. Distinct HIV-1 entry

phenotypes are associated with transmission, subtype specificity and resistance to broadly neutral-

izing antibodies. Retrovirology 2015, 11:40.
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Figure D.1: Isolates with different CD4 and CCR5 usage can be represented by distinct 3-
D surface plots. GGR Affinofile cells induced to express 25 different combinations of CD4 and
CC5 were infected with the (A) CD4-independent R5 SIV316, (B) R5X4 89.6, or (C) X4 IIIB

pseudotyped viruses. The SIV 316 infection profile indicated that SIV 316 is much more sensitive
to changes in CCR5 levels, and is relatively insensitive to varying CD4 levels. Conversely, the
HIV IIIB infectivity profile indicated a phenotype that was dependent on changes in CD4, but
was relatively insensitive to changes in CCR5. This phenotype can be attributed to the use of
low levels of CXCR4 present on the HEK293 cells, the parental derivative of GGR Affinofile cells.
The 89.6 virus demonstrated an infectivity profile that was equally sensitive to changes in CD4
and CCR5 levels. The distinct infectivity profiles for each Env demonstrated in A-C can be
mathematically transformed into the corresponding 3-D surface plots shown in D-F. These three
envelopes represent the diverse range of infectivity profiles that can be demonstrated in GGR
Affinofile cells. (G) A polar plot representing the three metrics describing the infectivity profiles
of the three viruses is shown. SIV316 has a vector angle closest to 90 degrees indicating a greater
infective response to CCR5 expression and reflecting the CD4-independence of this Env. Conversely,
HIV IIIB has a vector angle closest to zero degrees, endorsing an X4 tropism that is manifested as
CCR5 independence. 89.6 has a vector angle of ≈45 degrees indicating that it is equally sensitive
to changes in CD4 and CCR5 levels. Each circle represents one independent experiment profiling
infectivity across 25 distinct CD4/CCR5 expression levels.
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Figure D.2: Infectivity profiles of Chronic and T/F Envelopes. The infectivity profile for individ-
ual chronic (A) and T/F (B) derived envelopes across a spectrum of CD4 and CCR5 expression
levels were generated and plotted as described in the Materials and Methods. One representative
experiment out of two is shown. Each infectivity data point was performed in triplicate. The
contour plots are arranged from highest to lowest mean infectivity (M), from left to right. (C)
T/F Envs and macrophage tropic (YU2, ADA) and non-macrophage tropic (JRCSF) R5 Envs were
used to produce Env pseudotyped luciferase reporter viruses, which were subsequently titrated on
JC53 cells. Monocyte derived macrophages were inoculated with equivalent infectious units of each
reporter virus, and luciferase activity measured in cell lysates at 72hrs post infection. Results of
infection in 3 independent donors are shown. Results are means of triplicate wells, and error bars
represent standard deviations.
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Figure D.3: Infectivity profiles of Subtype A-D Envelopes. The infectivity profile for indivudal
Subtype A, Subtype B, Subtype C and Subtype D derived Envs (A-D, respectively) across a
spectrum of CD4 and CCR5 expression levels were generated and plotted as described in the
Materials and Methods. One representative experiment out of at least two is shown. The contour
plots are arranged from highest to lowest mean infectivity (M), from left to right.
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Figure D.4: Infectivity profiles of (PG9/PG16)R or (VRC01)R Envs. (A) Consensus and/or
predicted ancestral Env sequences from subtypes A-D were obtained from the Los Alamos HIV
sequence database (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov), and the amino acid sequences from the relevant re-
gions aligned. Arrows highlight location of conserved residues where single point mutations were
engineered to confer PG9/16 (N160K) or VRC01 (N279/280A) resistance. (B-D) 2-D contour
plots of the infectivity profile for individual Envs are shown for the wild-type parental WT (A),
and the corresponding N160K (B), and N279/280A (C) mutants. Subtype specific Envs (A1-3,
B1-3, C1-3) refer to the Env clones listed in Additional file 4: Table S2. Axes and color-codes are
identical to previous contour plots. Contour plots are ordered based on the M values of the parent
Env (highest to lowest, from left to right).
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Table D.1: List of T/F and chronic envelopes.
Additonal file 2. Supplementary Table 1. List of T/F and Chronic Envelopes 
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Table D.2: List of subtype envelopes.
Additional File 4. Supplemental Table 2. List of Subtype Envelopes 
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APPENDIX E

Supplementary Information and Mathematical Methods for Chapter 5
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Supplementary Material

Table E.1: List of Envelopes.

Env (abbrev.) Env Clade GenBank Ref
BaL BaL.26 B DQ318211 1
24S 24S B KC834603 2
24R 24R B KC834602 2
17S 17S B KC834604 2
17R 17R B KC834605 2
MI18 BG505.W6M.ENV.C2 A DQ208458 3
MI28 MG505.W0M.Env.A2 A DQ208449 3
MI29 MG505.W0M.ENV.H3 A DQ208455 3
MI24 BL035.W6M.ENV.C1 D/A DQ208480 3
MI38 ML035.W0M.ENV.G2 D/A DQ208474 3
MI39 ML035.W0M.ENV.I2 D/A DQ208475 3
MI32 MJ412.W0M.ENV.B1 C DQ208435 3
MI33 MJ412.W0M.ENV.C1 C DQ208436 3
MI21 BJ613.W6M.ENV.E1 A DQ208448 3
JRCSF C3 JRCSF S142N B S61104 4
JRCSF JRCSF B U45960 5
4051C 4051C B 6
4051P 4051P B 6
PVO PVO B AY835444 7
6535 6535 B AY835438 7
TRJ TRJ B AY835450 7
1. Li et al. J. Virol, 80(3):1414-26, Feb 2006.

2. Roche et al. Retrovirology, 10:43, 2013.

3. Wu et al. J. Virol, 80(2):835-44, Jan 2006.

4. Boyd et al. J. Virol, 67(6):3649-52, Jun 1993.

5. Klasse et al. AIDS Res. Hum. Retroviruses, Mar 1;12(4):347-50, 1996.

6. Joseph et al. J. Virol, 88(4):1858-69, Feb 2014.

7. Li et al. J. Virol, 79(16):10108-25, Aug 2006.
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Table E.2: Summary of IT, PT and MT parameters.

ID Env Cells min max T TP TM m IT R2 PT R2 MT R2

15 6535 10,000 0.79% 4.53% 2,350 2,379 681 0.873 0.9651 0.9687 0.9831
5 17R 10,000 0.94% 16.74% 15,399 15,780 2,472 0.732 0.8950 0.9162 0.9906
8 17R 10,000 2.58% 17.34% 45,684 47,318 7,824 0.705 0.8660 0.8876 0.9816
4 17S 10,000 0.62% 14.24% 11,660 11,896 2,086 0.766 0.9211 0.9353 0.9930
7 17S 10,000 1.27% 14.54% 25,065 25,784 4,354 0.732 0.8849 0.9062 0.9732
6 24R 10,000 0.84% 6.16% 3,917 3,966 471 0.725 0.9097 0.9169 0.9967
11 24R 10,000 0.61% 11.44% 12,793 13,039 1,492 0.701 0.8643 0.8839 0.9564
10 24S 10,000 0.94% 14.34% 11,652 12,011 7,473 1.062 0.9965 0.9951 0.9964
14 4051C 10,000 1.19% 4.93% 2,972 3,012 368 0.722 0.9023 0.9095 0.9844
9 4051P 10,000 0.93% 11.64% 21,256 21,750 9,066 0.943 0.9903 0.9938 0.9995
48 BaL 140,000 0.58% 16.32% 53,644 56,277 105,611 1.707 0.5778 0.5210 0.9966
51 BaL 157,500 0.57% 8.15% 75,521 77,063 92,739 1.300 0.9251 0.9152 0.9962
64 BaL 77,500 0.85% 19.57% 916,012 941,787 222,347 0.804 0.9375 0.9533 0.9984
1 MI18 10,000 2.29% 13.59% 32,660 33,773 13,189 0.910 0.9778 0.9855 0.9992
66 MI18 100,000 5.76% 18.83% 491,800 520,601 117,587 0.725 0.8184 0.8438 0.8775
33 MI21 80,000 0.54% 6.49% 608,480 617,324 287,939 0.982 0.9767 0.9772 0.9768
34 MI24 80,000 1.06% 13.40% 3,616,000 3,743,823 3,847,215 1.288 0.9461 0.9317 0.9992
30 JR-CSF 70,000 0.73% 11.16% 34,115 34,887 17,254 0.992 0.9860 0.9876 0.9882
31 JR-CSF 70,000 0.51% 14.36% 52,397 53,861 27,985 1.005 0.9847 0.9877 0.9894
32 JR-CSF 70,000 0.67% 11.06% 69,261 70,946 42,886 1.053 0.9844 0.9844 0.9882
52 JR-CSF 157,500 0.70% 15.81% 79,333 82,044 71,963 1.192 0.9718 0.9632 0.9913
19 JR-CSF C3 80,000 2.08% 19.80% 1,434,667 1,490,125 327,931 0.762 0.9052 0.9310 0.9991
21 JR-CSF C3 60,000 1.29% 12.86% 91,342 94,170 30,935 0.875 0.9460 0.9572 0.9707
2 MI28 10,000 1.99% 12.59% 28,034 28,892 12,462 0.944 0.9846 0.9884 0.9937
69 MI28 100,000 3.42% 17.73% 380,360 398,597 131,751 0.841 0.9336 0.9520 0.9841
3 MI29 10,000 4.65% 14.66% 69,207 72,524 29,835 0.908 0.9696 0.9823 0.9997
70 MI29 100,000 4.67% 13.33% 528,235 552,145 172,655 0.826 0.9328 0.9503 0.9894
71 MI32 100,000 0.70% 2.57% 10,925 11,010 4,355 0.947 0.9941 0.9951 0.9986
72 MI33 100,000 0.77% 3.43% 13,896 14,044 10,192 1.100 0.9674 0.9657 0.9789
35 MI38 80,000 0.90% 11.20% 1,204,608 1,235,406 495,709 0.935 0.9548 0.9591 0.9608
73 MI38 100,000 1.15% 14.63% 60,917 62,676 29,357 0.972 0.9897 0.9913 0.9923
74 MI39 100,000 5.24% 19.83% 238,620 251,564 52,548 0.706 0.8575 0.8882 0.9951
12 PVO 10,000 5.65% 14.94% 119,497 125,502 33,905 0.776 0.9101 0.9321 0.9999
20 SVPB8 192,500 0.63% 17.31% 1,903,953 1,954,510 513,139 0.835 0.9512 0.9648 0.9962
22 SVPB8 60,000 0.91% 10.96% 69,614 71,430 29,032 0.938 0.9670 0.9727 0.9768
23 SVPB8 130,000 1.07% 15.27% 180,966 187,554 101,558 1.015 0.9910 0.9939 0.9953
13 TRJ 10,000 1.60% 16.74% 37,774 39,208 15,164 0.905 0.9664 0.9781 0.9917
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Expected Differences in Estimated Titers of the IT and MT Models

The infectious titer equation (Equation E.1) was equated with the median effect titer equa-

tion (Equation E.2) by substituting fa from Equation E.1 into Equation E.2 to give Equation

E.3, where we let m = 1 so that both equations are representing non-cooperativity.

fa =
TV

C
(E.1)

fa
1− fa

=

(
2V Tm
C

)m

(E.2)

TV
C

1− TV
C

=
2V Tm
C

(E.3)

Equation E.3 was solved for Tm in terms of T and simplified as follows:

TV
C

1− TV
C

=
2V Tm
C

(E.4a)

1
C
TV
− 1

=
2V Tm
C

(E.4b)

1
1

TV
− 1

C

= 2V Tm (E.4c)

1
1
T
− V

C

= 2Tm (E.4d)

1

2

(
1

1
T
− V

C

)
= Tm (E.4e)

1

2

(
T

1− TV
C

)
= Tm (E.4f)

The term TV
C

was substituted with fa in accordance with Equation E.1 to give Equation

E.5.
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Tm =
1

2

(
T

1− fa

)
(E.5)

The IT model is not valid when there exists any probability that a single infected cell

was infected by more than one virion, thus, the relationship between T and Tm necessarily

depends on how much infection was observed (fa) to accommodate this deficiency. Because

this probability is reduced as fa decreases, we took the limit of Equation E.5 as fa approaches

zero (Equation E.6) to give Equation E.7.

lim
fa→0

[
1

2

(
T

1− fa

)]
=

1

2
T (E.6)

1

2
T = Tm (E.7)

Thus, when both models are used to describe a non-cooperative system (m = 1) and

when the statistical probability of a single cell being infected by multiple virion is eliminated

(limfa→0), the MT model titer (Tm) is expected to be one half the value of an IT model titer

(T ).

Defining Non-cooperative Slope Boundaries

The infectious titer equations (Equations 5.1a and 5.1b) describe a strict linear proportion-

ality between viral input volume and infection, while the median effect equation (5.7b) is

fundamentally non-linear. Our results suggest that viral infection in a non-linear process

that is more accurately represented when incorporating the non-linear slope parameter (m)

of the MT model and that accordingly, the quality of representation for the IT and PT

models is dependent on the degree of cooperativity observed, when m 6= 1. To mathemati-

cally define the range of m for which the IT and PT models might accurately approximate

a non-linear MT-model titration curve, and the range of m that might also be considered

non-cooperative, we identified a single point of agreement between the IT and MT models.
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While the MT model is non-linear, it does contain a single point of linearity where δfa/δD

is constant and δ2fa/δD
2 = 0. We reasoned that fa near this point would, accordingly, be

nearly linear, such that a range of fa about the linear point could be accurately approxi-

mated by the linear IT model. We further reasoned that if this point of linearity fell within

the range of fa used to fit the IT and MT models (0.5% ≤ fa ≤ 20%), then the titration

curve itself could be considered nearly linear and would be accurately approximated by the

IT model.

The following derivation defines the single point of linearity in the MT model in terms of

infection, f ∗a , and is a function of slope (m). When f ∗a falls within the range of infection that

is observed in an experimental titration curve, then the curve itself may be approximated

by a linear model (as points around f ∗a are also nearly linear). When f ∗a falls far outside the

observed range of infection, the titration curve is predominantly non-linear and, therefore,

cannot be approximated by a linear model. As a function of slope, f ∗a identifies the range

of m that can be considered non-cooperative because these slopes correspond to such weak

cooperativities that they can be accurately approximated by the linear, non-cooperative IT

model.

The median effect equation (Equation E.8) can be solved in terms of fa to give Equation

E.9.

(
fa

1− fa

)
=

(
D

Dm

)m

(E.8)

fa =
1(

D
Dm

)−m
+ 1

(E.9)
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The first derivative is then given by Equation E.10.

δfa
δD

=

m
D

(
D
Dm

)−m
[(

D
Dm

)−m
+ 1

]2 (E.10)

Differentiation by parts can be done by letting

A =
m

D

(
D

Dm

)−m
B =

1[(
D
Dm

)−m
+ 1

]2

Differentiation of each part A and B with respect to dose (D) gives

δA

δD
=
−m(m+ 1)

(
D
Dm

)−m
D2

δB

δD
=

2m
(

D
Dm

)−m
D

[(
D
Dm

)−m
+ 1

]3

which is simplified by letting R = (D/Dm)−m to give

δA

δD
=
−m(m+ 1)R

D2

δB

δD
=

2mR

D(R + 1)3

The second derivative is then given by

δ2fa
δD2

= A
δB

δD
+B

δA

δD

to obtain Equation E.11.

δ2fa
δD2

=
m2

D2

[
R

(R + 2)2

] [
2R

R + 1
− 1− 1

m

]
R =

(
D

Dm

)−m
(E.11)

Effect (fa) is inherently non-linear with respect to dose (D) in the median effect and

Hill equations, however, both equations do contain an instantaneous point of linearity where

δfa/δD is constant and δ2fa/δD
2 is zero. This point can be solved where the second deriva-
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tive (Equation E.11) is equal to zero, as shown in Equation E.12.

0 =
m2

D2

[
R

(R + 2)2

] [
2R

R + 1
− 1− 1

m

]
R =

(
D

Dm

)−m
(E.12)

This gives trivial solutions where D →∞ for the first two terms

0 =
m2

D2
0 =

R

(R + 1)2

and a non-trivial solution for the third term where

0 =
2R

R + 1
− 1− 1

m

which can be rearranged to give

1

2

(
1 +

1

m

)
=

R

R + 1
R

which is simplified by letting Ro = 1/R to give

1

2

(
1 +

1

m

)
=

1

1 +Ro

which is solved for Ro to give

Ro =
1− 1

m

1 + 1
m

where the median effect equation (Equation E.8) can be substituted using

Ro =
1

R
=

(
D

Dm

)m

=
fa

1− fa
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to give

fa
1− fa

=
1− 1

m

1 + 1
m

which is further simplified to give

f ∗a =
1

2

(
1− 1

m

)
(E.13)

where f ∗a denotes the level of infection where the median effect model is instantaneously

linear (δ2fa/δD
2 = 0).

The range of experimentally observed infection used to fit the IT, PT and MT models

in our data was 1.7± 1.6% to 13± 4.6% infection, where f ∗a falls within this range only for

1.04 < m < 1.35 (Equation E.13). Experimental titrations having MT slopes within this

range gave similar R2 for both the IT and MT models while titrations having slopes outside

this range gave significantly different IT and MT R2 values (p = 0.0002), demonstrating that

titration curves whose slopes are within 1.04 < m < 1.35 can be approximated by the linear

IT model as non-cooperative when fa is restricted to 1.7% < fa < 13% infection (the average

range of infection observed in our data after filtering the data to exclude fa < 0.5% and

fa > 20%). Equation E.13 also suggests that weak degrees of negative cooperativity are not

as well approximated by the linear IT model than stronger degrees of positive cooperativity,

which is relevant to the that fact the majority of these titrations exhibited m < 1.
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